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Abstract

Sodium and zinc pyrithiones (NaPT and ZnPT respectively) are inhibitors of both 

pathogenic fungi and bacteria and are widely used in the cosmetics industry as preservatives. 

However, little is known of their mode of action. Growth inhibitory data exhibited NaPT to 

be a poorer growth inhibitor of Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa than ZnPT. A 

Pseudomonas-gap was observed between E. coli and P. aeruginosa upon their exposure to 

ZnPT. The antimicrobial action of these compounds was neutralised by the presence of 

EDTA and extracellular phosphatidylethanolamine. ZnPT was also neutralised by the 

presence of cysteine. Molecular modelling studies indicated direct chemical interactions 

between the pyrithiones and cysteine and the pyrithiones and phosphatidylethanolamine. 

Oxygen electrode studies exhibited low levels of pyrithione induced inhibition of substrate 

metabolism for several substrates in both E. coli and P. aeruginosa. The most sensitive 

metabolism towards the pyrithiones was that for thymidine, which exhibited inhibition to 

about 30% of the rate of metabolism in the control. At pyrithione concentrations approaching 

the MIC, the exposure of E. coli and P. aeruginosa to both biocides was shown to increase 

inhibited substrate metabolism for acetate, thymidine and uracil. ATP metabolism indicated 

extreme sensitivity to both NaPT and ZnPT in both E. coli and P. aeruginosa. The 

membrane effect of the pyrithiones were investigated by observing leakage of potassium 

ions and E260nm absorbing material from exposed cells of E. coli and P. aeruginosa. 

Although NaPT and ZnPT did not induce observable leakage of potassium ions from E. coli 

or P. aeruginosa it was found that leakage of 260nm material occurs and suggests that the 

leakage of potassium ions is being masked by some other event. Transmission electron 

microscopy indicated a disrupted bacterial envelope after exposure of P. aeruginosa to 

NaPT. Coagulation of the cytosol in proximity to the envelope was also observed. Both 

NaPT and ZnPT were observed to be present in the bacterial cytosol after assaying and 

ZnPT was observed in the envelope of P. aeruginosa. These results suggest that the 

pyrithione antimicrobial agents are mainly membrane active agents which enter the cytosol 

via membrane disruption where they may chelate intracellular metal cations and 

metalloenzymes.
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INTRODUCTION
Antimicrobial agents are extensively used worldwide to control the growth of unwanted 

microbial populations. On a daily basis the majority of the planet’s population come into 

direct contact with antimicrobial agents in various forms. They may include antibiotics to 

treat systemic infections, antiseptics for topical application, the utilisation of disinfectants for 

household cleaning chores and contact with antimicrobial preservatives used in many 

applications at work and at home.

Many people have little understanding of the history and science of these compounds and the 

events which lead to their development despite their widespread utilisation. Even less is 

understood of the detrimental effects which may occur if such compounds had not been 

observed.

HISTORY OF ANTIMICROBIALS

Although the onset of modem antimicrobial agents (such as antibiotics and preservatives) is 

thought to be relatively recent, dating from the discovery of penicillin by Hemming in the 

late 20’s (Neu 1993, Aharonowitz & Cohen 1981) and the later discovery of streptomycin 

by Waksman in the early 1940’s, the causes of putrefaction and the chemicals which disable 

these degradative processes have been studied since the mid 18th century. Pringle, in the 

1750’s, defined as antiseptics the substances which prevent the process of putrefaction. In 

1825, Labarraque observed the antiseptic effects of the chlorine releasing agent hypochlorite. 

In 1846, the standard medical practice of hand-washing was brought into daily use, when 

Semmelweiss suggested that medical students under his supervision in a maternity ward 

should wash their hands in a chlorine solution (probably hypochlorite) after handling 

cadavers and before examining expectant mothers and new-born babies. This suggestion 

resulted in a 90% decrease in the cases of puerpural or childbed fever (caused by 

Streptococcus pyogenes) (Boyce et al 1990, Salyers 8c Whit 1994). The discovery of phenol 

by Lemaire in 1860 was one of the major steps in the development of antimicrobial 

technology. This antiseptic was used in the 1870’s, by Lister to clean wounds, sterilise
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surgical implements prior to use and as an aerosol to give the operating room an antiseptic 

environment. The widespread utilisation of phenol lead to studies into it’s mode of action, 

and the observation of the phenolic coagulation of proteins by Ritthausen in 1872 (Denyer & 

Hugo 1991a).

At about this time, the separate works of Pasteur and Koch were beginning to identify and 

isolate forms of microbial life as the potential sources of infection and disease. In 1881, 

Koch began to isolate bacteria in pure culture and the ability to study the effects of 

antimicrobial agents upon single strains of bacteria was enabled.

Table 1: Various antimicrobial agents and their sites of action

Antimicrobial Agent Cellular Target

Beta-lactam antibiotics Peptidoglycan structure

Quaternary ammonium biocides Membrane integrity

4-Quinolone antibiotics DNA Replication

Isothiazolone biocides Protein integrity/Thiol interactions

Phenolic biocides Membrane integrity /Protein structure

Rifampicin RNA Replication

While working on the effect of the dye trypan red on trypanosomiasis in horses, Paul 

Ehrlich in 1902, began to develop the principles for the future study of antimicrobials and 

chemotherapy. It was Paul Ehrlich who observed that antimicrobial agents are essentially 

toxic chemicals which have in their design a structure which predisposes them towards a 

chemical reaction at a specific target in the bacterial cell (Table 1). There are sufficient 

evolutionary, biochemical and metabolic differences between bacteria and their hosts to 

largely preclude the action of antibiotics upon the host metabolism. This means that most 

antibiotics are capable of acting against the target microorganism whilst having little effect 

upon the host (Cohen 1979, Aharonowitz & Cohen 1981, Salyers & Whit 1994).
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CLASSIFICATION OF ANTIMICROBIAL COMPOUNDS

Antimicrobial agents comprise a wide array of compounds which target various components 

of the bacterial cell as sites for their action. The classification of these agents can at times be 

confusing due to the fine line which exists between the classification of antibiotics, 

antiseptics, disinfectants, preservatives and biocides. An antibiotic is a chemotherapeutic 

agent which may be administered systemically in order to combat microbial infection. The 

majority possess low toxicity towards the host and high specificity towards the causative 

agent (Salyers & Whit 1994), having the subsequent ability to combat infection with minimal 

damage to the host organism. The target mechanisms of antibiotic action may include 

inhibition of both cell wall synthesis and DNA and protein synthesis as major targets (Table

1). Antiseptics and disinfectants tend to be grouped together when classifying antimicrobial 

agents, but they are antimicrobials which have separate functions. Antiseptics are 

compounds which are used as topical agents in the cleansing of wounds (ie, cuts and 

abrasions to the skin) and are generally too toxic for systemic application. Disinfectants are 

cleansing agents used for the attempted eradication of microorganisms from inanimate 

objects (ie, instruments, toilets, drains and kitchen and laboratory workbenches). 

Disinfectants are too toxic for application against systemic infection, either topically or 

otherwise. Preservatives and biocides (although ‘biocide’ is a general term which may be 

used to describe all antimicrobial agents) are antimicrobials which are used to prevent 

colonisation of microorganisms on or within a product (ie, foodstuffs and cosmetics) or an 

industrial or environmental situation which may support microbial growth (eg, heating 

/cooling appliances, fuel lines, water cooling towers and central heating systems).

An understanding of the classification of antimicrobial agents and therefore their modes of 

action enables the future study of other novel antimicrobial agents, whether they are 

biocides, disinfectants, preservatives or antibiotics. This understanding also illustrates how 

the bacterial cell serves as a series of potential sites of action for antimicrobial agents.
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THE MICROBIAL CELL AS A SERIES OF POTENTIAL 

ANTIMICROBIAL TARGETS

In the study of antimicrobial agents, it is imperative that the differences in biological and 

biochemical make-up of both the target microbial cells and the cells of potential host 

organisms are fully understood. It is these differences which allow the development of new 

synthetic antimicrobial agents which are designed specifically for particular microbial targets. 

In order to achieve this it is also important to understand the structure and function of the 

microbial cell. This understanding facilitates the observation of the mode of action of 

different antimicrobials, helping to discern between general cellular toxins (ie radical formers 

which act both against the membranes of organisms and the cytosol) and antimicrobials 

which target specific sites in the microbial cell (Table 1). This study concerns the mode of 

action of the pyrithione antimicrobials upon bacteria. The pyrithiones are non-systemic 

agents which may be applied topically in order to combat the onset of dandruff. 

Subsequently, much of the work concerning their mode of action has been carried out on 

fungi. It is due to this that a short comparison of the differences between fungal eukaryotic 

cells and bacteria will be considered before discussing the make up and envelope structure of 

the bacterial cell.
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Fungi and Bacteria: The Basic Differences

Fungi possess a true nucleus which contains a major part of the genome as a set of 

chromosomes. The chromosomes of fungi replicate by mitosis and the chromosomal DNA is 

associated with proteins termed histones. Bacteria are not compartmentalised and possess 

only one chromosome which is termed the nucleoid or genome. Bacteria also contain small 

DNA duplex molecules (plasmids) which encode non-essential genes and are therefore not 

essential to bacterial life. However, the plasmids may give the bacteria an evolutionary 

advantage as a result of their ability to code for antibiotic resistance genes. The fungal cell 

possesses other compartmentalised intracellular organelles; ie, mitochondria, endoplasmic 

reticula, vacuoles and golgi apparatus. Bacteria do not possess any intracellular 

compartmentalised organelles and have free-floating ribosomes. The ribosomes of 

eukaryotes are situated on the endoplasmic reticulum and are larger (80S) than those in 

prokaryotic organisms (70S). Some bacteria also possess an outer membrane and most 

possess a two-dimensional protein layer (S-layer) on the cellular periphery. Fungal 

organisms do not possess an outer membrane or an S-layer. However, they do possess a 

cell wall and a cytoplasmic membrane. The fungal cell wall is unlike bacterial cell walls 

which are made up of peptidoglycan. Fungal cell walls consist of several carbohydrates 

(cellulose, chitin, mannan or glucan) as well as proteins and lipids (including steroids such 

as sterol). Their cytoplasmic membranes are made up of lipids, containing many steroids. 

Traces of carbohydrate (glucan and mannan) are also found in the fungal cytoplasmic 

membrane, unlike the bacterial cytoplasmic membrane which consists solely of phospholipid 

units and proteins.

The Bacterial Cell

Bacteria may be broadly classified into two groups, Gram-positive and Gram-negative (Fig

l). This classification was devised by Christian Gram, who observed a difference in the 

ability of both classes of bacteria to retain the dye crystal violet after carrying out and 

characterising the staining process which bares his name (Beveridge 1988). The staining 

sequence and classification process is dependent upon the differences between the Gram- 

positive and Gram-negative envelopes (Fig 1). The main differences between the two groups 

of organisms is the presence of an outer membrane possessed by Gram-negative bacteria and 

not found in Gram-positive cells. The peptidoglycan layers (cell walls) of the Gram-positive
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Figure 1: Diagram of the bacterial cell. A, The generalised structure of the

bacterial cell; B, Gram-positive structure; C, Gram-negative structure 

(Russell & Chopra 1990).
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bacteria are also much thicker than those found in Gram-negative cells, with the Gram- 

positive cell wall representing 25-40% of the total dry cell weight and the Gram-negative 

peptidoglycan layer being of only 5-7% of the total dry cell weight (Ingraham etal 1983, 

Poxton 1993). This reflects a need for the Gram-positive cells to have a physically stronger 

envelope than Gram-negative bacteria, showing elementary differences in the cytosolic 

make-up of the two bacterial groups. The cytosol of Gram-positive bacteria has a much 

higher osmolarity than that of the Gram-negative bacteria. It also exhibits differences in the 

evolution of Gram-positive and Gram-negative cell types. Work carried out upon bacterial 

phylogeny, using the comparison of rRNA from several bacterial genera, suggests that 

Gram-positive bacteria are evolved from species which were exposed to extremes of pH and 

osmolarity (Woese 1987). Subsequently, they are shown to be closely related to many of the 

archaebacteria. The possession of increased cytoplasmic osmolarity and thicker 

peptidoglycan structure by the Gram-positive bacteria suggests that they once existed at 

extremes of osmotic pressure. This existence would have been depleted if the cells were not 

able to resist death from turgor pressure. However, the possession of the Gram-positive 

attributes decreased the possibilities of bacterial destruction from increased pH and 

osmolarity. Subsequently, these phylogenic observations increase the understanding of the 

diversity between Gram-positive and Gram-negative species.

The Bacterial Cytoplasmic Membrane

Both Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria possess a cytoplasmic (or plasma) 

membrane. The cytoplasmic membrane is a natural biological phospholipid bilayer which 

surrounds the bacterial cytoplasm. This is illustrated by the fluid mosaic model (Cronan etal 

1987, Poxton 1993) (Fig 2). The bacterial plasma membrane is generally made up of three 

separate phospholipids, (phosphatidylethanolamine, phosphatidylcholine and 

diphosphatidylglycerol). However, the most abundant phospholipids in Gram-positive 

bacteria are phosphatidyl glycerol and diphosphatidyl glycerol (Poxton 1993). In Gram- 

negative bacteria the most abundant membrane lipid is phosphatidyl ethanolamine (Nikaido 

& Vaara 1987, Waigh & Gilbert 1991, Poxton 1993). The plasma membrane also contains 

many proteins which act as electron transport systems, ATPase subunits and various 

transport enzymes (Cronan et al 1987). Subsequently, the cytoplasmic membrane is 

implicated in oxidative phosphorylation, carbohydrate metabolism and transport of nutrients
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Figure 2: The fluid mosaic model of the cytosolic membrane structure 

(Woodcock 1988).
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both in and out of the cell. It should also be noted that because the phospholipid bilayer is a 

membrane, it is also a physical barrier and subsequently provides the first array of protection 

for the bacterial cytoplasm from various factors (eg, antimicrobial agents, extremes of pH, 

osmolarity, etc). In doing so it helps to maintain osmotic and pH gradients (involved in 

driving many metabolic processes, ie, ATP production and sugar transport) (Harold 1972, 

Stryer 1988) and also helps to maintain bacterial shape. The bacterial cytoplasmic membrane 

is one of the major sites of action for antimicrobial agents and once the integrity of the 

membrane is ruptured the leakage of cytoplasmic constituents into the environment may be

observed (ie, K+ ions, free nucleotides, 260nm absorbing material) (Wiseman 1964, Rye & 

Wiseman 1964, Bemheim 1976, Denyer & Hugo 1991b).

The Bacterial Cell Wall

The bacterial cell wall (murein layer or peptidoglycan layer, Park 1987) is present in nearly 

all forms of bacterial life (Poxton 1993). In Gram-negative bacteria the murein cell wall 

structure exists as a bilayer of peptidoglycan (Cooper 1991). In Gram-positive bacteria the 

peptidoglycan may be as much as forty layers thick (Park 1987, Poxton 1993) and is readily 

visualised using electron microscopy (Poxton 1993). The chemical constitution of 

peptidoglycan consists of two aminosugars, N-acetyl glucosamine (NAG) and it’s 

corresponding lactic acid ether N-acetyl muramic acid (NAM) (Schlegel 1988, Park 1987, 

Poxton 1993) (Fig 3). These sugars exist together as alternating units in the cell wall which 

are bonded by beta-l,4-glycosidic links and are synthesised in the bacterial cytosol from an 

intracellular pool of UDP-N-acetylglucosamine residues. Some of the residues remain as the 

precursors to NAG, while others are reduced to give rise to NAM precursors (Park 1987). 

During biosynthesis of peptidoglycan a pentapeptide tail is added onto the NAM residue of 

the muramic acid precursor (Park 1987, Poxton 1993) (Fig 3). This involves the sequential 

addition of three amino-acids and a subsequent addition of a D-alanyl-D-alanine dimer, 

which together make up the pentapeptide tail. The enzymes involved are specific for the 

addition of each amino acid residue and the system is dependent upon utilisation of ATP and

divalent metal cations (ie, Mn2+ or Mg2+) (Park 1987). The pentapeptide tail consists of L-

a lan in e, D -g lu ta m ic  acid , m eso -d ia m in o p im e lic  ac id  (o r  L -ly s in e )  and a  D -a la n y l-D -a la n in e

residue. A lth o u g h  gen era lly  h ig h ly  co n serv ed , the am in o  ac id s con stitu tin g  the p entapeptide
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Figure 3: Diagrammatic representation of the peptidoglycan of E. coli. A, The

arrangement of N-acetylglucosamine (NAG and N-acetylmuramic 

acid (NAM) residues linked by B-1,4 glycoside bonds (diagonal lines). B, the 

portion of A enclosed within the dotted line is enlarged to show the cross linkage 

between tetrapeptides attached to NAM residues of adjacent chains. The 

peptidoglycan of other species may differ in nature of the amino acids at positions 

2 and 3 of the tetrapeptide and in the nature and frequency of cross link (noted 

by asterisks in the figure (Ingraham etal 1983).
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tail may vary between bacterial species. The repeating unit of the two aminosugars and the 

peptide chain are known as muropeptide (Park 1987). In the biosynthesis of the cell wall, 

the crosslinking or transpeptidation of the pentapeptide tails of the muropeptide subunits 

forms the peptidoglycan layer (Park 1987). Transpeptidation occurs as a condensation 

reaction between the meso-diaminopimelic acid residue of one subunit and the sub-terminal 

D-alanine residue of another with the concurrent loss of the terminal D-alanine residue. 

Subsequently, the rigidity of the peptidoglycan polymer is maintained due to the 

transpeptidation between the pentapeptide tails of the peptidoglycan subunits, giving rise to 

tetrapeptide-tetrapeptide bridges in the final peptidoglycan polymer (Park 1987) (Fig 3).

The Periplasm

The area which lies between the outer face of the plasma membrane and the cell wall (in 

Gram-positive bacteria) and the inner face of the outer membrane (in Gram-negative bacteria) 

is termed the periplasm (Graham etal 1991a, Poxton 1993) (Fig 1). The periplasm contains 

various enzymes and precursors as a result of diffusion and transport through the cell wall 

and outer membrane. The proteins contained within the periplasm are mainly concerned with 

nutrient metabolism and binding of essential nutrients (eg, sugars and amino acids) (Oliver

1987). The periplasm also contains some of the enzymes responsible for the biosynthesis 

and transpeptidation reactions of the murein layer, the penicillin binding proteins or PBPs. 

The PBPs are involved in the various processes of cell wall formation and maintenance of 

structure and as a result are mainly transpeptidases (Park 1987). The PBPs are the site of 

action of the 6-lactam antibiotics. Electrophilic and thiol-interactive antimicrobial agents are 

also known to have activity within the periplasm where they disrupt various aspects of 

metabolism and both outer and inner membrane integrity.

The Gram-Negative Outer Membrane

The Gram-negative outer membrane differs dramatically from the cytoplasmic membrane. It 

consists of a bilayer of two amphipathic moieties. However, only the inner layer of the outer 

membrane consists solely of phospholipids and proteins (Nikaido & Vaara 1987) (Fig 4). 

The outer-most phase of the bilayer mainly consists of a molecule called lipopolysaccharide 

(LPS) with some phospholipids and proteins (Fig 6). LPS consists of three regions, lipid A 

, the core region and the O side chain (or O antigen). Lipid A is the section of LPS which
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maintains the hydrophobic bonds with the outer membrane phospholipid. Lipid A consists 

of two phosphorylated glucosamine units which possess fatty acid tails (Fig 5). Lipid A is 

covalently attached to the core region via one of the glucosamine residues. The core region 

consists of two units of 2-keto-3-deoxyoctonic acid (KDO). Each unit of KDO has one 

phosphorylethanolamine (Pet) group, two units of L-glycero-D-mannoheptose (hep) and one 

monosaccharide attached (Ferris & Beveridge 1986b, Nikaido & Vaara 1987) (Fig 5). The 

distal region of the LPS is an oligopeptide tail called the O side chain (or O antigen) 

(Nikaido & Vaara 1987, Wainwright 1988, Poxton 1993) (Fig 5). Different Gram-negative 

bacterial species exhibit high levels of O antigen variability and it is this variability which 

allows the classification of Gram-negative bacteria via serotyping (Jann etal 1982, Poxton

1993).

The Gram-negative outer membrane also contains three major types of protein. These are; (a) 

Braun’s lipoprotein which is covalently linked to the peptidoglycan layer and anchors the 

outer membrane to the cell wall; (b) porins, which are nonspecific trimeric protein channels 

which allow entry of low molecular weight hydrophilic molecules into the cell (Nikaido & 

Vaara 1987, Russell & Chopra 1990) and (c) specific diffusion proteins, which are involved 

in the transport of specific molecules into the cell; ie, maltose, nucleosides and vitamins 

(Nikaido & Vaara 1987).

It should be noted that particular sections of the Gram-negative outer membrane have a 

requirement for divalent metal cations (Mg2+ and Ca2+). The divalent cations are required

for the stabilisation of the murein lipoprotein at the peptidoglycan layer and the stability of 

phosphorylethanolamine residues present at the LPS core (Ferris & Beveridge 1986a, 

1986b, Wainwright 1988). If Gram-negative bacteria are treated with the ion sequestering 

agent EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) a loss of divalent metal cations and LPS is 

observed (Russell & Chopra 1990). Nonetheless, the outer membrane is still an effective 

barrier to many hydrophobic and hydrophilic molecules (eg, rifamycin, macrolides and bile 

salts) (Nikaido & Vaara 1987).
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Figure 4: The structure of the Gram-negative outer membrane (Russell 

& Chopra 1990).
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Figure 5: The structure of lipopolysaccharide (LPS). The structure of lipid

A region is highly conserved amongst a wide range of 

Gram-negative bacteria. Considerable variation is present in the 

monosaccharides that constitute the outer core and O side chain 

regions.Therefore, they have been left as empty blocks.

(Russell & Chopra 1990).
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Figure 6: Schematic representation of the process of strand separation at 

the replication fork. The action of DNA gyrase in allowing free 

rotation within the double helix is illustrated by the circular arrow. 

A helix inwinding protein (HUP) is shown at the point of 

separation; it’s direction of movement is indicated by the arrow. 

Molecules of helix-destabilising proteins (HDP) are shown 

attached to the single-stranded regions. As indicated, the action 

of DNA gyrase and inwinding protein involve ATP hydrolysis. 

(Ingraham etal 1983).

t(
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The Bacterial Cell Surface Layer (S-Layer)

The S-layer is a 2-D proteinatious or glycoproteinatious layer which is non-covalently 

attached to the bacterial cell wall (in Gram-positive bacteria) or the Gram-negative outer 

membrane (Sleytr & Messner 1988, Sleytr etal 1993) (Fig 1). S-layers are made up from 

protein or glycoprotein subunits which have a molecular weight of between 40 and 200 

KDa. In the S-layer, the subunits are generally made up of hydrophobic and acidic amino 

acids, they possess few sulphur containing amino acids. The S-layer subunits are held 

together by non-covalent bonds (Sleytr etal 1993). S-layers possess pores situated between 

each protein subunit. The pores are of identical shape and size and possess low absorption 

properties, allowing nutrient exchange to occur without affecting pore size and S-layer 

structure (Sleytr & Messner 1988, Sara etal 1992, Sleytr etal 1993). Due to the pore size, 

the S-layer functions partly as a molecular sieve for the individual bacterial cell, allowing 

molecules of up to 45000 daltons to freely pass into contact with either the cell wall (in 

Gram-positive) or the outer membrane of the Gram-negative cell (Sleytr et al 1993, 

Beveridge 1993). The S-layer is also thought to be a protective coat for the bacterium, it has 

been shown to play an important part in bacterial adhesion and host infection (Kay & Trust 

1991, Sleytr etal 1994a, 1994b) and may also play an important role in the maintenance of 

bacterial morphology (Sleytr et al 1993).

Bacterial DNA, RNA and Protein Synthesis

The bacterial genome, unlike that of the eukaryotes, is not compartmentalised. The bacterial 

genome consists of single looped chromosome which forms a negatively supercoiled DNA 

duplex. The genome exists in close proximity to the inner periphery of the cytoplasmic 

membrane. This proximity is thought to involve a chemical bond between DNA structure 

and the inner leaflet of the cytoplasmic membrane, resulting in the formation of the 

mesosome (Ingraham etal 1983).

The bacterial chromosome replicates in a semi-conservative manner (Schlegel 1988, 

Ingraham etal 1983). The mechanism by which the duplication of the bacterial genome is 

replicated is known as the rolling circle mechanism and it occurs in a 5’ to 3 ’ direction for 

both strands (Stryer 1988, Ingraham etal 1983).
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Duplication of the bacterial chromosome begins at the origin of replication, where helix 

unwinding proteins {hup) begin to relax the negatively supercoiled DNA (Fig 6). At this 

point, the enzyme DNA gyrase begins to act on the relaxed single stranded DNA and stops 

the unwound DNA from supercoiling on itself (McMacken etal 1987, Drlica 1987) (Fig 6). 

The bacterial DNA is then replicated in a 5’ to 3 ’ direction. (Stryer 1988). However, in the 

genome, the single strands of DNA are orientated in antiparallel directions. As a result one 

strand is replicated continuously (the 5’ to 3’ strand) and the other strand is replicated semi- 

continuously, by the formation of short fragments (Okazaki fragments) which contain small 

RNA primers (Ingraham et al 1983, McMacken et al 1987) by the DNA polymerase 

enzymes. The RNA primers of the Okazaki fragments are removed after they reach about 

200 base pairs in length (McMacken etal 1987) and replication of the genome continues until 

the site of the termination of replication is reached. At this point, the enzyme DNA ligase 

seals the duplicated chromosome which is then supercoiled by the action of DNA gyrase 

(Stryer 1988, McMacken etal 1987).

The formation of messenger RNA (mRNA) from the bacterial chromosome (mRNA 

transcription) is the first step in the transfer of genetic information from the genome in order 

to yield newly synthesised proteins. The newly transcribed mRNA is single stranded and is 

in fact a complementary base pair sequence of the 5’ to 3 ’ DNA strand which is being 

transcribed. The formation of mRNA occurs as a result of the action of the RNA polymerase 

enzymes which are responsible for the transcription of DNA to mRNA. Once the newly 

transcribed mRNA is formed, the process of protein formation by active 70S ribosomes (the 

process of translation) may begin (Hershey 1987).

The mRNA is translated into protein by an active ribosome and utilises transfer RNA 

molecules (tRNA), amino acids and is dependent upon GTP hydrolysis (Hershey 1987). On 

the mRNA sequence, each triplet of ribonucleotides encodes the genetic information to give 

rise to the addition of a specific amino acid to a growing polypeptide chain.

The mRNA molecule to be translated at the active ribosome forms a 30S initiation complex 

by adjoining with a 30S ribosomal subunit. This then binds with a 50S subunit to form the 

70S initiation complex. At this point the process of translation and protein formation begins
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(Fig 7). For each amino acid residue encoded in the mRNA sequence, a separate amino-acyl 

tRNA molecule is required at the donor site of the ribosome. The ribosome then moves 

along the mRNA sequence and recognises the different amino acid codes, each time 

incorporating a new corresponding tRNA molecule. The bacterial ribosome contains two 

sites for tRNA molecules involved in the translation process. The first site encodes the 

formation of the amino acid. The second site carries out the addition of the previously 

translated amino acid onto the growing polypeptide chain via peptide bond formation. In this 

way the ribosome-mRNA-tRNA complex translates an entire protein in a 5’ to 3’ direction.

The Bacterial Cytosol

The bacterial cytoplasm (cytosol) contains the majority of metabolic pathways which drive 

the replicative and metabolic processes of the cell. The cytoplasm is rich in proteins (80% 

by dry weight which carry out most of the metabolic processes, it utilises water as it’s 

solvent (about 80% of the cytosol is water) and in this solvent exists the basic building 

blocks for life; amino acids, free sugars, free nucleotides, ribosomes, plasmids and several 

tRNA molecules (Ingraham etal 1983). With important metabolic functions being carried out 

within the cytoplasm, and the flow of nutrients between the bacterial environment and the 

cytosol, high intracellular osmolarity is important. It is this process which drives many of 

the metabolic processes between the cytosol, and the cytosolic membrane. It is therefore 

important that proton-gradients and osmotic gradients are maintained between the cytosol 

and the cell’s environment. It is in the cytosol that many antimicrobial agents work, by 

disrupting protein integrity and function and uncoupling redox reactions which can also 

debilitate microbial metabolism.

The following section illustrates some of the antimicrobial agents which act upon the various 

parameters of bacterial physiology discussed previously. It indicates how a wide array of 

natural, synthetic and semi-synthetic compounds target various sites inside and outside the 

bacterial cell.
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Figure 7: Pathway for the intracellular biosynthesis of an active ribosome 

complex.
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Inhibitors of Cell Wall Synthesis

Beta-Lactam Antibiotics

The action of the B-lactam group antibiotics (Fig 8) were first observed in 1928 by 

Alexander Flemming (Flemming 1929, Neu 1993). Flemming noticed the inhibition of 

Staphylococcus spp by a contaminant fungus, Penicillium notatum (Boyd 1988). The 

fungus was later cultured and the active compound named and purified (Schlegel 1988). The 

observed antibiotic was benzyl penicillin (also called penicillin G). The B-lactam antibiotics 

include the penicillins, cephalosporins, monobactams and carbapenems, all containing a 13- 

lactam ring (Fig 8) (Aharonowitz & Cohen 1981, Neu 1993, Salyers & Whit 1994).

The B-lactam antibiotics inhibit the final stage of cell wall biosynthesis and transpeptidation. 

The three stages of cell wall synthesis are;

i) synthesis of peptidoglycan precursors in the cytoplasm;

ii) transport of these precursors to the cell membrane via an 

undecaprenylphosphate carrier lipid through the cytoplasmic membrane;

iii) subsequent transpeptidation, transacylation and crosslinking of the subunits to 

form the new cell wall (Gabriel 1987, Park 1987, Schlegel 1988).

Prevention of the cross linking mechanism by the B-lactam antibiotics occurs due to the 

binding of penicillin binding proteins or penicillin sensitive proteins (PBP’s) to the B-lactam 

molecule, partly as a result of the chemical analogy of the B-lactam compounds to the D- 

alanyl-D-alanine segment of the muramic acid oligopeptide (Park 1987). PBP's are enzymes 

which carry out transpeptidation and transcarboxylation of peptidoglycan (Salyers & Whit 

1994, Park 1987). The B-lactam affinity for these proteins inhibits the replication of the 

peptidoglycan and results in a cell which is too small to accommodate it's replicating interior.

Glycopeptides

The glycopeptide antibiotics (eg, vancomycin, Fig 9) inhibit the biosynthesis of the murein 

layer after the muramyl pentapeptide subunit has been transferred from the cytoplasm to the
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Figure 8: Basic chemical structures for the 6-lactam group of antibiotics.
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Figure 9: Chemical structure of the glycopeptide antibiotic vancomycin. (Franklin & 

Snow 1991).
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periplasm (Salyers & Whit 1994, Schlegel 1988). The glycopeptides bind to the D-alanyl-D- 

alanine group of the UDP-muramyl pentapeptide. This results in the inhibition of 

transpeptidation (similar to the beta-lactams) and also the inhibition of transglycosylation of 

the peptidoglycan monomers (Franklin & Snow 1991, Russell & Chopra 1990).

D-Cycloserine

D-cycloserine (Fig 10) inhibits the first stage of cell wall biosynthesis. It is structurally 

analogous to D-alanine and it’s action is due to competitive inhibition of the two enzymes 

(alanine racemase and D-alanyl-D-alanine synthetase) which catalyse the formation of the D- 

alanine dipeptide portion of the pentapeptide muramic acid tail (Park 1987). This results in 

the inhibition of the attachment of peptidoglycan subunits via transpeptidation and therefore 

no subsequent cell wall polymerisation occurs.

Bacitracin

Bacitracin (Fig 11) is a polypeptide antibiotic which inhibits the second stage of cell wall 

synthesis by forming complexes with the lipid carrier in it’s pyrophosphate form. (Franklin 

& Snow 1991). This may be due to the action of bacitracin upon the pyrophosphatase 

essential for the synthesis of the undecaprenylpyrophosphate carrier lipid (Rick 1987, 

Siewart & Strominger 1967). Bacitracin has also been shown to inhibit O antigen 

biosynthesis (Osborn 1969, Jann et al 1982) in the outer membrane of Salmonella 

typhimurium. This may also be due to the action of bacitracin on the carrier lipid 

pyrophosphatase (Rick 1987, Siewart & Strominger 1967). Bacitracin also disables the 

transportation and polymerisation of the murein monomers into the polymerised cell wall.
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Figure 10: Comparison of the antibiotic D-cycloserine (a) and the

peptidogiycan peptide subunit D-alanine (b).

(Russell & Chopra 1990).
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(Franklin & Snow 1991).

Figure 11: C h em ical structure o f  the p o lyp ep tid e  an tib iotic  bacitracin  A .
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Inhibitors of Membrane Integrity

Polymixins

The polymixin antibiotics (eg, polymixin Bl, Fig 12) are cyclic peptides comprising of 

seven, nine or ten amino acids with a fatty acid tail adjoined to the peptide ring via a peptide 

bond (Schlegel 1988). These compounds usually have five positively charged amine groups 

associated with the 2-aminobutyric acid components of the cyclic peptide. However, they 

possess no overall charge due to the presence of the oxyanions from the intra-cyclic peptide 

bonds between the amino acids making up the cyclic peptide (Nikaido & Vaara 1987, 

Schlegel 1988). The mode of action of these antibiotics is against the cell membrane but the 

exact mechanism is not yet fully understood. The cyclic peptides are generally disruptive of 

the lipopolysaccharide of the outer membrane (Nikaido & Vaara 1987) and as a result cause 

deformation of the bacterial envelope structure. These compounds are more active towards 

membranes which possess phosphatidylethanolamine as the most abundant phospholipid 

(Waigh & Gilbert 1991). Therefore Gram-negative bacteria are more sensitive to exposure to 

the polymixins than Gram-positives, the most abundant phospholipid within Gram-positives 

being phosphatidylglycerol (Poxton 1993).

Biguanides and Bisbiguanides

Biguanides and bisbiguanides (Fig 13) are membrane active agents which are readily 

absorbed by bacterial cells (Hugo & Longworth 1964). They have been widely used as 

disinfectants for the cleaning of machinery and packaging in the food and drinks industry 

(Woodcock 1988) and have also been highly recommended for use as antiseptic oral 

mouthwashes (Woodcock 1988). The biguanides and bisbiguanides include the compounds 

polyhexamethylene bisbiguanide (PHMB, which normally exists as a polymer of five 

monomeric units shown in Fig 13) (Broxton etal 1983b) and the biguanides chlorhexidine 

and alexidine (Hugo & Longworth 1964, Hugo & Longworth 1965, Broxton et al 1983a, 

Chawner & Gilbert 1989a, Chawner & Gilbert 1989b) (Fig 13). They are known to cause

leakage of intracellular constituents (eg, K+ ions, nucleotides, amino acids, etc) (Hugo & 

Longworth 1964, Broxton etal 1983a, Broxton etal 1983b, Chawner & Gilbert 1989a) and 

PHMB and alexidine have been shown to cause lysis of whole cells, but this is not the case 

for chlorhexidine. The ability of alexidine
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(Franklin & Snow 1991).

Figure 12: Structure o f  the m em brane a c tiv e  antib iotic  p o ly m ix in  B 1.
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Figure 13: General chemical formula for PHMB and the chemical structures

of alexidine and chlorhexidine.
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to cause cell lysis is thought to be due to the difference between the tail groups of the two 

compounds alexidine and chlorhexidine (Chawner & Gilbert 1989a, Chawner & Gilbert 

1989b) (Fig 13). It is thought that in solution (due to the chemical make up of it’s tail group) 

alexidine may increase it’s chain length by adjoining to other alexidine molecules (Chawner 

& Gilbert 1989b). This factor may increase it’s bactericidal activity in a similar manner to 

that of PHMB, where increases of polymer chain length have been shown to effectively 

increase bactericidal ability (Broxton etal 1983a, Broxton etal 1983b, Gilbert etal 1990c, 

Gilbert etal 1991). The exact mode of action of the biguanides has not been observed. 

However, the mode of action of the bisbiguanide PHMB has been shown to be due to the 

chemical interaction of the antimicrobial agent with the acidic head-group of the membrane 

lipid phosphatidylethanolamine (Gilbert eta l 1991, Woodcock 1988). The binding of 

PHMB to the bacterial membrane causes chemical instability of the fluid mosaic lipid bilayer 

structure (Fig 14). This PHMB lipid complex stabilises via bonds made with proteins 

present in the membrane. As a result of this action membrane integrity is lost and the leakage 

of vital cytoplasmic constituents may result in cell death (Woodcock 1988).

Quaternary Ammonium Compounds (QAC’s)

The quaternary ammonium compounds (QAC’s) consist of a nitrogen which has a valency 

of five with four of the five groups surrounding it being covalently linked alkyl and 

heterocyclic radicals and the fifth having a cationic structure (Fig 15). Compounds classed 

as QAC’s include cetrimide and benzalkonium chloride (Chapman 1987). The QAC’s are 

membrane active agents which on exposure to bacteria rapidly induce the leakage of 

cytoplasmic constituents. This is due to the cationic QAC’s interaction with the phospholipid 

head-groups in the bacterial membrane (Chapman 1987, Russell & Chopra 1990). This 

interaction is somewhat similar to that of PHMB and as a result disintegrates membrane 

integrity and membrane related metabolism. The QAC’s are sometimes used as cosmetic 

preservatives (Moore & Stretton 1981) and are widely used as biocides in the water 

treatment industry (Skaliy etal 1980).
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Figure 14: Proposed mechanism of action by PHMB (represented by A W N )

(Woodcock 1988).
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Figure 15: The general chemical formula for quaternary ammonium compounds,

ie, cetrimide. (Russell & Chopra 1990).
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Phenolic Compounds

Phenols, phenol containing compounds and phenolic derivatives (eg, xylenol, lysol, 

dichlorophen and fentichlor) have been shown to be active at the bacterial cytoplasmic 

membrane (Kroll & Patchett 1991) (Fig 16). They are used widely as disinfectants (ie, 

‘Dettol’) and derivatives such as fentichlor and dichlorophen are used in the treatment of 

water cooling towers (Dept of Health 1989). Studies with fentichlor (Bloomfield 1974) 

show the mode of action of the phenolics as the uncoupling of the pH gradient which exists 

between the bacterial cell and it’s bathing solution, thereby inducing subsequent uncoupling 

of the Fi/Fo membrane-bound ATPase (Bloomfield 1974, Kroll & Patchett 1991). Although

membrane active agents, the phenolics have also been shown to induce intracellular protein 

coagulation and precipitation (Wainwright 1988).

Inhibitors of DNA and RNA Synthesis

4-Quinolone Antibiotics

The 4-quinolone antibiotics (Fig 17) are powerful antibacterial agents exhibiting a 3 log cycle 

reduction in bacterial numbers only two hours after addition of the antibiotic to a bacterial 

culture (Russell & Chopra 1990). Although the exact mechanism is not fully understood it 

is thought that they inhibit the bacterial DNA gyrase enzymes (Howard etal 1994). DNA 

gyrases are involved in the separation and relaxation of supercoiled DNA double helixes 

(Stryer 1988). DNA gyrases are composed of four protein subunits, two A subunits and two 

B subunits (Howard etal 1994). The A subunits are involved in breakage and sealing of 

DNA strands and the B subunits carry out the hydrolysis of ATP resulting in supercoil 

formation (Fig 6).

The 4-quinolones are thought to form complexes with the A subunits, directly inhibiting the 

function of the A subunit and partially inhibiting that of the B subunit. This results in direct 

inhibition of DNA replication within the target cell. The cell responds by activating an SOS 

process (Walker 1987, Donachie & Robinson 1987). Subsequent cell division does not 

occur due to the inhibited bacterial cell’s inability to complete DNA replication, which in turn 

disrupts the controlling mechanisms for septum formation (Donachie & Robinson 1987).
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Figure 16: The chemical structures of the phenolic biocides dichlorophen

and fentichlor.
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Figure 17: Q u in o lin e  and antibacterial 4 -q u in o lo n es  (R u sse ll &  C hopra 1 990).
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When the cells are exposed to nalidixic acid they are unable to repair the subsequent cellular 

damage and cell death rapidly ensues. However, sufficient experimental evidence exists to 

show that other 4-quinolone antibacterial agents (eg, ciprofloxacin, ofloxacin and 

norfloxacin) work via a different mechanism to that of nalidixic acid (Howard etal 1993,

1994). The work carried out by Howard etal (1994) has shown that cells treated with 

ciprofloxacin and ofloxacin were capable of DNA replication after exposure to these 

antibiotics. The mode of action of these 4-quinolone antimicrobials is still thought to be 

targeted towards DNA replication (Howard etal 1994), but the subsequent course of cell 

death is not yet fully understood.

Ansamycin

The ansamycin group of antibiotics consist of the rifamycins (eg, rifampicin or rifampin) and 

the streptovaricins (eg, streptovaricin D, Fig 18). Both groups inhibit the action of the RNA 

polymerases directly at the beta-subunit of the core enzyme (Ingraham etal 1983, Drlica 

1987, Salyers & Whit 1994). The action of these antibiotics affects the initiation process of 

RNA transcription (Drlica 1987). The inhibition of the initiation process can be observed 

both in vivo (using the whole enzyme) and in vitro (using only the beta-subunit) (Salyers & 

Whit 1994). The inability of the bacterial cell to complete transcription after the disruption of 

primer initiation results in the bacterial cell becoming deficient in vital proteins. This will 

result in metabolic disruption and subsequent cell death.

Inhibitors of Protein Synthesis

Aminoglycosides

The aminoglycoside antibiotics (ie, gentamicin and kanamycin, Fig 19) target the bacterial 

ribosome by binding to the 30S subunit of the ribosome (Russell & Chopra 1990, Salyers & 

Whit 1994). This does not stop the binding of mRNA to the subunit, but disables the 

binding of the 50S subunit and the formation of a 70S initiation complex (Russell & Chopra 

1990, Salyers & Whit 1994). It is thought that the build up of 30S ribosomal subunits inside 

the bacterial cell is toxic and it is this factor that causes cell death (Salyers & Whit 1994). It 

has also been shown that some aminoglycosides (eg, gentamicin) may also have an
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inhibitive effect on the cell membrane (Martin & Beveridge 1986), where the outer 

membranes of exposed cells exhibit a subsequent blistering.

The Macrolides

The macrolide antibiotics (eg, erythromycin, Fig 20) consist of a macro cyclic lactone ring 

which has two aromatic ring structures joined via oxide bridges (Nikaido & Vaara 1987, 

Schlegel 1988, Salyers & Whit 1994). They have been shown to inhibit protein synthesis by 

binding to the 50S subunit of bacterial ribosomes (unlike the aminoglycosides which bind 

the 30S subunit) (Schlegel 1988, Salyers & Whit 1994). This subsequently inhibits the 

elongation of new protein production by peptidyl transferase and may also inhibit ribosomal 

translocation (Salyers & Whit 1994).

Inhibitors of Metabolic Intermediates

Sulphonamides

Although the 4-quinolones inhibit DNA synthesis at the formation of a new double helix, the 

sulphonamides (Fig 21) inhibit the synthesis of DNA and RNA by inhibition of nucleotide 

formation via tetrahydrofolic acid (THFA) metabolism (Neuhard & Nygaard 1987, Brown 

& Williamson 1987) (Fig 22).

The sulphonamides are structurally analogous to p-aminobenzoic acid (PABA) (Fig 21) a 

major substrate in the synthesis of THFA . In turn THFA acts as a coenzyme in the 

metabolism of inosine (the first purine base to be synthesised and subsequent precursor of 

all other purines), whereby THFA donates carbon atoms to the purine base precursors 

(Neuhard & Nygaard 1987, Brown & Williamson 1987). The structural analogy of the 

sulphonamides to PABA allows them to act as alternative substrates for dihydropteroate 

synthase (DHPS). DHPS converts PABA into dihydropteroic acid, the first step in the 

pathway for the production of THFA from PABA (Brown & Williamson 1987, Neuhard & 

Nygaard 1987) (Fig 22).

As a result THFA analogues are produced at the end of the pathway which are inactive and
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Figure 19: The aminoglycoside antibiotics gentamycin and kanamycin.

(Franklin & Snow 1991).
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Figure 20: The chemical structure of the macrolide antibiotic erythromycin.

(Franklin & Snow 1991).
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Figure 21: Comparison of the structure of the sulphonamide antibiotics

with the tetrahydrofolic acid (THFA) precursor para-aminobenzoic 

acid (PABA).
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Figure 22: The sites of action (X) of the sulphonamide antibiotics in

the production pathway of THFA.
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inadequate for the donation of carbon atoms to the formation of inositol and subsequent 

purine base formation. (Brown & Williamson 1987, Neuhardt & Nygaard 1987, Russell & 

Chopra 1990). This in turn inhibits the formation of new DNA and RNA precursors, 

inhibiting DNA and RNA synthesis and further cell division.

Thiol Interactive Agents

Bronopol

Bronopol (Fig 23) is widely used in the treatment of water cooling towers for the elimination 

or preservation of cooling water from Legionella spp and is included in various toiletries 

and cosmetics as a preservative (Dept of Health 1987, Waigh & Gilbert 1991). The mode of 

action of Bronopol has been reported as being thiol interactive, oxidatively catalysing thiol 

groups present in the bacterial cell to their corresponding disulphides in the presence of 

oxygen (Waigh & Gilbert 1991, Shepherd 1987). The addition of Bronopol to cells which 

are readily utilising cysteine has been shown to stimulate oxygen uptake. The increased 

oxygen uptake was later shown to be accompanied by free radical generation (both thiyl and 

hydroxy radicals) (Shepherd 1987). This oxidatively corrupts the tertiary and secondary 

structure of vital proteins and other thiol containing compounds (eg, glutathione and 

cysteine) . Subsequently, this exposes the cell to the detrimental consequences of oxidative 

stress (eg. membrane disruption, oxidation of non-thiol biochemical precursors etc). 

Consequently, the cell dies due to disruption of intracellular metabolic processes which 

results in the disability of the cell to utilise nutrients and synthesise essential metabolic 

precursors.

The Isothiazolones

The isothiazolone biocides (eg, 5-chloro-N-methyl-isothiazolone (CMIT), N-Methyl- 

isothiazolone (MIT) and benzisothiazolone (BIT), Fig 24) are thiol interactive agents (Collier 

etal 1990a, Collier etal 1990b, Collier etal 1990c, Collier et al 7991, Waigh & Gilbert

1991) which affect cysteine interactions in proteins and upset the tertiary and secondary 

structure of proteins rendering them useless (Fig 25). Exposure of the fission yeast 

Schizosaccharomyces pombe to CMIT results in the increased elongation and aggregation of
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cells at cell division with septum formation but without complete division (Collier et al 

1990b). This may be indicative of interruption of DNA replication by CMIT. CMIT has also 

been shown to react with labile nitrogen groups in the form of amines (Collier etal 1990b), 

this means that CMIT can also interrupt protein structure and function by binding with free 

amine groups as well as being thiol interactive. CMIT, MIT and BIT are used widely as 

biocides in the water industry and fuel systems. MIT and CMIT are used as preservatives in 

cosmetic and pharmaceutical products (Collier etal 1990c).

Hydrogen Peroxide and Generators of Radical Formation

Although compounds which induce bacterial cell death due to radical formation are known to 

be active on the bacterial envelope, it is usually understood that these compounds work by 

disruption of protein structure and function (Baldry & Fraser 1988). Many compounds 

induce cell death due to radical formation eg, hydrogen peroxide, peracetic acid, ozone, 

hypochlorous acid and many aliphatic peracids (Baldry & Fraser 1988, Halliwell 1993). 

Once inside the cell, the hydrogen peroxide breaks down to give rise to two hydroxy 

radicals. These are then extremely chemically reactive and readily break protein-thiol 

interactions, the result of which is the generation of a thiyl radical (Halliwell 1993) (Equation 

1). This not only causes the breakdown of metabolism via disruption of protein integrity but 

generates a greater number of active radicals due to the thiyl radical reacting with oxygen 

subsequently producing thiyl peroxil radicals (Halliwell 1993, Asmus 1990) ( Equation 2).

(1) O H  • + SH ---------------- +> S • + HoO

(2) s + o2 ------------► S 0 2 *

Radical formers are also active against membrane structure and function due to radical 

oxidation of lipid head groups and interactions with lipid bound proteins eg, Braun’s 

Lipoprotein, transportases and ATPase complexes. This, together with the breakdown of 

protein integrity, renders the cellular barriers dysfunctional. Furthermore, the internal and 

external mediators of microbial metabolism are disabled, resulting in cell death. Generators 

of oxygen-free radicals are widely used to disinfect and sterilise packaging for the food and
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drinks industry, to treat waste sewage sludge and in the leisure industry to clean bathing 

water (Baldry & Fraser 1988).
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Figure 23: The chemical structure of Bronopol.
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Figure 24: Chemical structures of some isothiazolone biocides.
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Figure 25: The generally accepted mode of thiol (RSH) interaction for the

isothiazolone biocide BIT. (Collier etal 1990c).
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THE PYRITHIONE ANTIMICROBIALS

DISCOVERY OF THE PYRITHIONE ANTIMICROBIALS

1-Hydroxypyridine-2-thione (2-mercaptopyridine-N-oxide, Hydroxypyrithione, omadine or 

HPT) (Fig 26) was first synthesised by Shaw etal (1950) at the Squibb Institute for Medical 

Research, New Jersey, USA. Shaw and coworkers synthesised HPT as a sulphur analogue 

of aspergillic acid (Shaw et al 1949, 1950) (Fig 26). This led to the screening and 

subsequent observation of the pyrithione group compounds as antimicrobial agents, 

especially the sodium salt of hydroxypyrithione, sodium pyrithione (NaPT, Fig 26) and the 

zinc chelate, zinc pyrithione (ZnPT) (Albert etal 1956) (Fig 26). The Squibb Institute later 

merged with the Olin Corporation, Connecticut, USA (Hyde & Nelson 1984) and they are 

currently the largest producers of pyrithiones in the world.

PATENTED APPLICATIONS OF THE PYRITHIONE BIOCIDES

The first US patent (Shaw etal 1954) was granted in 1954 to the Olin Corporation for the 

production of HPT and NaPT. Three years later another patent (Bernstein & Losee 1957) 

was granted for the production of heavy metal chelates (Nelson & Hyde 1981). With the 

patenting of the production of ZnPT in 1957 (Bernstein & Losee 1957), Procter and Gamble 

(a subsidiary of Olin) launched the ZnPT containing anti-dandruff shampoo ‘Head and 

Shoulders’ (Hyde & Auerbach 1979, Nelson & Hyde 1981, Hyde & Nelson 1984). In 

1966, Procter and Gamble together with R T Vanberbilt Co were granted joint patents for the 

use and incorporation of pyrithiones into detergent and cosmetic formulations (Karsten etal 

1966, 1968). Most recently, the incorporation of chitosan pyrithione (Fig 27) as an 

antimicrobial in personal care products was granted to Olin Corporation in 1990 (Nelson

1990).
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Figure 26: The chemical structures for aspergillic acid, the pyrithione

biocides and the metal-chelating biocide 8-hydroxy quinoline. 

The highlighted area denotes the pseudo-QAC area proposed by 

Hyde & Nelson (1984).
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Figure 27: The chemical structure of chitosan pyrithione.
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PYRITHIONE CHEMISTRY

Chemical Synthesis of Hydroxypyrithione

The chemical synthesis of hydroxypyrithione is readily achieved by the reaction of a 2- 

halopyridine with a peracid (ie, peracetic acid). This reaction yields a 2-halopyridine-N- 

oxide. The halogen can then be replaced by reacting the 2-halopyridine-N-oxide with an 

alkali metal hydrosulphide (Hyde & Nelson 1984) (Equations 3 & 4).

(3) 2-Chloropyridine + Peracetic acid ----------- ► 2-Chloropyridine-N-oxide

(4) 2-Chloropyridine-N-oxide + Sodium hydrosulphide

2-Mercaptopyridine-N-oxide(hydroxypyrithione) + Sodium Chloride

Chemical Properties of the Pyrithione Biocides

HPT exists as both thiol and thione tautomers when in solution and may form disulphides 

between monomers of itself in solution (Nelson & Hyde 1981, Hyde & Nelson 1984) (Fig 

28). Below pH 3, the thione form of HPT is most abundant, at pH 7.6 both the thiol and 

thione are in equal concentrations and from pH 7.6 to pH 10 the thiol is most prevalent In 

solution at a pH greater than 10 oxidation occurs and the pyrithione molecule breaks down to 

produce a sulphinic acid anion (Hyde & Nelson 1984, Fenn & Csejka 1982) (Fig 29). The 

pyrithione group compounds are easily oxidised by many oxidising agents, particularly 

organic peroxides which may be found in cosmetics as a result of impurities from the 

addition of glycols and polyglycols incorporated into cosmetic base formulations (Nelson & 

Hyde 1981, Hyde & Nelson 1984).

Sodium pyrithione has a molecular weight of 149.2 Daltons and exhibits good solubility in 

water (53% w/w at 25°C) and is relatively soluble in ethanol (19% w/w at 25°C) (Nelson & 

Hyde 1981). Zinc pyrithione has a molecular weight of 317.7 Daltons and with a solubility 

in water of 0.0015% w/w at 25°C and a solubility in ethanol of 0.01% w/w at 25°C,
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demonstrates a greatly decreased solubility than it’s sodium counterpart (Nelson & Hyde

1981). Both compounds are relatively heat stable, exhibiting activity after 24 hours at 100°C 

(Nelson & Hyde 1981).

In solution NaPT dissociates to give a separate sodium ion and pyrithiolate ion (Fig 30). 

ZnPT exists in the polar phase as a pyrithione dimer around a central zinc ion via two 

sulphur-oxygen bridges (Fig 26). In the solid phase, gaseous phase, and when solubilised 

in organic solvents, ZnPT exists as a ZnPT dimer (Barnett etal 1977, Fig 31). The two 

ZnPT monomers within the dimer are held together by bonds between the zinc atom of one 

ZnPT monomer, and the oxygen atom of the other, producing the two zinc-oxygen bridges 

which maintain the dimer structure (Fig 31) (Barnett etal 1977).

Photolysis of the Pyrithione Biocides

The pyrithiones can be photolysed by day light (wavelength = 320 to 355nm, Neihof et al

1979) with a consequential reduction in bactericidal qualities (Neihof etal 1979, Seymour & 

Bailey 1981, Nelson & Hyde 1981, Hyde & Nelson 1984). Exposure of hydroxypyrithione 

to visible light (within 320 to 355nm, or with a standard 500 watt light bulb) will yield 

pyrithione radicals and hydroxy radicals (Boivin etal 1992), which are of interest in the 

chemical industry (Equation 5).

(5) Pyrithione

Photon
1 Pyrithione + OH

Metal Chelating Properties of the Pyrithiones

The pyrithiones have excellent metal chelating properties. The most utilised pyrithione metal 

chelate being zinc pyrithione (Hyde & Nelson 1984, Davies 1985, Fenn & Alexander 1988, 

Seymour & Bailey 1981, Nakajima etal 1993, Marks etal 1985, Imokawa & Okamoto 

1982, Hyde & Auerbach 1979) (Fig 26). Transchelation is also observable when ZnPT and

NaPT are in the presence of strong Lewis bases, ie, Cu2+ and Fe3+ (Edrissi etal 1971). The

chelating properties of the pyrithione biocides, including the sodium salt, enable the 

utilisation of more simplistic methodologies for the assay of pyrithiones by thin layer 

chromatography (TLC) (Seymour & Bailey 1981) and high performance liquid
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Figure 28: The chemical structures of the thiol and thione tautomers of 

hydroxypyrithione.
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Figure 29: The reaction sequence for the oxidation of hydroxypyrithione.
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Figure 30: The chemical structure of the pyrithiolate anion of sodium

pyrithione.
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Figure 31: Filled orbital and capped stick chemical structure for the zinc

pyrithione monomer and dimer: yellow = sulphur, grey = carbon, 

blue = hydrogen, dark blue = nitrogen, red = oxygen and green = zinc.
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chromatography (HPLC) (Fenn & Alexander 1988, Nakajima etal 1993). These chelating 

properties have proved problematic in the incorporation of these compounds into cosmetic 

formulations where colourless and clear products may develop an unsightly blue or green 

colouration in the presence of pyrithiones (Nelson & Hyde 1981). The metal chelating 

properties of the pyrithiones have also been utilised to estimate metal content of ores in the 

metal purification industry (eg, Hg, Ag, Cu and Fe, Edrissi etal 1971).

APPLICATIONS OF THE PYRITHIONE BIOCIDES

Sodium and zinc pyrithione are the most abundantly used pyrithione compounds (Hyde & 

Nelson 1984). Both sodium and zinc pyrithione have extensive antimicrobial properties 

(Khattar etal 1989, Khattar etal 1988, Vancutsem etal 1990, Hyde & Nelson 1984, Nelson 

& Hyde 1981, Pansy etal 1953). They have been widely used as cosmetic preservatives 

(Khattar & Salt 1993, Khattar et al 1988, Hyde & Nelson 1984, Nelson & Hyde 1981, 

Hyde & Auerbach 1979) and are incorporated as antidandruff agents into various shampoo 

formulations (Fredrikson & Faergemann 1983, Hyde & Nelson 1984, Khattar etal 1988). 

They have been widely utilised as preservatives in various industrial applications, ie, as 

preservatives in fuel lines and fuel tanks (Neihof et al 1979, Cooney 1969) and as 

antimicrobial finishing agents in the production of cotton (Morris & Welch 1983).

TOXICOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF THE PYRITHIONE BIOCIDES

ZnPT has been shown to possess greater toxic properties than HPT and in turn HPT is 

reported to be more toxic than NaPT (Black & Howes 1978). Oral LD50 values (the dose at

which 50% of a treated population die) have been reported in mice as 1172mg/Kg body 

weight for NaPT, 533mg/Kg body weight for HPT and 300mg/Kg body weight for ZnPT 

(Black & Howes 1978). These LD50 values reflect the acute toxicological order of the

pyrithione biocides. The differences in acute toxicity of HPT and NaPT have also been 

observed in mice for several routes of biocide administration (Moe etal 1960, Table 2). The 

LD50 values from table 2 exhibit the increased strength of HPT toxicity over NaPT for
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intraperitoneal and oral biocide administration in mice.

Table 2: Table of LD50 values for HFT and NaPT in mice

Route of Administration LD50 (mg/Kg body weight)

HPT NaPT

Intravenous 340 335

Intraperitoneal 165 265

Subcutaneous 490 450

Oral 535 1000

Pyrithione induced vomiting has been observed in subacute toxicity tests using dogs as the 

target population (Moe etal 1960). Upon administering dogs with HPT at concentrations of 

10, 20 and 40mg/Kg body weight via an intraperitoneal tube, all of the dogs exposed to 

HPT exhibited an emetic effect. A decrease in vomiting was observed by decreasing the 

biocide dose to between 0.1 and 0.6mg/Kg body weight showing the degree of emesis to be 

dose dependent (Moe etal 1960). A repeated increased oral dose of HPT at concentrations of 

40 ,85  and 105mg/Kg body weight was given to a population of 8 mongrel dogs (Moe etal 

1960). Seven out of the eight dogs that received the increased oral dose exhibited lacrimation 

(Moe etal 1960). The onset of lacrimation was observed up to a period of 1 hour after dose 

administration. From the pool of 7 dogs exhibiting lacrimation, 6 showed visual difficulties 

such as pupil dilation and loss of the light reflex. The visual difficulties occurred between 72 

and 250 hours after administration of the initial dose. Ocular toxicological effects similar to 

those observed by Moe etal (1960) have also been reported upon oral administration of 

25mg/Kg body weight of HPT to dogs for periods of 2, 4  and 10 days (Delahunt etal 

1962). Sacrificial autopsy of the dogs exposed to HPT in these studies exhibited increased 

leucocyte content in the spinal cord and cellular congestion of underlying brain structure 

(Moe etal 1960, Delahunt etal 1962). The effects upon light reflexes, spinal cord and brain 

physiology have led to suggestions that HPT effects the neural physiology of animals 

exposed to high HPT concentrations (40 to 105 mg/Kg body weight, Moe etal 1960).
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Observation of the decrease of neural stimulation of rats exposed to ZnPT also exhibited 

neurotoxic effects of the pyrithiones (Snyder etal 1976). On comparison with an unexposed 

control group of rats, the ZnPT exposed population required a neural stimulation of 5 to 7  

times greater than the control stimulation with the result of a weaker muscular response than 

the control group. However, the velocity of neural conduction was uninhibited and was 

shown to be the same as the control group (Snyder etal 1977).

Observations of ZnPT induced muscular fatigue have been reported (Snyder et al 1977, 

Black & Howes 1978). Weaknesses in rear limb movements were observable upon feeding 

a repeated dose of 250ppm ZnPT to male rats over a period of 10 days (Snyder etal 1977). 

The weakness was observable in the exposed population on the 8th day of the study. After 

10 days (the last day of dose administration) complete loss o f movement from the hind limbs 

of exposed rats was reported. Both control and ZnPT exposed rat populations showed a 

decrease in body weight during the study. However, the loss of weight in the treated rats 

(falling from 280g to 220g) was significantly more than that of the control group (280g to 

250g) (Snyder et al 1977). This suggests that the pyrithione biocides have a detrimental 

effect upon mammalian nervous tissue function. However, it is not a permanent effect as rats 

fed with ZnPT were shown to regain lost weight within two weeks of final ZnPT 

administration (Snyder etal 1977).

ZnPT has been shown to have little effect as a subcutaneous irritant in animal studies. 

Snyder etal (1965) reported the observation of primary skin irritancy after application of

2.5, 5.0 and lOg/Kg body weight of a 2% ZnPT preparation to rabbit skin for 24 hours. No 

deaths or other systemic effects were reported as a result of topical ZnPT application (Black 

& Howes 1978). Mortalities have been observed upon the topical application of pure, dry 

ZnPT powder to clipped rabbit skin (Snyder etal 1965). The application of 125, 250 and 

lOOOmg/Kg body weight of dry ZnPT to a rabbit population of 7 resulted in an 85.2% 

mortality rate within 2 days of dose application. The cause of death upon examination by 

post mortem was found to be pulmonary congestion and haemhorrage (Snyder etal 1965). 

No skin irritancy was observed in the test population. Although no epidermal irritancy was 

observed, the cause of pulmonary congestion and haemhorrage must have been in part due 

to pyrithione induced haematic irritation.
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Despite reported cases of the pyrithiones causing subject death at high concentrations (125 to 

lOOOmg/Kg body weight, Snyder etal 1965, Moe etal 1960) the overall toxicological and 

irritation properties are low. They have been shown to be Ames Test negative (Skoulis etal

1993) and are subsequently non-mutagenic and are thought to be non-carcinogenic. There 

has been no reported evidence to suggest that the pyrithiones are teratogenic compounds. 

The pyrithiones therefore possess good toxicological properties and because they are used at 

low concentrations (0.5% w/v and less) are regarded as pharmacologically safe for topical 

application via the utilisation of cosmetics.

OBSERVED MODE OF ACTION OF THE PYRITHIONE BIOCIDES

Suggestions regarding the antimicrobial activity of the pyrithione biocides have been made 

since the compounds were first synthesised in 1950 (Shaw etal 1950, Albert etal 1956, 

Pansy etal 1953, Cooney 1969, Chandler & Segel 1978, Imokawa etal 1982, Tomsikova et 

cd 1982, Marks etal 1985, Vancutsem etal 1990, Khattar etal 1988, Khattar etal 1989, 

Khattar & Salt 1993). Much of this research addressed the activity of the pyrithiones against 

fungi and their killing mechanisms towards mammalian cell lines in vitro and in vivo. This 

latter work was carried out due to the incorporation of the pyrithione biocides into cosmetics 

as preservatives and an increased interest in the causative agent in dandruff, Pityrosporum 

ovale (Leyden etal 1976, Priestly & Savin 1976, Imokawa et al 1982, Tomsikova etal

1982). As a result of the widespread utilisation of the pyrithiones as general antimicrobial 

agents and as topical antidandruff agents, the pyrithione mode of action may be reviewed in 

three sections: observed antifungal effects of the pyrithiones, the observed effects of the 

pyrithiones upon mammalian cell lines and the antibacterial mode of action of the pyrithione 

biocides.

The Antifungal Action of the Pyrithione Antimicrobials

The antimycotic effects of the pyrithiones have been well documented, both in general 

(Chandler & Segel 1978, Pansy 1953, Khattar etal 1988, Ermolayeva etal 1995) and in the
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specific considerations of the activity of ZnPT against P. ovale in the formation of dandruff 

(Leyden & Kligman 1979, Imokawa etal 1982, Tomsikova etal 1982, Marks etal 1985, 

Vancutsem etal 1990). Literature survey has revealed few publications concerning the 

antimycotic mode of action of the pyrithiones. However, work has been published in the 

following areas; the effect of the pyrithiones upon fungal metabolism (Chandler & Segel 

1978), membrane integrity (Ermolayeva et al 1995) and the effect of the pyrithiones upon 

the growth kinetics of the target organism (Khattar etal 1988).

Data exhibiting the effectiveness of ZnPT upon the eradication of P. ovale from infected 

scalps has been published (Imokawa etal 1982, Marks etal 1985, Vancutsem etal 1990). 

ZnPT has been shown to inhibit P. ovale infections at a concentration of 0.1% w/v or greater

(Imokawa etal 1982). A minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of 0.01/zgmL1 for ZnPT

against the target organism Emmonsia crescens, a fungal dimorphic opportunistic lung 

pathogen, has also been reported (Tomsikova etal 1982). However, these studies compared 

the antimicrobial efficiency of ZnPT with other antifungal agents such as ketoconazole and 

coal tars and did not consider the antimicrobial nature of the pyrithiones perse (Imokawa et 

d  1982, Tomsikova etal 1982, Marks etal 1985, Vancutsem etal 1990). None of the 

studies investigating the general antifungal activity of ZnPT proposed a mode of action for 

this agent. Each of the publications did, however, report the effectiveness of ZnPT 

eradication of P. ovale in vivo and in vitro ie, a three log cycle decrease was observed by 

treating an infected scalp with a ZnPT (1% w/v) containing shampoo. This result compares 

favourably with that observed where an infected scalp was treated with Irgasan DP-300 

(0.2%w/v) medicated shampoo (incorporated antimicrobial agent not reported) (Imokawa et 

d  1982).

Studies concerning the effect of the pyrithiones upon nutrient uptake and membrane integrity 

in fungi (Ermolayeva etal 1995, Chandler & Segel 1978) have shown an effect upon the 

transmembrane transportases for sulphate and phenylalanine in Penicillium species by HPT

(Chandler & Segel 1978). Observations of 35S sulphate and 14C phenylalanine uptake in 

Penicillium chrysogenum and Penicillium notatum, respectively, revealed a 50% decrease 

over the control on exposure to 10'3M HPT. The transport of phenylalanine has been shown
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to decrease by 80% by increasing the time of incubation of 10*3M HPT with the fungi from 

5 minutes to ten minutes (Chandler & Segel 1978). A 45% decrease in cellular ATP levels 

was also observed after the fungi were exposed to 10*3M HPT for five minutes. Increasing 

the incubation time to ten minutes resulted in a 65% decrease in ATP levels with exposure to 

the same concentrations of HPT (Chandler & Segel 1978). It has been suggested that these 

effects are due to the depolarisation of the membrane potential by the action o f pyrithione 

(Chandler & Segel 1978, Ermolayeva etal 1995). Depolarisation of the membrane has been

shown to occur in Neurospora crassa on exposure to 6xlO“4M ZnPT and 10"3M HPT

(Ermolayeva et al 1995). However, although this phenomenon has been observed, no 

conclusive proof of the direct action of the biocides has been reported. Decreases in 

membrane potential may have been due to secondary effects of pyrithione action, ie, 

pyrithione chelation of membrane-bound metal cations causing a change in membrane 

integrity and function. This would upset transmembrane pH and osmolarity gradients and 

depolarisation of the membrane potential may occur as a result

Khattar and coworkers (1988) observed the effect of 0 to 0.02 pg ml-1 NaPT upon the 

growth kinetics of the dimorphic opportunistic pathogen Candida albicans. A correlation 

between the decrease of growth rate and increasing drug concentration was observed. This 

drug dependent growth rate was observed by addition of biocide to the culture before the 

cells entered exponential growth phase. The effect of rechallenging C. albicans cells, in the

exponential phase of growth, with NaPT (0 to 0.1 pg ml*1 NaPT) was marked. The growth

rate of C. albicans decreased less dramatically after further aliquots of pyrithione were added 

during exponential phase of growth than was the case when the same concentrations of 

NaPT were applied prior to the onset of exponential phase. This may be indicative of a 

biocide induced resistance mechanism, wherein, previously exposed cells are less 

susceptible to the antimycotic action of the biocide than cells which have not been previously 

exposed to NaPT.

M ore general stu d ies on  the a n tim y co tic  activ ity  o f  the pyrith ion es h a v e  reported  severa l M IC

v a lu es  aga in st an array o f  fu n ga l sp e c ie s  (H y d e  &  N e lso n  1 9 8 1 , T a b le  3 ) .
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From the published data concerning the antimycotic action of the pyrithiones, it appears that 

ZnPT is more effective at causing inhibition of fungal growth than NaPT. ZnPT also 

exhibits increased fungistatic action in comparison with NaPT, with low MIC values of 0.25

and 0.5 pig ml-1 against Trychophyton mentagrophytes (Table 3). Both compounds have 

been shown to exhibit good antifungal activity.

Table 3: Published MIC values for some target fungi against 

ZnPT and NaPT

MIC (^gm l-1)

Target Fungi ZnPT NaPT

Aspergillus niger 2.0 2.0

Penicillium vermiculatum 1.0 2.0

Trychophyton mentagrophytes 0.25 0.5

Action of the Pyrithione Antimicrobials against Mammalian Cell Lines

The pyrithione antimicrobial agents possess low toxicological properties, thus facilitating 

their widespread application into cosmetics and other preparations which may result in direct 

host-pyrithione contact. It is because of these properties, and the studies on pyrithione 

toxicology, that work has been carried out upon the action of these biocides against animal 

cell lines in vitro and in vivo. Studies concerning this work have debated the nature of the 

antimicrobial action of the pyrithione agents, their action against mammalian cells and their 

mode of action in antidandruff erradication.

The pyrithione biocides possess good antifungal activity and have subsequently been 

incorporated into antidandruff preparations and cosmetics. However, disputes as to the
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mode of action of dandruff depletion by the pyrithione biocides have occurred (Imokawa & 

Okamoto 1982, Imokawa & Okamoto 1983, Priestly & Brown 1980, Gibson etal 1985, 

Pearse etal 1985, Cotton 1963). Work carried out upon the mode of action of the pyrithione 

compounds against eukaryotic cell lines has shown that the antidandruff action may be due 

to the pyrithione ability to inhibit host cell proliferation as well as acting at an antimycotic 

level (Imokawa & Okamoto 1982, Imokawa & Okamoto 1983).

The stimulated blood flow to epidermal cells of the scalp caused by an infection of P. ovale 

results in an increase in the sloughing of dead skin cells and hence, supports further fungal 

growth (Pearse etal 1985, Gibson etal 1985). It has been demonstrated, using tritiated 

thymidine, that exposure of epidermal layers in vivo to ZnPT and NaPT (at concentrations of 

1% w/v) results in the inhibition of DNA synthesis and subsequent mitotic inhibition 

(Imokawa & Okamoto 1982, Imokawa & Okamoto 1983). This biocide exposure was later 

shown not to affect protein synthesis or RNA synthesis, as demonstrated in studies 

observing the uptake of tritiated uridine and tritiated leucine in guinea pigs (Imokawa & 

Okamoto 1983). Imokawa and Okamoto (1983) suggested that the antidandruff action of the 

pyrithiones was not solely an antimicrobial one, but was also due to the animal-cytotoxic 

effects of the pyrithiones. The observation of decreased epidermal proliferation was 

suggested to be due to pyrithione inhibition of DNA synthesis and mitosis, resulting in the 

subsequent reduction of P. ovale activity (Imokawa & Okamoto 1982, Imokawa & Okamoto

1983).

Observations on the effects of ZnPT upon epidermal proliferation of the arms of human 

males in vivo have been published (Pearse etal 1985). The application of 2 to 20 pig ml*1

ZnPT to epidermal layers of the right forearms of volunteers exhibited no cytotoxic effects. 

The in vitro cytotoxic effects of the pyrithiones were also described by Priestly & Brown 

(1980). They observed complete inhibition of cultured epithelial growth at low

concentrations of HPT (0.1 to 0.5 pig ml-1). However, no mitotic inhibition was reported

with the epithelial cell line used (Priestly & Brown 1980). Gibson etal (1985) observed the 

effect of HPT (1% w/v) upon thymidine incorporation into non-dividing mast cells in vitro. 

Changes in morphology and membrane integrity of non-dividing mast cells in tissue culture
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were observed, but no inhibition of incorporation of tritiated thymidine into host cells was 

demonstrated (Gibson et al 1985).

It is apparent from the above studies that the pyrithiones have cytotoxic effects upon 

mammalian cells. However, these studies have yielded little information regarding the 

potential mode of action of these compounds (Imokawa & Okamoto 1982,1983, Priestly & 

Brown 1980). Cotton (1963) observed the stasis of mouse mast tumour cells upon 

exposure to HPT in vitro (concentrations not reported). The inhibition of proliferation of 

mitochondria in cells which had been exposed to HPT at sub-inhibitory concentrations was 

observed (Cotton 1963). Together with this data, the inhibition of alcohol dehydrogenase 

and succinoxidase by the action of HPT upon mouse mast cells in vitro has been exhibited 

(Cotton 1963). This, together with the evidence of membrane disruption by Gibson etal 

(1985), may be indicative of membrane action by the pyrithiones. The pyrithiones may act 

upon the cristae membrane complexes of mitochondria and subsequently inhibit the ability of 

the cell to complete membrane-bound metabolic steps (ie, Krebs Cycle, and ATPase 

function) (Cotton 1963, Stryer 1988).

Previous studies on the pyrithiones and their mode of action on eukaryotic cells in vitrof 

have given an insight into the effect of these antimicrobial agents upon prokaryotic cells 

despite their biological diversity. However, upon reviewing the work concerning the action 

of the pyrithiones upon bacteria, it is evident that the conclusions from the eukaryotic studies 

have not been fully considered. A deeper understanding of the pyrithione effect upon 

eukaryotic membranes and more particularly mitochondria would have perhaps increased the 

knowledge or eased the design of experiments upon the mode of action of the pyrithiones 

upon bacteria. Work observing the effects of the pyrithione biocides upon bacteria has been 

published (Shaw etal 1950, Pansy etal 1953, Albert etal 1956, Hyde & Nelson 1981, 

Khattar etal 1988,1989, Khattar & Salt 1993), however, literature surveys have shown that 

the published papers do not consider an antibacterial pyrithione effect at the level of the 

bacterial envelope. Action of the pyrithiones at a membrane level cannot be ignored, 

especially from the effects observed by Chandler & Segel (1978) and Ermolayeva & 

coworkers (1995) upon membrane depolarisation and nutrient uptake by fungi.
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The Action of the Pyrithione Antimicrobials against Bacteria

Low MIC values for the pyrithiones have been reported in both Gram-negative and Gram

positive bacteria (Shaw et al 1950, Pansy etal 1953, Hyde & Nelson 1981, Khattar etal 

1988, Khattar & Salt 1993, Table 4). Although the data from Table 4 shows the pyrithiones 

to be effective bacteristatic agents, the observed MIC values show the Gram-positive bacteria 

to be more susceptible to growth inhibition by the pyrithiones than Gram-negative bacteria 

(Albert et al 1956, Pansy etal 1953, Khattar etal 1988). This is exhibited when comparing 

the NaPT MICs for Bacillus subtilis and Staphylococcus aureus, both Gram-positive 

bacteria, with the MICs for the Gram-negative bacteria Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa (Table 4). The data from Table 4 also exhibits the existence of a Pseudomonas- 

gap (Dept of Health). This is observed by differences in MIC values for E.coli and S. aureus

against ZnPT (8.0 pig ml"1 and 0.6 pig ml-1 respectively) in comparison with those for P.

aeruginosa (512 pig ml-1). This comparison is also observed with the values reported for 

NaPT (Hyde & Nelson 1981, Khattar etal 1988, Table 4).

The effects of varying concentrations of NaPT (0.0 to 6.0 pig ml'1) upon the growth kinetics

of actively growing Klebsiella pneumoniae and Bacillus licheniformis have been observed 

(Khattar etal 1988, 1989). The cells were inoculated into 100ml aliquots of CDM already 

prepared to contain NaPT. The cultures were then grown in a shaking incubator (90rpm, 

37°C) and growth was monitored each hour by observing OD650nm (Khattar et al 1988,

1989). The microorganisms in these studies exhibited lag phases which increased with 

increasing NaPT concentration. The lag phase varied from 60 minutes for 1.0pig ml-1 NaPT

to greater than 700 minutes for 6.0 pig ml-1 NaPT against K. pneumoniae (Khattar etal

1988). Once the cells had reached an OD650nm greater than 0.4, the growing cells were

rechallenged with a further aliquot of NaPT at the same concentration. No additional effect 

of the extra addition of biocide was observed on the cells already growing in pyrithione- 

containing CDM (Khattar et al 1988). This work suggests that the pyrithiones may be more 

active against cells which are not in the exponential phase of growth. This is indicated by 

pyrithione rechallenged exponential-phase cells exhibiting no observable growth rate effects. 

Cells which are exposed to the pyrithiones a second time exhibit a form of drug-induced
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biocide resistance. This may be similar to that observed with the isothiazolone biocides 

(Brozel & Cloete 1994) and may be indicative of phenotypic drug-resistance towards the 

pyrithiones. This observation of decreased sensitivity of exponentially growing 

microorganisms to the pyrithiones may also suggest that the pyrithiones are more active 

against slow growing or non-growing cells. If this is true, then the pyrithione biocides may 

be regarded as breaking one of the paradigms of antimicrobial chemotherapy. The reason 

that cells which are growing exponentially are more susceptible to antimicrobial action is 

because of their increased biochemical activity in comparison with slow or non-growing 

cells. Actively growing cells are constantly carrying out de novo synthesis of biochemical 

precursors and utilise increased membrane transport processes than comparable non

growing cells. This increased metabolic activity facilitates the targeting of many 

antimicrobials towards their respective biochemical targets, ie, new cell wall synthesis, 

increased protein content in the cytosol and bacterial membranes. Non-growing cells have 

reduced synthetic activity and energy utilisation. Non-growing or slow growing cells are 

affected by antimicrobial agents, but in general these agents are more effective against 

actively growing cells than slow or non-growing ones. If the pyrithiones are more active 

against slow and non-growing cells, then the work of Khattar et al (1988) exhibits this 

group of antimicrobials as a singular set of compounds which break one of the steadfast 

rules of antimicrobial chemotherapy.

Inhibition of the uptake of 14C radiolabelled uracil has been observed in E. coli exposed to 

MIC levels (5QpiM) of HPT (Friedman 1981). Inhibition of the uptake of tritiated thymidine 

has also been shown to occur in the presence of HPT, but to a lesser extent than the 

inhibition of uracil uptake (Friedman 1981). Cells of E. coli exposed to levels of HPT 

greater than the MIC exhibited a shiftdown effect, which may trigger the stringent response. 

This leads to subsequent increases in intracellular levels of polyphosphorylated guanosine 

(ppGpp, or magic spot) (Gilbert et al 1990a, Friedman 1981). Decreases in intracellular 

levels of ATP were also observed. Khattar and coworkers (1989,1993) observed inhibition

of 14C thymidine and 14C uridine uptake in K. pneumoniae by MIC levels of NaPT (2.5 pig

ml-1). Inhibition of radiolabelled nucleotide and nucleoside uptake in E. coli exposed to 

NaPT was similar to that observed by Friedman (1981), with the inhibition of uridine uptake
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shown to be more greatly inhibited than thymidine uptake in K. pneumoniae exposed to 

NaPT (Khattar et al 1989, Khattar & Salt 1993). Inhibition of thymidine uptake in K. 

pneumoniae was shown to recover quickly with the onset of the exponential phase of growth 

(Khattar & Salt 1993).

Table 4: MIC values for various species of Gram-positive and Gram-negative 

bacteria against HPT, NaPT and ZnPT.

MIC (jig ml'1)

Microorganism HPT NaPT ZnPT

Bacillus subtilis * 0.06 *

Staphylococcus aureus 0.06 0.6 4.0

Klebsiella pneumoniae 1.5 5.0 *

Micrococcus tuberculosis * 0.06 *

Pseudomonas aeruginosa * 512.0 512.0

Escherichiacoli * 8.0 16.0

* = No data available *

Neutralisation of the antimicrobial properties of NaPT has been observed by the addition of 

EDTA, serum and saliva (Pansy etal 1953, Khattar et al 1988). The neutralisation of the 

antimicrobial action of NaPT by bodily fluids (Pansy et al 1953) may be indicative of 

potential thiol or amine interactions. However, as the pyrithiones have been shown to be 

effective metal ion-chelating agents (Hyde & Nelson1984) and bodily fluids are known to

contain free metal cations (eg, Ca2+ and Mg2+, Vander et al 1986) then perhaps the 

neutralisation of NaPT by saliva and serum is due to metal cation chelation.

EDTA is a chelating agent as are the pyrithiones. Both compounds chelate metal cations due 

to their behaviour as Lewis Bases (Holum 1986). The action of Lewis Bases in solution
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requires the donation of free electrons. With both the pyrithiones and EDTA, this means the 

donation of electrons to metal cations. The result of which is a stable pyrithione or EDTA 

metal chelate. However, EDTA and pyrithione cannot chelate each other as both are anionic. 

Therefore, any quenching effect observed by the presence of EDTA with pyrithione cannot 

be due to a direct interaction of the two compounds. It may be the chelation of ions present 

in the bacterial environment and on the bacterial cell by EDTA which neutralises the 

pyrithione antimicrobial effect. The presence of EDTA together with the pyrithiones would 

bring about competitive chelation of metal cations between the two compounds. This would 

lead to a lack of metal cations at the bacterial envelope, which may reduce the capacity of 

pyrithione entry into the cell. This mode of action has been suggested by Albert and 

coworkers (1956) who likened the mode of action of the pyrithiones to that of oxine (8- 

hydroxyquinoline, Albert etal 1956, Fig 26). Comparative studies between oxine and HPT 

as bacteristatic agents on the two Gram-positive bacteria Staphylococcus aureus and 

Streptococcus pyogenes demonstrated that the action of HPT was four times greater than 

that of oxine concentration for concentration (Albert etal 1956). Oxine is thought to act by 

forming metal chelates outside of the bacterial cell and subsequently entering the cell. Once 

inside the cell dissociation occurs due to the decrease in pH between the cytosol and the 

extracellular environment. This yields free unchelated oxine which acts intracellularly, 

binding metalloenzymes and metalloenzyme-cofactors rendering them inactive and disabling 

bacterial metabolism (Albert etal 1953, Rubbo etal 1950) (Fig 32). If the pyrithiones act in 

this way, then it may indicate that competitive chelation between the pyrithiones and EDTA 

causes the neutralisation of the antimicrobial effects of the pyrithiones. However, no 

experimental evidence has been reported which details the similarity of the modes of action 

of the pyrithiones towards oxine. It has also been reported that the pyrithiones may act as 

nicotinic acid antimetabolites (Cooney 1969, Fig 33). Again, no experimental evidence was 

given for this hypothesis and it seems that this was based purely upon the structural 

similarities between the two compounds.

In summary, the reported information upon the observed mode of action of the pyrithiones 

to date suggests that they act at a series of sites on the microbial cell. Studies of the mode of 

action on both fungi and mammalian cells suggest that the pyrithiones are membrane active 

agents (Chandler & Segel 1978, Cotton 1963, Gibson etal 1985). However, an intracellular
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mode of action cannot be ruled out, particularly if inhibition of RNA and DNA synthesis is 

considered (Imokawa & Okamoto 1982, Imokawa & Okamoto 1983, Friedman 1981, 

Khattar etal 1989, Khattar & Salt 1993). Such studies suggest that the pyrithiones may be 

active in the bacterial cytosol. Pyrithione activity in the cytosol is also suggested by the 

neutralisation of NaPT by protein containing fluids (saliva and serum, Pansy etal 1953) 

This together with the knowledge that pyrithione disulphides may be formed between HPT 

monomers, also implicates the pyrithiones as being active in the cytosol due to potential thiol 

interactions (Hyde & Nelson 1984). These suggestions are valid, but due to a lack of 

conclusive experimental evidence, the mode of action of the pyrithione biocides remains 

elusive.

OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY

The objective of this study was to attempt to elucidate the mode or modes of action of the 

two pyrithione biocides NaPT and ZnPT upon the target organisms Escherichiacoli NCIMB 

10000 and Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAOl NCIMB 10548. An understanding of the 

physiology and metabolism of the Gram-negative bacterial cell was used to underpin these 

studies and to direct the development of experimentation.
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antimicrobial agent oxine (8-hydroxyquinoline).

Figure 32: A diagrammatic representation of the mode of action of the
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hydroxypyrithione.

Figure 33: Comparison of the chemical structures of nicotinic acid and
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GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Organisms and Culture Maintenance

Escherichia coli NCIMB 10000 and Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAOl NCIMB 10548 were 

both obtained from the National Collections of Industrial and Marine Bacteria (NCIMB), 

Aberdeen, UK. Both organisms were maintained on nutrient agar slopes (Oxoid CM3) in 

quadruplicate. The four slopes were numbered from 1 to 4. Slope number 1 was used to 

inoculate overnight cultures for experimental purposes and slope number two was the 

backup slope in case of contamination. Slope number three was used for further 

subculturing and slope number four was kept as part of a refrigerated stock culture 

collection. The maintenance of cultures in quadruplicate ensured that the stock bacterial 

cultures were not ruined by a single occurrence of contamination. Inoculated agar slopes 

were incubated overnight at 37°C. After the incubation period, stock cultures were 

maintained at room temperature in a darkened cupboard. Culture maintenance was observed 

by subculturing onto fresh nutrient agar slopes at fortnightly intervals.

Reagents

Sigma. Poole, Dorset: Dimethylformamide; thymidine; uracil; trizma hydrochloride; 

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid; B-Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (B-NAD); 18-crown-6- 

ether; pyruvic acid; L-glucose; thymidine phosphorylase; alcohol dehydrogenase; 

glutathione-S-transferase; glutathione; D-cysteine; D-alanine; phosphatidylcholine; linoleic 

acid; L-proline; luciferin-Iuciferase firefly lantern extract; adenosine triphosphate (ATP); 

tetraethylammoniumchloride; l-chloro-2,4-dinitrobenzene; phosphatidylethanolamine; 

gluteraldehyde; cacodylic acid; osmium tetraoxide (O SO 4); propylene oxide; araldite CY212;

Araldite HY964; 2 ,4 ,6-dimethylaminomethylphenol.

BDH Chemicals. Poole, Dorset: Disodium hydrogen phosphate (Na2HP04); potassium 

dihydrogen phosphate (KH2PO4); dipotassium orthophosphate (K2HPO4); ferric 

ammonium citrate; ammonium chloride (NH4CI); glycerol; ethanol; sodium chloride (NaCl); 

D-glucose; sodium dithionite; tetrasodium decahydrate pyrophosphate; calcium chloride
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(CaCl2); magnesium sulphate heptahydrate (MgS04.7H20); hydrochloric acid (HC1); 

sodium hydroxide (NaOH); sodium nitrate (NaNOs).

Sodium pyrithione, zinc pyrithione, cetrimide and BIT were kind gifts from Zeneca 

Specialties Pic, Biocides Research, Blackley, Manchester M9 3DA.

Culture Media

Nutrient broth (Oxoid CM1) and Nutrient agar (Oxoid CM3) were obtained from Oxoid, 

Basingstoke, Hants. Preparation was by the manufacturers instructions and sterilisation was 

earned out by autoclaving at 121°C, 15psi for 15 minutes.

Both organisms were routinely grown on chemically defined media (medium number 149, 

Pseudomonas media, 1994 NCIMB Catalogue, replacing 0.5% succinic acid with glycerol).

Solution A was prepared by dissolving K2HPO4 (2.56g), KH2PO4 (2.08g) and NH4CI 

(l.OOg) in that order in 900ml of deionised water. The pH of this solution was adjusted to 

pH6.8 with the addition of either 0.1M HQ or 0.1M NaOH and the total volume was made 

up to 11 with deionised water and sterilised by autoclaving at 121°C, 15psi for 15 minutes. 

Solution B was prepared by dissolving ferric ammonium citrate (l.Og) and CaCl2 (0.Ig) in

100ml of deionised water and this was sterilised by filtration through a 0.22//m pore size 

cellulose acetate filter under vacuum. Solution C, 1M glycerol (46.45g glycerol made up to 

500ml with deionised water) was prepared and the pH was adjusted to pH 6.0 by the 

addition of either 0.1M NaOH or 0.1M HC1. The glycerol solution was sterilised by 

autoclaving at 121°C, 15psi for 15 minutes. Solution D was prepared by dissolving 

MgS04.7H20 (0.5g) in 900ml deionised water. The MgS0 4 .7H20 was made up to a

volume of 11 using deionised water and sterilised by autoclaving at 121°C, 15psi for 

15minutes. The aseptic addition of 5ml of solution B, 15ml of solution C and 10ml of 

solution D to 11 of solution A completed the preparation of the CDM (1994 NCIMB 

Catalogue).
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Preparation of Washed Ceil Suspensions

E. coli and P. aeruginosa were both grown in 25ml of sterile liquid media (CDM or nutrient 

broth, Oxoid CM1) in 100ml Ehrlenmeyer flasks in a Gallenkamp orbital incubator (200 

oscillations per minute, 37°C) overnight. The cells were then harvested by centrifugation at 

3000rpm in either a Sanyo MSE Microcentaur (Sanyo UK) or in an IEC Centra-4R 

Centrifuge (International Equipment, Dunstable) at room temperature. The supernatants were 

decanted and the cell pellets were resuspended in sterile saline (0.9% w/v NaCl), or sterile 

buffer solution (0.067M phosphate buffer or 0.2M Tris HC1 buffer, pH7.0). After 

resuspending the pellets in the appropriate cellular bathing solution, the cells were washed 

by centrifugation (3000rpm, 15 minutes) and resuspended in the same bathing solution as 

was used previously. This step was repeated a second time. The cells were then resuspended 

to a desired optical density, OD 1.36 (E470nm)> using a Cecil Series 2 Spectrophotometer 

(Cecil Instruments, Cambridge).

Assessment of Cell Density by Optical Absorption

Washed cell suspensions were prepared from overnight cultures of E. coli and P. 

aeruginosa. Serial dilutions were made in sterile saline and optical densities were measured 

at E470nm using a Cecil Series 2 Spectrophotometer. Expected optical densities were 

calculated for each sample by multiplication of the observed E470nm for the most dilute 

sample by the appropriate dilution factors. These were plotted against the measured E470nm 

(Fig 34). Beer-Lambert Law was observed for E470nm values below OD 0.5 (Lawrence & 

Maier 1977). Above this value, deviations from linearity in optical density were observed. In 

subsequent experiments samples with an E470nm greater than 0.5 were diluted ten fold, and

the true E470nm values were calculated (Lawrence & Maier 1977).

Determination of Viable Count

An aliquot (0.1ml) of bacterial cell suspension was aseptically removed from the test 

culture and placed in 9.9ml of sterile normal saline. The diluted suspension was mixed 

thoroughly using a rotary vortex and further 0.1ml aliquots were removed. Removed 

aliquots of diluted cell suspension were spread onto the surfaces of sterile nutrient agar 

plates (Oxoid CM3), using a sterile glass spreader which had been flamed in alcohol and
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Figure 34: Calibration curve of optical density (E470nm) (O ) against cell

density per ml (^) as a function of time, facilitating the direct 

enumeration of cell number from optical density. Error bars are calculated from 

and plotted as the Standard Error of the data set.
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allowed to cool. This was carried out in triplicate for a number of dilutions of the cell 

suspension (the dilutions ranging from a 10~3 to 10'9 dilution of the original suspension).

The inoculated nutrient agar plates were then incubated for 24 hours at 37°C. After 

incubation, colonies on the agar plates were counted by hand. The number of colonies 

observed was multiplied by the reciprocal of the dilution factor and the number of colony 

forming units (CFU) per ml of original suspension was calculated. This is represented by a 

mathematical formula (Equation 6), where CFU/ml is the number of colony forming units 

per ml of the original suspension, 1/DF is the reciprocal of the dilution factor and N is the 

number of colonies counted on the incubated agar plates.

(6) CFU/ml = N (1/DF)

The numbers of bacterial cells present in the sample were also observed using 

spectrophotometry. Subsequently, a calibration curve was constructed (Fig 34) showing 

E470nm °f a cell suspension and viable count against time. This was used in future

experiments to determine cell concentrations at a specific E470nm* This experiment was 

repeated for both E. coli and P. aeruginosa.

Observation of Microbial Growth

Ehrlenmeyer flasks (100ml) containing 25ml aliquots of sterile media (either CDM or 

nutrient broth Oxoid CM1) were inoculated with 0.1ml of overnight bacterial culture which 

had been grown up in the same test medium prior to inoculation. Flasks were incubated in a 

rotary incubator (200 osc/min, 37°C) and growth was monitored for a period of 7 hours by 

observing increase in E470nm*

Operation of Oxygen Electrode

Oxygen uptake by metabolising cell suspensions was monitored using an oxygen electrode 

and metabolic chamber (Rank Bros, Cambridge. Fig 35). The oxygen electrode measures 

oxygen tension in suspension of cells contained within the metabolic chamber. The oxygen 

electrode consists of a platinum/silver-silver chloride electrode and is separated from the 

metabolic chamber during experimental by a piece of teflon membrane. An aliquot (1ml) of a
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saturated solution of potassium chloride was placed on the electrode and covered by a piece 

of teflon membrane (1cm2). The metabolic chamber was then screwed into place, taking care

not to disrupt the teflon membrane. Cell suspensions were then added to the metabolic 

chamber and stirred via a magnetic flea. The suspensions were then allowed to equilibrate 

until a steady oxygen tension was observed.

The oxygen electrode and metabolic chamber assembly were connected to a potentiometric 

chart recorder (Servogor 120, BBC Goerz Metrawatt, Austria). This enabled the observation 

of a trace which is proportional to oxygen tension. Oxygen within the suspension diffuses 

across the teflon membrane and is subsequently reduced at the platinum electrode (Equations 

7 & 8).

(7) O2 + 2e- + 2H+ — ► H2Q2

(8) H2O2 + 2e_ + 2H+ —-------- ► 2H20

Upon sealing the metabolic chamber of the electrode assembly (ensuring the exclusion of 

bubbles), the amount of oxygen present in the chamber and therefore the oxygen uptake of 

the cell suspension can be directly observed. An injection port present in the sealing piston 

allows the addition of solutions of substrates and biocides to be added. Therefore inhibition 

or stimulation of substrate metabolism by biocide addition can be observed as a function of 

oxygen uptake by the cell suspension.
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Figure 35: Diagrammatic representation of a closed chamber oxygen electrode 

(Rank Brothers, Cambridge, UK).
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Operation of the Potassium Electrode

Potassium ion contents of bacterial cell bathing solutions were monitored using a potassium 

ion sensing electrode (Qualiprobe QSE 314, EDT Instruments Dover) and it’s reference 

electrode (Qualiprobe Double Junction Reference Electrode E8092, EDT Instruments, 

Dover). Two hours prior to the use of the electrodes, the sensing electrode was placed in a

lCHM solution of potassium chloride. The cover on the reference electrode and it’s tip were

removed immediately prior to use. The reference electrode was then topped up with 

electrolyte (0.1M NaNC>3) and the tip carefully screwed back in place. Before placing the

electrodes into the standard solutions or cell suspensions, 5ml of ionic strength adjustment 

buffer (1837g/ 100ml of tetraethylammoniumchloride) was added to the test solution. This 

ensured that the background ionic strength of all test solutions was kept constant. Both 

electrodes were placed into a stirred cell suspension and the potential derived by the 

electrodes was measured using a Whatman PHA 220 pH/mV meter (Whatman, Maidstone, 

Kent) set to read mV. Readings were recorded for cell suspensions at various intervals up to 

20 minutes after addition of biocide. The electrodes were placed in the standard solution for 

5 minutes, or until the reading in mV remained stable. A calibration graph (Fig 44) was 

constructed of potassium ion concentration against mV using standard solutions of 

potassium chloride (10_1 to lO^M).
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Figure 36: Calibration curve of the concentration of potassium chloride (M) 

against mV.
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Assay of ATP

Intracellular ATP levels were assayed via the luciferin/luciferase firefly extract system which 

emits light upon the breakdown of ATP to produce ADP and inorganic phosphate (Wishart 

1984, Equation 9). Light production was monitored using a luminometer which was linked 

to a potentiometric chart recorder (Servogor 120 Chart Recorder, BBC Goerz Metrawatt, 

Austria). This enabled the observation and quantification of ATP present in the sample as a 

function of light released on reaction with luciferin/luciferase firefly extract. The intensity of 

light emission in this system is proportional to the concentration of ATP present

Luciferin/luciferase

(9) ATP

Photon

ADP + Pi

Firefly Extract Preparation

An aliquot (5ml) of deionised water was added to a vial of luciferin/luciferase firefly extract. 

This was then diluted by adding 0.3ml of stock firefly extract to 4.7ml of deionised water. 

An aliquot (0.8ml) of diluted extract was then drawn up into a 1ml capacity syringe and this 

was placed securely into the rubber septum on top of the luminometer turret in preparation 

for application to luminometer tubes by depressing the syringe.

Standard Preparation

An aliquot (10/d) of 10//M ATP was added to 190//1 of deionised water in a perspex 

luminometer tube. This was then placed inside the luminometer. The chart recorder was 

switched on and a base line was observed. An aliquot of diluted firefly extract (0.8ml) was 

subsequently added to the ATP standard inside the luminometer chamber.
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Sample Preparation

An aliquot (200/<l) of deionised water was boiled at 100°C for 2 minutes in a preheated 

pyrex tube in a Gallenkamp water bath. An aliquot (200//1) of bacterial cell suspension was 

lysed by addition to the pyrex tube in the water bath. The tube containing the lysed bacterial 

suspension was removed from the water bath after three minutes and cooled on ice. Cell 

debris was then removed from the bacterial sample by centrifugation for 1 minute at 

13000rpm in a Sanyo MSE Microcentaur Microfuge (Sanyo, UK). An aliquot (200/d) of 

cell-free extract (supernatant) was placed in a perspex luminometer tube and the luminometer 

turret was moved to the ‘sample in’ position. The sample was then assayed for ATP by the 

addition of 0.8ml of dilute firefly extract into the luminometer turret.

Preparation of Cell Free Extracts 

Determination of Homogenisation Time (Ht)

Cell free extracts were prepared using a hand-held homogeniser (Ultra Turrax T8, S8N-5G, 

IKA Labortechnik, Staufer, Germany). Determination of the time required to homogenise 

cells into a cell free extract (homogenisation time or Ht) was observed by plotting E260nm 

against homogenisation time. Observation of increase in absorbance (E260nm) from a cell

suspension is indicative of the leakage of cytosolic constituents (free bases, inorganic 

phosphate etc) into the bacterial bathing solution. In turn, this is indicative of cellular 

disruption. By plotting the increase o f absorbance (E260nm) against the time of 

homogenisation (Ht) can be observed by recording the minimum time of homogenisation 

which yields the maximum absorbance (E260nm) •

Ht was determined by homogenising washed cell suspensions for 5 minutes (flow rate = 

250001/min) after which the cell debris suspension was centrifuged at I3000rpm for 1 min in 

order to remove the cell debris from the supernatant (cytosol). The optical density (E 260nm)

of the supernatant was observed using a Cecil Series 2 spectrophotometer (Cecil 

Instruments, Cambridge). This process was repeated every 5 minutes until the optical 

density readings ceased increasing. The recorded increase of E260nm absorbing material
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leaking from the cell suspension against time gave an L-shaped curve (Fig 37 & 38). Ht for 

both E. coli and P. aeruginosa was determined as five minutes after the onset of the E260nm

plateau. In future experiments, Ht for E. coli was 10 minutes at a flow rate of 250001/min 

and for P. aeruginosa the Ht was 45 minutes at a flow rate of 250001/min.

Statistical Methods

All experiments in this project were designed to allow for statistical analysis and were 

performed in triplicate. Experimental data presented in this thesis represent the mean of those 

triplicate data sets. Where Standard Error bars are shown these were calculated via the 

methods of Hoel (1971).
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Figure 37: Determination of the homogenisation time (Ht) of E. coli NCIMB

10000 as an observable increase in E260nm from homogenised 

cells with increasing time of homogenisation. Error bars are calculated from and 

plotted as the Standard Error of the data set.
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Figure 38: Determination of the homogenisation time (Ht) of P. aeruginosa

NCIMB 10548 as an observable increase in E260nm from 

homogenised cells with increasing time of homogenisation. Error bars are 

calculated from and plotted as the Standard Error of the data set.
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THE GROWTH INHIBITORY AND BIOCIDAL 

ACTIVITY OF THE PYRITHIONE BIOCIDES

GROWTH INHIBITORY STUDIES

When beginning a study on the mode of action of novel biocides, it is important to know or 

ascertain the lowest concentration of the biocide at which growth of the microorganisms 

becomes inhibited (minimal inhibitory concentration or MIC). It is also important to 

understand the effects of the biocide upon growth kinetics of the test organisms and the 

stages in the growth cycle, if any, which are affected by the biocide action. A deeper 

understanding of the effect of a biocide upon specific phases of the growth cycle may give 

indications of the mode of action of the biocide.

There are two methods by which the MIC of a biocide can be estimated, the tube dilution 

method (Bloomfield 1991) and the estimation of MIC by growth inhibition (Collier etal 

1990b). The tube dilution method is well documented and gives a simple method for MIC 

estimation. Estimation of the MIC by this method utilises the addition of a biocide, in 

increasing concentrations, to sterile media which is then inoculated with a known cell density 

of test microorganism. This series of tubes is then statically incubated for a known period of 

time (usually 48 hours). After incubation, the MIC is determined by recording the lowest 

biocide concentration exhibiting no visible signs of growth. It has been suggested that when 

applied in vivo the test biocide targets cells which are actively growing. The utilisation of 

static incubation in this method limits aeration of the incubating cultures and effectively 

prevents rapid aerobic growth. Although this is a limiting process, it is suggested that this is 

a more accurate reflection of a natural microbial niche in which cells will be nutrient limited 

and not exhibiting maximal growth rates.

The estimation of MIC by the growth inhibition method determines the MIC by comparing 

the effect of various concentrations of biocide upon the growth rates of test microorganisms 

growing in well aerated conditions in an orbital incubator. Subsequently, unlike the tube 

dilution method, the growth rate inhibition method determines the effect of biocides upon
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cells which are growing in predetermined conditions that are conducive to maximum 

microbial growth. The growth rates of the growing cultures are then calculated as a 

percentage of the control (where 100% is the rate of growth with no biocide present in the 

culture). The ‘percentage of control’ values are then plotted against biocide concentration. 

The point of intersection of a curve of best fit through the x-axis indicates the biocide MIC 

against the test microorganism. Comparison of the two methods suggests that the growth 

inhibitory method may yield more information about the action of the biocide upon actively 

growing cells than the tube dilution method.

In this study, the estimation of MIC for ZnFT against both E. coli and P. aeruginosa was 

carried out using both techniques. MICs for NaPT, however, were observed only by the 

tube dilution method. This was due to the formation of particulate iron in the media after 

NaPT addition as a result of chelation of iron by the biocide. This precipitation affected the 

optical densities within the cultures and hence, prevented the use of this technique for MIC 

determination.

Estimation of MIC Values

Determination of ZnPT and NaPT MICs against E. coli and P, aeruginosa 

Using the Tube Dilution Method

Screw-cap tubes, each containing 9.0ml of sterile CDM had aliquots of NaPT (0.75ml) 

added to give the following final biocide concentrations in a total volume of 10ml: 0, 30,

60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120 and 130 fig ml-1. An aliquot (0.25ml) of a 25ml bacterial

culture grown overnight in CDM in an orbital incubator (200osc/min, 37°C) was aseptically 

added to the previously prepared tubes. These tubes were then incubated statically at 37°C 

for 48 hours. During this period the tubes were examined for visible growth at 19 hours and 

48 hours. The MIC was determined as the lowest concentration of NaPT showing no visible 

growth after 19 hours (Table 5). This experiment was repeated for both E. coli NCIMB 

10000 and P. aeruginosa PAOl NCIMB 10548 for both NaPT and ZnPT. The 

determination of the ZnPT MIC values using the same concentration range as the NaFT MIC 

experiments gave no visible growth. Subsequently, ZnPT was applied at a much lower
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concentration range of 0 to 20 pig ml*1 in 2 pig ml*1 intervals.

Determination of ZnPT MIC Values Against E, co li and P. aeru g in osa  Using 

the Growth Inhibition Method

Sterile 100ml Ehrlenmeyer flasks containing 24.0ml of sterile CDM were inoculated with

0.25ml of bacterial overnight culture. The optical densities (E470nm) of the flask contents 

were recorded and the flasks were incubated in an orbital incubator (37°C, 200osc/min). 

Growth was monitored by measuring the optical density (E470nm) al hourly intervals. 

Aliquots of ZnPT (0.75ml) were added after the third optical density reading was taken. This 

time was chosen for the biocide addition as previous experiments had shown the cells to be 

in the exponential phase of growth. The concentrations of biocide in 25ml were; 0 ,1 ,2 ,4 ,

16,32, and 64 pig ml*1. Growth was observed for up to 7 hours after inoculation and optical 

density (E470nm) was plotted against time for each biocide concentration (Figs 39 & 40). 

This experiment was repeated for both E. coli and P. aeruginosa against ZnPT. Growth rates 

were calculated as the gradient of the exponential phase. The growth rates were then

calculated as a percentage of the control growth rate (0 pig ml-1 ZnPT) and then plotted

against biocide concentration (Figs 41 & 42). A computer generated curve of best fit was 

placed through the points. The point of intersection of the curve through the x-axis yielded 

an estimate of the MIC.

Table 5 shows the MIC data for NaPT and ZnPT as determined by the tube dilution method 

and for ZnPT as estimated by the growth inhibition method against E. coli and P. 

aeruginosa. The MIC data obtained from both methods of MIC estimation shows a 

significant difference between the levels determined by the tube dilution method and those

observed by growth inhibition method (6.0pig ml*1 for E. coli as opposed to 4.5 pig ml'1 

from the growth inhibition method and 16.0 pig ml*1 for P.aeruginosa as opposed to 13.0

pig ml*1 for the growth inhibition method). This difference is particularly noticeable if the

MIC values are expressed as a percentage of the tube dilution method. This gives a 25% 

difference for E. coli and an 18.8% difference for P. aeruginosa between the two methods.
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Table 5: MIC values for NaPT and ZnPT against E. coli NCIMB 10000 and 

P.aeruginosa NCIMB 10548 for both tube dilution and growth 

inhibition methods.

MIC (jig ml'1)

Microorganism Method NaPT ZnPT

E. coli Tube Dilution 120 6.0

E. coli Growth Inhibition * 4.5

P. aeruginosa Tube Dilution 100 16.0

P. aeruginosa Growth Inhibition * 13.0

*=Not Done

From the data presented in table 5, a distinct difference can be observed between the 

inhibitory activities of NaPT and ZnPT. Much lower MIC values are exhibited by ZnPT 

against both organisms than is the case for NaPT. This is particularly evident for the results 

of both biocides against E. coli where more than a twenty-fold difference is observed. The 

MIC values obtained for NaPT exhibit a 16.6% difference between the values for E. coli

(120 pig ml-1) and P. aeruginosa (100pig ml'1). This difference may be due to experimental

error (eg, in biocide addition to flasks or variation in the addition of inocula cell density). 

Nonetheless, it is a sizeable difference and as such, the increased susceptibility of P. 

aeruginosa to NaPT in comparison to E. coli must be taken into consideration in the analysis 

of further experimental data.

The growth inhibitory data exhibits a 280% increase in MIC levels for ZnPT between P. 

aeruginosa (4.5 pig ml-1) and E. coli (13.0 pig ml"1). Such a large difference in the ZnPT

MIC values between these organisms indicates a greater bacteristatic activity of ZnPT 

towards E. coli than is the case for P. aeruginosa. This difference may also signify the
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presence of a Pseudomonas-gap with ZnPT.

The effect of ZnPT upon the growth kinetics of E. coli and P. aeruginosa are shown in 

figures 39 and 40. From these figures, it is evident that exposure of both P. aeruginosa and 

E. coli to ZnPT causes both a drug-dependant exponential phase change and the premature 

onset of stationary phase. The appearance of a drug-dependent lag phase is not observable in 

this experiment. The onset of a premature stationary phase may indicate the induction of the 

stringent response in E. coli (Gilbert et al 1990a). However, the stringent response is not 

observed in P. aeruginosa and does not fully explain the premature stationary phase onset 

observed here.
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Figure 39: Effect of ZnPT upon the growth kinetics of Escherichiacoli

NCIMB 10000, showing the onset of a premature stationary

phase after biocide addition (O), 0 pig ml-1; (£*), 1 pig ml-1; (a), 2 pig ml'1; 

( • ) , 4 \ig ml'1; (a ), 8 ]ig ml'1; (•),16 pig ml'1; (+), 32 ]ig ml'1 and

(X), 64//g ml'1. All data shown here was normalised on the zero time

control value. Error bars are calculated from and plotted as the Standard Error 

of the data set.
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Figure 40: Effect of ZnPT upon the growth kinetics of Pseudomonas

aeruginosa PAOl NCIMB 10548, showing the onset of

a premature stationary phase after biocide addition (o), 0 pig ml-1; (a ), 1 pig ml-1;

(a), 2 pig ml'1; (•) , 8 pig ml-1; (*)16pig ml"1; (■), 32 pig ml'1 and (-E), 64 pig ml’1. 

All data shown here was normalised on the zero time control value. Error bars 

are calculated from and plotted as the Standard Error of the data set.
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Figure 41: MIC determination of ZnPT against Escherichiacoli NCIMB

10000 as a percentage of control growth rate against biocide

concentration. The intersection of the x-axis indicates the MIC (4.5/*gmH). 

Error bars are calculated from and plotted as the Standard Error of the data set
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Figure 42: MIC determination of ZnPT against Pseudomonas aeruginosa

NCIMB 10548 as a percentage of control growth rate 

against biocide concentration. The intersection of the x-axis indicates the

MIC (13.0/*gmH). Error bars are calculated from and plotted as the Standard 

Error of the data set. Ill
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BIOCIDAL STUDIES

The growth inhibition studies which have detailed the activity of NaPT and ZnPT as 

bacteriostatic agents do not elucidate the killing or bactericidal activity of the pyrithiones. 

Although the application of the biocides at MIC causes growth to become static, no 

observations have been made to indicate the relationship between the MIC and the killing 

properties of the pyrithiones at their respective MICs.

The bactericidal properties of a biocide and the relationship between biocide concentrations 

which cause cell death and the MIC is readily observed by the construction of a time- 

survivor or death curve (Bloomfield 1991, Collier etal 1990b). The construction of time- 

survivor curves allows the elucidation of the microbicidal effects of a known agent at 

specific concentrations. This is achieved by plotting the log number of viable cells exposed 

to the biocide as a function of time. The plot facilitates the observation of the ability of a 

biocide at MIC levels to cause cell death and subsequently, estimates the biocidal efficacy of 

any antimicrobial agent. Subsequently, the bactericidal efficiency of the MIC may be 

expressed as two statistics, the LT90 value and the MIC:[LT90] ratio. The LT90 is the time at

which 90% (one logio cycle) of a microbial population dies on exposure to a given

concentration of biocide and is an indication of the rapidity of biocidal activity. The 

MIC:[LT9o] ratio expresses the relationship between the rapidity of biocidal action and

concentration as a ratio to the MIC. It is generally accepted that a ‘good’ biocide has an LT90 

of 4 hours or less and an MIC:[LT9o] ratio of 1:4 or less. LT90 values greater than 4 hours 

and MIC: [LT90] ratios of greater than 1:4 indicate bacteristatic agents and subsequently

ineffective bactericidal agents. However, it is not always possible to either calculate or rely 

upon LT9o% values from such experiments. In these cases it is possible to express the killing

effect of the antimicrobial agents as either LT9o% values of greater than some predetermined 

experimental time value or to calculate the percentage survival of populations at the end of 

the experimentation.

The classification of an antimicrobial agent as a static or bactericidal agent may be indicative 

of the action of the biocide. Bacteristatic agents generally cause growth inhibition by
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targeting a single important but non-vital metabolic pathway, ie, glycolysis or 6-oxidation. 

The inactivation of these pathways would be detrimental to cell division, but not to the 

production of sufficient energy for cell stasis. Subsequently, the exposed microorganism can 

still exist via the generation of energy from other less active pathways such as breakdown of 

DNA or RNA precursors. However, the exposed microorganisms are not fully metabolically 

active and cannot generate sufficient biochemical precursors in order to replicate and grow. 

Therefore, bactericidal agents may be seen as destructive agents which physically impair the 

bacterial cell. The exposed microorganism may be targeted at the cell envelope which would 

result in leakage of cytoplasmic constituents. If the antimicrobial agent does not act by 

causing physical damage, it may target a vital metabolic site, ie, DNA replication or 

ribosome formation. Exposure of microorganisms to such agents results in cell death. These 

general observations upon the activity of an antimicrobial agent facilitate the classification 

and experimental design for the study of the mode of action of a biocide.

Determination of Killing Efficiency for both NaPT and ZnPT against E. c o li  

NCIMB 10000 and P. aeru g in osa  PAOl NCIMB 10548

In this study percentage survival values were determined using the time exposure method 

(Collier et al 1990b). Five sterile 100ml Ehrlenmeyer flasks were prepared to contain 23.0 

ml of sterile CDM. The flasks were then made up to 24.0ml by the addition of biocide and 

deionised water in order to obtain biocide concentrations equivalent to OxMIC, lxMIC, 

2xMIC, 3xMIC, and 4xMIC. Each of the flasks were pre-warmed to 37°C by orbital 

incubation (200 osc/min) for 10 minutes. The flasks were inoculated with 1.0ml of 

overnight culture of the respective microorganism. They were then incubated in an orbital 

incubator for 24 hours (37°C, 200osc/min). The time of inoculation was recorded. At times 

0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 24 hours 0.1ml of culture was aseptically removed from the flasks and 

CFU/ml were determined using viable count The antimicrobial activity of the pyrithiones in 

solution was neutralised by dilution during the viable count methodology. Log io CFU/ml

cells was plotted as log io survivors/ml against time (Figs 43,44,45 & 46). This experiment 

was repeated for both E. coli NCIMB 10000 and P. aeruginosa PAOl NCIMB 10548 

against both biocides.
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Fignre 43: The killing effect of NaPT against Escherichiacoli NCIMB

10000 at various multiples of the MIC; ( O ), OxMIC;

( A ), lxMIC; ( a  ), 2xMIC; ( •  ), 3xMIC and ( *  ), 4xMIC.

Error bars are calculated from and plotted as the Standard Error of the data set.
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Figure 44: The killing effect of NaPT against Pseudomonas aeruginosa

PAOl NCIMB 10548 at various multiples of the MIC;

( O ), OxMIC; ( ) ,  lxMIC; ( O ), 2xMIC; ( •  ), 3xMIC and ( * ) ,  4xMIC. 

Error bars are calculated from and plotted as the Standard Error of the data set.
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Figure 45: The killing effect of ZnPT against Escherichiacoli NCIMB

10000 at various multiples of the MIC; ( O ), OxMIC;

( A ), lxMIC; ( a  ), 2xMIC; ( •  ), 3xMIC and ( Jt ), 4xMIC. Error 

bars are calculated from and plotted as the Standard Error of the data set
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Figure 46: The killing effect of ZnPT against Pseudomonas aeruginosa

NCIMB 10548 at various multiples of the MIC; ( O ), OxMIC; 

( ^ ), IxMIC; ( a  ), 2xMIC; ( •  ), 3xMIC and ( ^  ), 4xMIC. Error bars 

are calculated from and plotted as the Standard Error of the data set.
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Table 6: 24 hour survival values obtained for NaPT and ZnPT against E. coli 

and P. aeruginosa at varying multiples of MIC.

Biocide Organism MIC Multiple 24 Hour Survival Values 

(as a % of zero time value)

NaPT E. coli 1 x MIC 14.50%

2 x MIC 36.00%

3 x MIC 15.60%

4xMIC 2.80%

NaPT P. aeruginosa l x  MIC 119.40%

2 x MIC 11.90%

3 x MIC 0.45%

4x  MIC 2.59%

ZnPT E. coli lx  MIC 215.00%

2 x MIC 0 .22%

3 x MIC 0 .00%

4xMIC 0 .00%

ZnPT P. aeruginosa lx  MIC 109.80%

2 xMIC 5.47%

3 xMIC 0 .00%

4 x MIC 0 .00%

Emboldened values correspond to those treatments which gave an LTgo% or greater

in 24 hours.



The data above (Table 6) indicates that neither NaPT orZnPT is an effective, rapid killing 

agent. This is shown by the failure of either compound to exhibit LT9o% values of less than

4 hours in any treatment. Indeed, the data shows that LT9o% values, where achieved, were 

all in excess of 8 hours. However, both compounds exhibited achievement of 90% kill rates 

against both bacteria at at least one multiple of the MIC. In the case of NaPT against E. coli, 

a concentration of biocide equal to four times the MIC achieved a 24 hour survival value of 

2.8%. The same compound against P. aeruginosa achieved two 24 hour killing values of 

greater than 90% at three and four times the MIC. ZnPT proved a better killing agent than 

NaPT, achieving greater than 90% killing at all multiples of the MIC of two times or greater 

against both bacterial species. It would seem that, from this data, both NaPT and ZnPT may 

best be described as biostatic agents with bactericidal potential. This data suggests, however, 

that ZnPT has a greater bactericidal activity than NaPT and subsequently reflects the activity 

observed in the MIC data (Table 5). The Pseudomonas-gap which is observable in the MIC 

data for ZnPT is not exhibited by the killing data (Table 6, Figs 43,44,45 &46).

NEUTRALISER STUDIES

Various biologically active compounds can undergo chemical reactions with antimicrobial 

agents and subsequently neutralise their microbicidal effect. This is not unusual as biocides 

are chemically active and may react with many biologically active substances, ie, the 

isothiazolone biocides and thiol-containing compounds (Collier et al 1990c). Such 

substances which quench the effect of an antimicrobial agent are termed neutralisers. The 

effect of a potential neutraliser upon the action of a biocide can be seen as an increase in MIC 

levels in the presence of the neutraliser. At a biological level the effect of potential 

neutralisers are observed by repeating the tube dilution MIC experiment. Except for the 

presence of the potential neutraliser in the dilution tubes with the biocide, the method is 

carried out using identical conditions for MIC determination. At a chemical level, in order to 

observe direct chemical interactions between neutraliser and biocide, various methods may 

be used, ie, NMR, scanning spectrophotometry, isoelectric point studies, melting point 

studies and computer generated molecular modelling. The results obtained from these studies 

may give indications as to the target area of the biocide within the microbial cell. For
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instance, neutralisation by phospholipids may be indicative of a membrane active agent. If 

the biocide is shown to be neutralised by proteinaceous agents, then the antimicrobial may 

work via disruption of protein integrity as a result of amine or thiol interactions.

Literature survey has shown reports of pyrithione neutralisation by bodily fluids (serum and 

saliva, Pansy etal 1953) and also by the metal chelating agent EDTA in Gram-negative 

bacteria (Khattar et al 1988). However, as reported in the introduction, no direct chemical 

evidence was given for the neutralisation effect observed. It is logical, therefore, to 

investigate the chemical activity of the pyrithione biocides, both at a biological and chemical 

level.

Observation of the effects of Potential Neutralisers upon the MIC Values of 

NaPT and ZnPT against E. c o li NCIMB 10000 and 

P. aeru g in osa  NCIMB 10548

The tube dilution method was used to investigate the effect of potential neutralisers upon the 

MIC values of NaPT and ZnPT against E. coli and P. aeruginosa. The following seven 

potential neutralisers were chosen: D-Cysteine, D-Alanine, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 

(EDTA), phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylethanolamine, linoleic acid and L-glucose.

The D-forms of the amino acids and the L-form of glucose were used as they are not 

metabolically active in those orientations. The use of the non-metabolically active forms 

ensured that they would not be metabolised by either P. aeruginosa or E. coli during the 

course of the experiment and hence, induce better growth. This array of compounds was 

chosen to represent the major groups of biologically active chemicals. D-cysteine was 

chosen as it represents thiol containing biochemicals (eg; glutathione, dithiothreitol, CoASH, 

proteins etc). If neutralisation of the pyrithiones was observed with the presence of D- 

cysteine, then it would be indicative of potential neutralisation by other thiol-containing 

agents. D-alanine, unlike D-cysteine, does not possess any thiol groups. Therefore, any 

neutralisation in the presence of D-alanine would be indicative of amine interactions by the 

biocides. Phosphatidylcholine and phosphatidylethanolamine were used to investigate the
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potential neutralisation of the pyrithiones by phospholipid groups. Both phosphatidylcholine 

and phosphatidylethanolamine are phospholipid components of bacterial membranes. The 

investigation of the effects of these phospholipids upon the antimicrobial activity of the 

pyrithiones would suggest pyrithione activity at the bacterial cell membranes. Linoleic acid is 

a long chain fatty acid which does not possess a polar head group (unlike the 

phospholipids), but is extremely similar to the fatty acid tails of the phospholipids. Any 

observed effect of the phospholipids upon the activity of NaPT and ZnPT may be clarified 

by observing the effects of linoleic acid upon the biocides. If an interaction does occur with 

linoleic acid alone, then this may suggest that the pyrithione biocides interact with the 

phospholipid tails as well as long-chain fatty acids. If no interaction is observed with linoleic 

acid, but an effect is observed with phosphatidylcholine and phosphatidylethanolamine, then 

this would suggest that the pyrithiones are interactive with the polar phospholipid head 

groups. L-glucose was used to observe the effect of carbohydrate groups upon the 

antimicrobial activity of NaPT and ZnPT. The metal chelating agent EDTA was chosen as a 

potential neutraliser as a result of it’s representation in published literature which has 

recorded the neutralisation of the pyrithiones by this chemical (Khattar et al 1988).

Sterile dilution tubes were prepared to contain 9.0ml of sterile CDM. NaPT and sterile 

deionised water were added (0.125ml) in triplicate to give the following biocide

concentration range: 0, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150 and 160 fig ml-1. One of each

of the three sets of tubes were prepared to contain neutraliser concentrations which were 

equivalent to equimolar, semi-equimolar and quarter-equimolar concentrations of biocide 

present. However, as a result of their irregular formula weights, the two phospholipid 

compounds, phosphatidylethanolamine and phosphatidylcholine, were added at equal, semi

equal and quarter-equal fig ml'1 concentrations of biocide. The total volume of potential

neutraliser and deionised water was 0.625ml, but the exact relationship between the volumes 

of both components was altered to give the final required potential neutraliser concentration. 

The tubes containing the potential neutralisers were then inoculated with an aliquot (0.25ml) 

of overnight culture which had been grown in CDM. The tubes were then statically 

incubated for 19 hours (37°C). After this time, they were removed and the MIC values for 

the biocide were determined in the presence of potential neutralisers. This experiment was 

carried out for both bacteria against both biocides. The concentration ranges used for ZnPT
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were; 0, 8, 12, 16, 20 and 24 fig ml-1 for P. aeruginosa and 0, 2 ,4 ,6 , 8 and 10 fig ml*1 for 

E. coli.

Table 7: Observed neutralisation of NaPT and ZnPT by various potential 
neutralisers.

Biocide Organism Neutraliser Observed MIC (fig ml*1)
With PN Without PN

NaPT E. coli EDTA 160 120

P. aeruginosa EDTA 150 100
PE 120 100

ZnPT E. coli EDTA 10 4.5
Cysteine 10 4.5
PE 10 4.5

P. aeruginosa EDTA 24 13
Cysteine 16 13
PE 24 13

PN = potential neutraliser, PC = phosphatidylcholine, 
PE = phosphatidylethanolamine.
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Figure 47: Comparison of the chelating properties of the structures of

EDTA and NaPT. The parts of the molecules which are 

involved in metal cation chelation are emboldened. The structure of 

EDTA possesses six regions which are involved in cationic chelation, 

NaPT possesses only two. This indicates that EDTA is a more powerful 

chelating agent than NaPT.
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No observed neutralisation of the pyrithione biocides was observed for D-alanine, L- 

glucose, phosphatidylcholine or linoleic acid. However, effective increases in MIC were 

observed for EDTA and phosphatidylethanolamine against both biocides and for cysteine 

against ZnPT (Table 7). The neutralisation of NaPT by EDTA was shown to be effective 

when EDTA was present at quarter-equimolar concentrations of the biocide. It should be 

noted that upon carrying out this experiment with EDTA, the chelation of iron from the 

media by both EDTA and NaPT was limiting and no growth was observable. This was 

overcome by doubling the amount of iron present in the CDM by addition of 10ml of 

solution B (instead of 5ml) to 11 of Solution A (Page ). After the addition of extra iron, 

growth was shown not to be limited. The presence of EDTA at quarter-equimolar

concentrations increased the MIC for NaPT against E. coli from 120 to 160 pig ml'1 and the

MIC for NaPT against P. aeruginosa from 100 to 150 pig ml-1. No observed neutralisation

of pyrithione activity occurred with the presence of EDTA at equimolar or semi-equimolar 

concentrations of the biocide. This result, and the observed limitation of growth, as a result 

of iron chelation from the media, suggested that neutralisation of NaPT by EDTA was 

occurring due to competitive chelation between the two compounds. However, EDTA is a 

more effective chelating agent being a tetradentate ligand, as opposed to the bidentate 

characteristic of NaPT, and as a result has stronger metal chelating properties (Fig 47). This 

indicates that EDTA is chelating more of the metal cations present in solution and on the cell 

surface than NaPT. If the theory of Albert etal (1956) is correct and if the pyrithione 

biocides enter the cell by metal cation chelation, then the lack of metal cations may 

subsequently inhibit the activity of NaPT. However, this does not explain the occurrence of 

EDTA neutralisation of NaPT at only quarter-equimolar concentrations. With ZnPT, EDTA 

is shown to inhibit the antimicrobial action at all three neutraliser concentrations. In this case, 

the competitive chelation would seem to be a more credible argument. Another possible 

reason for EDTA neutralisation of ZnPT may be the chelation of the central zinc atom from 

both the monomer and dimer forms of ZnPT. This would result in the formation of free 

pyrithiolate ions which resemble the form of NaPT in solution. Subsequently, the MIC 

would be increased as a result of the different levels of activity exhibited by ZnPT and NaPT 

in solution.

The MIC values for E. coli and P. aeruginosa exposed to ZnPT and for P. aeruginosa
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exposed to NaPT were shown to increase with the presence of the phospholipid 

phosphatidylethanolamine (Table 7). The MIC for NaFT against P. aeruginosa increased by 

20 fig ml*1 from 100 fig ml*1 to 120 fig ml’1, showing effective neutralisation of this biocide 

by phosphatidylethanolamine. The MIC for E. coli exposed to ZnPT was shown to increase 

from 4.5 fig ml*1 to 10 fig ml*1 at all concentrations of applied phosphatidylethanolamine

and the MIC for ZnPT against P. aeruginosa was shown to increase from 100 fig ml*1 to 

150 fig ml*1 in the presence of the same compound. These results indicate that

phosphatidylethanolamine neutralises the growth inhibitory action of ZnPT when applied to 

E. coli and P. aeruginosa and the action of NaPT in the presence of P. aeruginosa. The 

observed neutralisation of the action of these biocides in the presence of 

phosphatidylethanolamine may suggest that these antimicrobial agents act towards bacterial 

membranes. Phosphatidylethanolamine is one of the most abundant phospholipids in the 

bacterial envelope and the head group structure of this compound (phosphorylethanolamine) 

is present in the lipopolysaccharide layer of Gram-negative bacteria (Fig 5). Therefore, an 

observed effect upon the activity of NaPT and ZnPT by this neutraliser is indicative of 

chemical activity at the level of the bacterial membranes.

There were observed increases in MIC for ZnPT against both E. coli and P. aeruginosa upon 

addition of cysteine to the system. This observation indicates potential neutralisation. In E. 

coli, the effective neutralisation of the inhibitory action of ZnPT was observed at all three 

concentrations of neutraliser present. The neutralising effect of cysteine with E. coli

increased the MIC for ZnPT from 4.5 fig ml*1 to 10.0 fig ml*1 for all three concentrations of

neutraliser. This result is not indicative of amine interactions as no increase in MIC was 

observed for ZnPT against D-alanine. However, as cysteine is a thiol-containing amino acid, 

this result may indicate that ZnPT is thiol-interactive. Observations of neutralisation of ZnPT 

against P. aeruginosa showed an increase in MIC when the neutraliser was present at semi- 

equimolar and quarter-equimolar concentrations of the biocide present. The increase in MIC

for ZnPT against cysteine in P. aeruginosa was from 13.0 fig ml*1 to 16.0 fig ml*1 and this

increase of 3.0 fig ml*1 may be indicative of thiol-interactions between ZnPT and P. 

aeruginosa. However, no increase in MIC was observed with biocide concentrations greater
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than 16.0 pig ml-1 and this may suggest that the observed neutralisation could have been as a

result of experimental error; ie, too many cells in the inoculum or errors of judgment in the 

estimation of visible growth. The presence of too many cells in the inoculum would have 

been concurrent in all three neutraliser concentrations. This would have resulted in the 

observation of increased MIC values at equimolar concentrations of cysteine as well as semi- 

and quarter-equimolar concentrations of biocide present. However, the same volume of the 

same inoculum was added to each tube and any inherent errors should have been observable 

at all three cysteine concentrations. Nonetheless, the increases in MIC for ZnPT against P. 

aeruginosa in the presence of semi- and quarter-equimolar concentrations of cysteine are 

observable and do indicate the neutralisation of antimicrobial activity of ZnPT by thiol- 

containing agents.

The observations of increased MICs of both compounds in the presence of EDTA, 

phosphatidylethanolamine and the MICs for ZnPT in the presence of cysteine were indicative 

of neutralisation of the pyrithiones at a biological level. The neutralisation may have been 

caused by the biological activity of the neutraliser in or on the cell and may not have been as 

a direct result of chemical interactions between the biocides and the neutralisers. Therefore, 

observations of the presence of possible direct chemical interactions between the biocides 

and the two neutralisers EDTA and cysteine were carried out using scanning 

spectrophotometry. Subsequent to this, computer generated molecular interactions were 

projected between these biocides, cysteine and the phosphatidylethanolamine head group.

Determination of Direct Pyrithione-Neutraliser Chemical Interactions using

Scanning Spectrophotometry

Scanning spectrophotometry utilises the observation of changes in the spectrophotometric 

profile of a particular compound to any potential chemical reactions with a reactant. The 

UV/Vis spectrophotometric profiles of individual compounds of interest are obtained and the 

presence of peaks and the wavelengths at which they occur are recorded. The peaks and 

troughs observed in such spectra may indicate the different bonding and electrical states of 

orbitals associated with the structures involved in the potential reaction. The emission of a
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proton at a specific wavelength excites different conjugate and non-conjugate electrons in 

different ways. A conjugate system of electrons, eg; a benzene ring, is commonly denoted 

by two peaks in such spectra. A non-conjugate system, however, is denoted by a single 

peak which lies further towards the visible end of the spectrum (Crooks 1978; Williams & 

Fleming 1980). Therefore, the recorded profile exhibits the spectrophotometric signature of 

an individual compound at a known concentration. After individual profiles of the two 

potential reactants have been analysed, the compounds are mixed at known concentration 

ratios and the mixture is scanned in the same range of wavelengths as that used for 

individual chemicals. The spectrophotometric profile of the mixture is then obtained. 

Observation of peaks which fall at the same wavelengths as those of the individual 

compounds corresponds to the presence of the original compounds within the reaction 

mixture and to the presence of unreacted compound. The occurrence of peaks which are not 

present in the individual profiles signifies either the presence of new chemical bonds, which 

absorb light at different wavelengths than the bonds present in the individual compounds, or 

the formation of ions of the original compound. The formation of these new peaks may 

therefore, signify the formation of a reaction product between the two compounds of interest 

and subsequently, indicates the nature of any chemical interactions between a set of 

compounds.

In this study, the effects of EDTA and cysteine were observed upon the UV/vis 

spectrophotometric profiles of both NaPT and ZnPT. These compounds were used in this 

experiment as they had been shown to neutralise the antibacterial activities of the pyrithiones 

in vitro by increasing biocide MIC values against P. aeruginosa and E. coli. The UV/vis 

spectra (250nm to 450nm) of NaPT and ZnPT (0335mM in the organic solvent dimethyl 

formamide (DMF)) were individually obtained using a Shimadzu UV/vis scanning 

spectrophotometer UV-160 (Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto, Japan). The observation of 

peaks and their corresponding wavelengths were recorded (Table 8, Figs 48,49,50 & 51). 

The biocides were then mixed with the neutralisers at equimolar concentrations (0335mM in 

DMF) and the UV/vis spectra of the respective reaction mixtures were obtained as printed 

traces of absorbance against wavelength. Peaks and their corresponding wavelengths were 

recorded (Table 9, Fig 48 & 49). The traces for biocide, neutraliser and biocide plus 

neutraliser were then overlayed for ease of comparison and changes in peak wavelengths 

were recorded and tabulated.
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Table 8: Wavelengths (nm) of peaks obtained from Scanning spectrophotometric 

traces for NaPT, ZnPT, EDTA and Cysteine.

NaPT ZnPT EDTA Cysteine

269 275 272 332

304 287 305

373 323 333

Table 9: Wavelengths (nm) of peaks obtained for various reaction mixtures of 

ZnPT and NaPT and their potential neutralisers.

NaPT + ZnPT + NaPT + ZnPT +

EDTA EDTA Cysteine Cysteine

269 275 269 269*

[272] 283* 304 280*

300* [287] [332] [287]

[304] 300* 358* 323

[305] [305] [373] [332]

[333] 312*

367* [323]

[373] 331*

[333]

358*

* = New peaks which appeared in the reaction mixture UV/vis spectra, 

[] = peaks which disappeared from the reaction mixture UV/vis spectra.
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Figure 48: Traces obtained from the scanning spectrophotometry studies

which investigated the interactions between EDTA and NaPT. 

(— -) represents the trace for 0.335mM NaPT; (•— ) the trace for 0.335mM 

EDTA and (---- •). the trace for 0.335mM NaPT + 0.335mM EDTA.
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Figure 49: Traces obtained from the scanning spectrophotometry studies

which investigated the interactions between cysteine and NaPT; 

('—*•) represents the trace for 0.335mM NaPT; (-— ) the trace for 0335mM 

cysteine and ( —*) the trace for 0335mM NaPT + 0335mM cysteine.
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Figure 50: Traces obtained from the scanning spectrophotometry studies

which investigated the interactions between EDTA and ZnPT;

(-----) represents the trace for 0.335mM ZnPT; (__ ) the trace for 0.335mM

EDTA and ( __ ) the trace for 0.335mM ZnPT + 0.335mM EDTA.
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Figure 51: Scanning spectrophotometry traces for ZnPT and cysteine;

(•—) represents the trace for 0.335mM ZnPT; (-— ) the trace 

for 0.335mM cysteine and ( — ) the trace for 0.335mM ZnPT + 0.335mM cysteine.
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From the scanning spectrophotometric traces (Figs 48 to 51) and the results from tables 8 

and 9 it can be seen that NaPT and ZnPT both exhibit three peaks. For NaPT (Figs 48 & 49, 

Table 8) the peaks appearing at 269nm and 304nm are due to the excitation of shared 

electrons in the conjugate pyridine ring structure (Crooks 1978). These shared electrons 

have moved from a stable ;r-orbital to an excited ji*-orbital upon exposure to light in the 

region of 270 to 300nm (Crooks 1978; Williams & Fleming 1980). The third peak of 373nm 

is due to excitation of the electrons on the sulphur atom of the pyridine ring structure. 

Towards this region of the visible spectrum the electrons of non-conjugate heterologous 

atoms become excited and move from a ground state Jt-orbital to a p-orbital (Crooks 1978; 

Williams & Fleming 1980).

The peaks exhibited by ZnPT (Figs 50 & 51, Table 8) account for the excitation of shared 

conjugate electrons from the Jt-orbital to the JT*-orbital. This is understandable as ZnPT 

exists as a complex of either two or four conjugate pyridine rings around a central zinc atom 

which is hidden from the light by these rings.

The changes observed in the spectrum for NaPT upon the addition of equimolar EDTA were 

due to an additive effect of the two spectra (Fig 56, table 9). No change was observed which 

indicated the movement of conjugate electrons to a non-conjugate state. Consequently, this 

suggests that no reaction occurred between NaPT and EDTA.

Figure 49 indicates that a reaction occurred between NaPT and cysteine. The first two peaks 

observed at 269 and 304nm (Table 9) in the equimolar mixture of cysteine and NaPT 

account for the conjugate pyridine ring system. However, the appearance of a peak which 

turns into a shoulder at 358nm signifies the movement of electrons from a conjugate state to 

a non-conjugate state. This may be indicative of hydrogen bonding between NaPT and 

cysteine, drawing electrons away from the conjugate system. This removes electrons from 

an excitation state where they move from jt to ic*-orbitals and to an excitation state where 

they move between jt and p-orbitals (Williams & Fleming 1980).

The traces for the reaction of ZnPT with EDTA (Fig 50) indicate that a reaction has occurred 

between these two compounds. The observed peaks at 275 and 283nm (Table 9) denote the
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presence of conjugate electrons in the pyridine ring system of ZnPT. The presence of new 

peaks at 300, 312 and 331nm suggest that electrons have been moved from a conjugate 

system to a non-conjugate system (similar to the change in spectrum observed for NaPT 

with cysteine). The movement of these electrons to a non-conjugate state suggests that 

EDTA has had an effect upon ZnPT; namely the chelation of the zinc atom from the centre of 

the molecule. Further proof to suggest that EDTA has chelated the central ZnPT zinc atom is 

the appearance of a peak and shoulder at 358nm which correlates to the sulphur atom in the 

NaPT spectrum (Figs 48, 49 & 50, Tables 8 & 9). Consequently, this indicates the release 

of sodium pyrithione after chelation of the zinc by EDTA. It should be noted that EDTA is 

solubilised in NaOH, which produces a solution of sodium-EDTA. Therefore, the chelation 

of zinc by EDTA would displace the sodium ions which would then be accepted by the free 

pyrithiolate rings to yield NaPT.

No noticeable effect was observed upon reacting ZnPT with equimolar concentrations of 

cysteine (Fig 51, Table 9). No observed increase or decrease in peak wavelengths would 

indicate that no changes have occurred to the electron orbital excitation states. This suggests 

that any observed changes in the spectrum for ZnPT in the presence of cysteine were due to 

an additive effect of the two spectra.

The use of scanning spectrophotometry did not fully elucidate the mode of neutralisation 

between the EDTA and NaPT or cysteine and ZnPT. However, it did give some information 

as to the mode of neutralisation of ZnPT and EDTA. This suggests that ZnPT is neutralised 

by chelation and subsequent removal of the central zinc atom by EDTA. Further work 

investigating the chemical reactivity of the pyrithione biocides was carried out using 

computer generated molecular modelling.
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The utilisation of computer generated molecular modelling enables the projection of stable 

chemical reaction product formation between two compounds using quantum mechanical 

analysis. The programs used in computer generated modelling calculate the energy required 

for stable bond formation between two compounds in a solvent free system and 

subsequently, enable the visualisation of the projected stable complex formation between the 

reactants.

A complex is formed between the linkage or bonding of two monomers (Equation 10 where, 

M1 and M2 are the reactants, and C is the complex).

(10) M1 + M2 --------* C

The enthalpy or binding energy required in the formation of the complex is calculated by 

subtracting the sum of the heat of formation of the monomers in the reaction from the heat of

formation of the complex (Equation 11, where AE is the enthalpy of the reaction, AHfc is the 

heat of formation of the complex and AHfm is the heat of formation of the monomers), the 

heat of formation is the amount of energy required in the chemical formation of a compound.

(11) AE = AHF -(AHfal + AHf™2)

A negative energy of formation, enthalpy, indicates the formation of a stable product and 

therefore a stable chemical structure (Holum 1986).

This study utilised computer generated molecular modelling to project interactions between 

the pyrithiolate anion (the diffused pyrithione anion from NaPT in solution) and cysteine 

(Fig 52a); the pyrithiolate anion and a glycine dimer (Fig 52b); the pyrithiolate anion and the 

phosphatidyl ethanolamine head group (Fig 52c). Interactions were also projected between 

the zinc pyrithione dimer and cysteine (Fig 53); the ZnPT dimer and a glycine dimer (Fig

Investigations into the Chemical R eactivity of the Pyrithione Biocides using

Computer Generated M olecular M odelling
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54); the ZnPT dimer and phosphatidylethanolamine head group (Figs 55 & 56); the ZnPT 

monomer and the phosphatidyl ethanolamine head group (Fig 57). Compound structures 

used were in their free energy states. ZnPT structures were obtained from x-ray 

crystallography data (Barnett etal 1977). The structures of cysteine and the glycine dimer 

were based on zwitterion forms of the amino acids (Stryer 1988). The phosphatidyl 

ethanolamine head group structure was obtained from Stryer (1988). All of the structures 

were refined using AMI Hamiltonian calculations (Dewar etal 1985) applied through the 

program MOPAC 93 (QCPE Program 455, Dept of Chemistry, Indiana University, 

Bloomington, Indiana, USA).

The experimental manipulations were carried out using the program MOPAC 93 to calculate 

the quantum mechanic equations and enthalpies of complex formation (Table 10). The 

display manipulation package SYBYL 6.1 (Tripos Associates Inc, St Louis, Missouri, 

USA) was used for the visual display and onscreen manipulation of the compounds. All of 

the procedures were carried out using a Silicon Indigo computer (Silicon Graphics 

Computer Systems, Calgary, Alberta, Canada).

The experimental protocol observed was that defined by Dewar etal 1985. Onscreen, the 

compounds were placed in a proposed stable complex formation using the approximate 

geometrical docking procedure from the program SYBIL 6.1. The docking procedure 

involved the placement of the test compounds in a proposed stable complex formation by the 

use of initial operator judgement of polar and hydrophobic interactions. The MOPAC 93 

program was then utilised to refine the interactions observed using SYBIL 6.1 by quantum 

mechanical analysis. The data from the MOPAC 93 program was then read back into SYBIL

6.1 and the original proposed complex structures were adjusted to fit the results of the 

quantum mechanical calculations. This procedure also defined the heats of formation of the 

reactants and complexes formed which were retrieved from MOPAC 93 and the enthalpy for 

the reaction complex was calculated using equation 11.

Negative binding energies were calculated for the complexes formed between the pyrithione 

structures used in the projection and the reactants (Table 10), showing the formation of 

stable complexes between the pyrithiones and their potential reactants. These results indicate 

that the neutralisation of the pyrithiones by amines (glycine dimer), thiols (cysteine) and the
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phosphatidylethanolamine head group occurs at a chemical level as well as a proposed 

biochemical or biological level.

Figure 60 exhibits the computer generated complex formation between the pyrithiolate anion 

and a cysteine monomer. The enthalpy required for the chemical production of this complex

is -21.0 Kcal mole-1 (Table 10) and subsequently signifies stable complex formation.

Hydrogen bonding is observed between the oxygen molecule on the pyrithiolate ion and the 

amine tail of the cysteine monomer (Figure 52a). The application of NaPT in vitro or in vivo 

together with cysteine would be affected by the presence of other cations which would bind 

more strongly to the free pyrithiolate anions in solution. The presence of these ions would 

disturb and prevent hydrogen bond formation between the pyrithiolate ion and the 

neutralisers as a result of their increased electrostatic interactions. This explains why no 

neutralisation was observed with cysteine in the tube dilution neutraliser studies with NaPT.

Table 10: Heats of formation of biocide/reactant complexes.

Enthalpy (Kcal Mole-1)

Potential

Reactants

NaPT

(Pyrithiolate ion)

ZnPT

Monomer Dimer

Cysteine -21.0 * -48.5

Peptide -73.4 * -21.8

PE head group -12.3 -286.6 -286.8a

-239. l l

PE = phosphatidylethanolamine, * = not done, a = enthalpy for Fig 55 

and b = enthalpy for Fig 56.
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The computer generated interaction between a small peptide (glycine dimer) and the 

pyrithiolate anion (Fig 52b) gave similar results to that observed between the pyrithiolate 

anion and cysteine. An amine interaction was observed by the presence of hydrogen bonding 

between the N-terminus of the peptide and the oxygen and sulphur atoms of the pyrithiolate 

anion. Formation of a stable complex was observed with an enthalpy of -73.4 Kcal mole-1

(Table 10). This indicates an increased stability for the pyrithiolate/glycine dimer complex 

when compared to that for the pyrithiolate/cysteine complex, which exhibited a less stable

enthalpy of -23.0 Kcal mole-1. The interactions between the pyrithiolate anion and the

peptide indicate potential neutralisation of NaPT in the presence of amine-containing 

compounds. However, similar to the interaction with cysteine, there was no observed 

neutralisation by the amino acid L-alanine in the tube dilution neutraliser studies (Table 7). 

This may suggest that in vivo, the pyrithiolate anion will preferentially bind to cationic 

agents (eg: metal cations). This would lead to the formation of metal chelates in solution and 

would subsequently, inhibit the formation of interactions with the amine groups present in 

the peptide, cysteine or head group residues.

Figure 52c exhibits the formation of a stable complex which possesses a negative enthalpy 

of -12.3 Kcal mole-1 (Table 10) between the phosphatidylethanolamine head group structure

and the pyrithiolate anion. Formation of a stable complex between the head group and the 

pyrithiolate anion would signify potential membrane interactions in vivo by the biocide. The 

phospholipid head group possesses two polar regions, an amine tail and a central 

orthophosphoric acid grouping which is joined to the lipid tail via a methyl group. The 

complex obtained from the computer generated image exhibited hydrogen bonding between 

the pyrithiolate and the amine tail on the phospholipid head group. The observed formation 

of this complex is similar to that seen in complexes formed between the pyrithiolate anion 

and cysteine (Fig 52a) and the pyrithiolate anion and peptide (Fig 52b) which both exhibited 

electrostatic amine interactions. The interactions observed between potential reactants and the 

pyrithiolate anion have exhibited amine interactions between cysteine, a small peptide 

(glycine dimer) and the phosphatidylethanolamine head group. However, in vivo these 

interactions are disabled as the presence of divalent cations would bind preferentially to the 

pyrithiolate anion with increased affinity. This may explain why no neutralisation was
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The interaction between the ZnPT dimer and cysteine (Fig 53) indicates hydrogen bond 

formation between the thiol group of the cysteine molecule and the central zinc atoms of the 

ZnPT dimer. The reaction between the dimer and cysteine gave a stable negative enthalpy

of -48.5 Kcal mole-1. A slight change in the geometry of the ZnPT dimer is observable in

this interaction. The geometry of an unreacted ZnPT dimer molecule exhibits a purely 

tetrahedral shape (Fig 31). When this figure is compared with figure 53, a slight change in 

the tetrahedral formation of the molecule is observed. This is due to the cysteine molecule 

pulling one of the pyrithiolate groups from the central zinc-oxygen bridges and ‘opening up’ 

the molecule as a result of the electrostatic interactions between the two compounds. This 

reaction may explain the observed neutralisation of the antimicrobial action of ZnPT in the 

presence of cysteine and the observed change in peak wavelengths in the scanning 

spectrophotometry studies (Fig 49). It should be noted that the computer generated data in 

figure 53 shows the interaction of only one cysteine molecule. In vivo, another molecule 

would be able to interact with the ZnPT dimer at the opposite geometrical location. This 

would further disrupt the dimeric ZnPT configuration.

Figure 54 shows the possible interaction between a ZnPT dimer and a small peptide (glycine 

dimer) which gives rise to a stable complex (enthalpy = -21.8 Kcal mole-1, Table 10). No

distinct change in the geometry of the dimer is observable. However, the peptide does 

appear to be hydrogen bonding at a similar site as cysteine but is not such a stable complex

having a higher enthalpy (-21.8 in comparison with -48.5 Kcal mole-1 for cysteine). This

may be indicative of possible amine interactions by ZnPT. However, no neutralisation of 

antimicrobial activity was observed with the exposure of ZnPT to the amino acid L-alanine in 

the tube dilution neutraliser studies. This situation is similar to that observed between the 

peptide and the pyrithiolate anion and may be explicable by the increase in the presence of 

divalent cations in vivo. As discussed above, the presence of divalent cations would disable 

complex formation between the amine group and the biocide due to the divalent cations 

possessing an increased electronegative affinity with the biocide.

ob served  b e tw een  c y ste in e  and N aP T  and a lan in e and N aP T  in  the tube d ilu tion  n eu tra liser

stu d ies .
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Figure S2: Computer generated interaction between (a) the pyrithiolate anion (diffused

form of NaPT in solution) and a cysteine monomer, (b) the pyrithiolate anion 

and a small peptide (a glycine dimer) and (c) the pyrithiolate anion and the 

phosphatidylethanolamine head group.
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The computer generated complexes between the ZnPT dimer and the phosphatidyl 

ethanolamine head group produced the formation of two possible complexes (Figs 55 & 56). 

Both of the reaction products generated possess high negative enthalpies (-286.8 and -239.1

Kcal mole'1 for Fig 55 & 56 respectively). Figure 55 exhibits a large amount of geometrical

distortion of the ZnFT dimer via the interaction of the amine component of the phosphatidyl 

ethanolamine head group. The interaction has resulted in bond formation between the 

sulphur atom of one of the dimer’s pyrithiolate groups and the oxygen atom of another, with 

the breakage of one of the intermolecular oxygen-zinc bridges. The enthalpy obtained from

this reaction is -239.1 Kcal mole-1 and indicates the complex to be highly stable. The ZnPT

dimer would also be susceptible to an identical interaction from the amine component of the 

head group on the opposing geometrical site of the dimer. The action of the amine head 

group may also open the dimer to further possible interactions with other amine head 

groups. The capped-stick diagram from figure 55 exhibits elongation of the bonds between 

the oxygen and the zinc atoms of the dimer. Although these bonds are shown to be intact in 

the capped-stick diagram, in the filled orbital diagram the same bonds are broken. This was 

due to the inability of the capped-stick bond visualisation program of SYBIL 6.1 to break 

bonds no matter how far they were stretched. However, the filled-orbital diagram represents 

the sizes of atomic orbitals in space and shows the orbitals to be too small to maintain the 

bonding between the oxygen and zinc atoms of the ZnPT dimer.

Figure 56 shows another possible complex which has been formed between the ZnPT dimer 

and the phosphoric acid group of the phosphatidyl ethanolamine head group. This also has a

highly negative enthalpy (-239.1 Kcal Mole-1) and is therefore a stable complex. However,

unlike the interaction between the amine group of the phospholipid (Fig 55), this interaction 

has cleaved all of the intermolecular zinc-oxygen bridges and splits the ZnPT dimer. 

Subsequently, the dimer is no longer held together with covalent bonds, but is the result of 

hydrogen bond formation between the sulphur and oxygen of one pyrithiolate group and the 

hydrogens on the aromatic ring of another.

A similar interaction has also been observed with the ZnPT monomer and the phospholipid 

head group (Fig 57). This also has a negative enthalpy (-268.6 Kcal mole-1) and is a stable
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chemical structure. However, in this interaction both the phosphoric acid and amine groups 

of the phospholipid are bonding with the ZnPT molecule. This bonding distorts the 

geometry of the monomer and results in hydrogen bonding between the phosphoric acid 

group of the phospholipid and the zinc atom of the monomer. Bonding has also occurred 

between the amine group of the phospholipid and the sulphur and oxygen atoms of one of 

the pyrithiolate groups.

At a cellular level, the action of dimeric and monomeric ZnPT upon the bacterial membrane 

would involve interactions with both the phosphoric acid and amine groups of the 

phosphatidylethanolamine molecules in both the outer and inner Gram-negative bacterial 

membranes. ZnPT would disturb the structure of the outer membrane by interacting with the 

phosphatidylethanolamine residues and the LPS. The LPS of the outer membrane contains 

phosphorylethanolamine (Fig 5), which is the phosphatidylethanolamine head group 

structure, as part of the core region. Interactions between ZnPT as both monomers and 

dimers and the phosphorylethanolamine groups of the core region of LPS must be 

detrimental to LPS structure and function. Interactions at this point would disable metal 

cation chelation at the distal leaflet of the bacterial outer membrane and would subsequently 

disable outer membrane structure. This may be indicative of a similar mode of action by the 

pyrithiones to that of PHMB and other quaternary ammonium compounds (Broxton etal

1984). Subsequently, distortion of the hydrophobic inner leaflet of the membrane would 

occur again via ZnPT/phosphatidylethanolamine head group interactions. These interactions 

would also distort the arrangement of acyl chains in the membrane and disrupt overall 

membrane configuration.
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Figure 53: Computer generated interaction between the ZnPT dimer

and a cysteine monomer, green = zinc, yellow = sulphur, 

dark blue = nitrogen, light blue = hydrogen, white = carbon and red = oxygen. 

Distortion of the tetrahedral shape of the dimer is observable as a result 

of the hydrogen bonding between the sulphur of the cysteine and the zinc 

of the ZnPT dimer. Hydrogen bonding is also observable between the amine 

group of the cysteine molecule and the oxygen on one of the pyrithiolate groups.
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Figure 54: Computer generated interaction between a small peptide

(a glycine dimer) and the ZnPT dimer. Hydrogen bonding 

is observable between the amine tail of the peptide and the sulphur and oxygen 

groups at the central zinc complex of the ZnPT dimer.
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Figure 55: Computer generated interaction between a ZnPT dimer and

the phosphatidylethanolamine head group, green = zinc, 

yellow = sulphur, dark blue = nitrogen, light blue = hydrogen, white = 

carbon, red = oxygen and purple = phosphorous. The amine tail of the head 

group structure has hydrogen bonded with the oxygen molecule of one 

pyrithiolate group and the sulphur atom of another pyrithiolate group.

This interaction has grossly disturbed the geometry of the ZnPT dimer 

and may allow the molecule to interact with another three head group structures.
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Figure 56: Interaction between a ZnPT dimer and the

phosphatidylethanolamine head group, green = zinc, 

yellow = sulphur, dark blue = nitrogen, light blue = hydrogen, white = 

carbon, red = oxygen and purple = phosphorous. The phosphoric acid 

grouping of the phosphatidyl ethanolamine tail has bonded with the central 

zinc atom of one of the ZnPT monomers. Subsequently, the interaction 

has disrupted the dimer structure and it is only electrostatic forces between 

the sulphur and oxygen of one monomer and the aromatic ring of the other 

which holds the two ZnPT compounds together.
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Figure 57: Computer generated interaction between a ZnPT

monomer and the phosphatidylethanolamine head 

group, green = zinc, yellow = sulphur, dark blue = nitrogen, light blue 

= hydrogen, white = carbon, red = oxygen and purple = phosphorous. 

The phosphoric acid core of the phosphatidyl ethanolamine head group 

has directly bonded with the central zinc atom of the ZnPT monomer.

The amine tail of the head group has also bonded with oxygen and 

sulphur atoms of one of the pyrithiolate groups. These interactions have 

distorted the dimer shape and appear to be cleaving the zinc atom from the 

core of the ZnPT monomer.
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THE EFFECT OF THE PYRITHIONE BIOCIDES 

UPON METABOLIC ACTIVITY

THE EFFECT OF SUB-MIC LEVELS OF PYRITHIONE BIOCIDES UPON 

SUBSTRATE CATABOLISM OF VARIOUS SUBSTRATES BY 

ESCHERICHIA COLI NCIMB 10000 AND PSEUDOMONAS AERUGINOSA

PAOl NCIMB 10548

The rate of metabolism of a substrate by a bacterial population can be monitored by the rate 

of oxygen consumption by the bacterial cells concerned. Subsequently, the effect of a 

biocide on the rate of oxygen consumption by a bacterial cell, which is actively metabolising 

a specific substrate, can be used to identify the target metabolic pathways of an antimicrobial 

agent. For example, inhibition of the oxygen uptake of an amino acid by the test biocide may 

indicate that the catabolism of these amino acids serves as a target for the action of these 

antimicrobial agents. Similarly the inhibition of the metabolism of a carbohydrate would 

indicate carbohydrate metabolism as being the antimicrobial metabolic target. Such studies 

may also elucidate the intracellular or extracellular activity of a biocide. Inhibition of the 

metabolism of a substrate which is transported into the cell by active transport or group 

translocation may be indicative of membrane disruption by the test antimicrobial agent as 

well as inhibition of intracellular enzymic pathways.

In this study, the effects of the pyrithione biocides upon the rate of catabolism of six 

substrates (Table 11) were observed as a function of oxygen consumption using a Clark- 

type oxygen electrode and metabolic chamber (Rank Brothers, Cambridge, England) (Figure 

43). The substrates used enabled observations to be made upon the effects of ZnPT and 

NaPT on the metabolism of four major metabolic groups, carbohydrate metabolism, protein 

synthesis, RNA synthesis and DNA synthesis. Glucose, acetate and pyruvate were used as 

substrates in order to observe the effects of ZnPT and NaPT upon specific catabolism in 

both E. coli and P. aeruginosa. Proline was used to investigate the effects of the pyrithiones 

upon amino acid catabolism. Thymidine and uracil were used to enable the observation of
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the effects of the pyrithiones upon catabolism of nucleotides.

Comparisons of the levels of catabolic inhibition of substrates which enter the bacterial cell 

by diverse processes can be indicative of the physical site of action of the biocide. Disruption 

of the transmembrane proton motive force (PMF), which drives many of the membrane- 

bound transport processes, would be reflected in the inhibition of catabolism of substrates 

which are dependent upon the PMF for their carriage into the cytosol.

Glucose is transported into the cell via group translocation and the phosphotransferase 

system (PTS). This process actively carries glucose across the bacterial membrane whilst 

catalysing the first step in the breakdown of glucose with the utilisation of ATP (Postma

1987) (Equation 12, where Hk = hexokinase). Observed inhibition of glucose metabolism 

by the test biocide is indicative of membrane disruption without disturbance of the PMF. 

This inhibition of glucose metabolism would also suggest biocide inhibition of the 

intracellular carbohydrate metabolic pathways.
1
1

Extracellular 1
1
1

Membrane
1
[ Intracellular
1
1i

l
1
1
1

Glucose + ATP-!— 
1

Hk

1
1
1
1
i  Glucose-6-Phosphate + ADP + H+
1iI

Pyruvate, proline, thymidine and uracil are all actively transported across the bacterial 

membrane by chemiosmotic coupling (Maloney 1987, Cronan et al 1987. Neuhard & 

Nygaard 1987). This process utilises a chemical gradient to drive the transport of the 

substrate into the cell with the consequent expenditure of ATP and is reliant upon the PMF 

(Maloney 1987, Cronan etal 1987. Neuhard & Nygaard 1987). Therefore, the inhibition of 

the rate of catabolism of these compounds would be indicative of PMF inhibition. Acetate, 

however, enters the bacterial cell via passive diffusion and does not require the expenditure 

of ATP to drive the process.
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Table 11: Substrates used in the metabolic studies, the biochemical 

processes in which they are involved and their mode of 

transport into the bacterial cell.

Substrate Biochemical

Process

Mode of Transport 

into the Bacterial Cell

Glucose Carbohydrate metabolism Group translocation (PTS)

Pyruvate Carbohydrate metabolism Active transport (H+ ATPase)

Acetate Carbohydrate metabolism Passive diffusion

Proline Protein synthesis H+/Na+ Pump

Thymidine DNA Synthesis H+ ATPase

Uracil RNA Synthesis H+ATPase

Studies which observe the rate of metabolism in a whole cell system are dependent upon 

intracellular enzymes and the reactions which they catalyse as rate determining steps. 

Therefore, the utilisation of enzyme kinetic systems, such as Michaelis-Menten kinetics may 

be applied to whole cell metabolic rate determining systems. In this study, Michaelis-Menten 

substrate kinetics were applied so the rate of metabolism of the cells could be monitored. 

The Michaelis constant (Km, Michaelis & Menten 1913) was replaced with the cell saturation 

constant (Ks) (Monod 1949). The Ks is a concentration constant which is equal to half of the

concentration at which the maximum rate of metabolism for a particular substrate occurs 

(Vmax) (Michaelis & Menten 1913). Therefore, application of substrate at concentrations 

equal to or greater than twice the concentration at which the Ks occurs ensured the saturation

of the cellular pathways for that particular substrate.

Ks values for the catabolism of the six substrates in E. coli and P. aeruginosa were

determined by the following protocol. An aliquot (1ml) of washed cell suspension was
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prepared from an overnight culture either E. coli or P. aeruginosa grown in 25ml of nutrient 

broth (Oxoid CM1) at 3TC in an orbital incubator (200osc/min) and resuspended in 0.067M 

phosphate buffer at an optical density of 1.36 at E470nm- The aliquot was added to a 

previously calibrated Clark-type oxygen electrode at 37#C (Rank Brothers, Cambridge, 

England). The cells were allowed to equilibrate to 3TC for 1 minute. The metabolic chamber 

was closed and the endogenous cellular oxygen consumption was observed from a recorder 

trace (Servogor 120, BBC Goerz Metrawatt, Austria) of oxygen tension (Fig 58a). Aliquots 

(10/ri) of substrate were then injected into the metabolic chamber and the rates of substrate 

catabolism were observed as a decrease in the oxygen tension within the metabolic chamber. 

The Ks values (Table 12) were calculated from double reciprocal plots (Lineweaver & Burke

1934) of substrate concentration and rates of oxygen consumption.

Table 12: Ks values for the rate of catabolism of six substrates by E. coli and 

P. aeruginosa.

Substrate Ks Value

P. aeruginosa E. coli

Glucose 0.75mM 0.1923mM

Acetate 0.164mM 2.66mM

Pyruvate 0.113mM 333mM

Proline 0.588mM 45.45mM

Thymidine 11.9/<M 1.25mM

Uracil 0.0435/iM 0.238/iM

Observation of the effects of NaPT and ZnPT at sub-MIC levels upon the catabolism of the 

six substrates was carried out by following the same method for Ks determination with the

following changes. An aliquot of biocide (10/d), at sub-MIC levels, was added to the 

washed cell suspension and allowed to incubate for three minutes prior to monitoring the 

endogenous rate of oxygen consumption (Fig 58b). The specific concentration ranges of
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Figure 58: (a) Recorder trace of background oxygen uptake by washed cells of 

E. coli prior to addition of glucose (0.38mM). (b) Recorder trace of 

oxygen consumption by washed cells of E. coli after incubation with NaPT

(70/4 g ml'1) and subsequent addition of glucose (0.38mM).
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from 0 to 5 fig ml-1; for P. aeruginosa, NaPT was added at concentrations from 0 to 100 pig

ml'1 and ZnPT was added at concentrations from 0 to 13 pig ml-1. The chamber was then

closed and the endogenous rate of oxygen consumption was recorded for a further minute. 

Substrate was added at concentrations equivalent to twice Ks (this ensured substrate

saturation of the cellular catabolic processes). The rate of substrate catabolism was 

monitored via the decrease in oxygen tension within the metabolic chamber. The rates of 

reaction were calculated from the gradients of the oxygen depletion traces obtained from 

these experiments. All gradients were then calculated as a percentage of the control gradient 

(0 pig ml-1 biocide) and they were then plotted against biocide concentration (Figures 59 to 

62). ID25% and ID5o% values (dose of biocide at which 25% and 50% inhibition of a

pathway occurs) were determined as the intercept of a line indicating an inhibitive trend in 

the initial stages of biocide exposure (Tables 13 & 14).

Table 13: IE>25% values from the effects of NaPT and ZnPT on the catabolism 
of various substrates by E. coli and P. aeruginosa.

biocide used against the test microorganisms were as follows; for E. coli, NaPT was added

at concentrations in a range between 0 and 120/tgmH and ZnPT was added at concentrations

ID25% Values (fig ml'1)

E. coli P. aeruginosa
Substrate NaPT ZnPT NaPT ZnPT

Glucose * 3.6 55.5 *
Acetate 24.0 3.2 22.0 8.75
Pyruvate 6.5 4.5 * 13.0
Proline 13.5 0.95 8.0 *
Thymidine 6.5 0.55 68.0 *
Uracil 14.5 * * *

*= No obtainable value.
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Table 14: IDso% values from the effects of NaPT and ZnPT on the catabolism 
of various substrates by E. coli and P. aeruginosa.

ID 50% Values (/* g ml'1)

E. coli P. aeruginosa
Substrate NaPT ZnPT NaPT ZnPT

Glucose * 4.125 * *
Acetate * * * *
Pyruvate 53.5 * * *
Proline * * 18.5 *
Thymidine 15.0 * * *
Uracil * * * *

*= No obtainable value.
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Figure 59: The effect of sub-MIC levels of NaPT upon substrate

catabolism in E. coli. ID25% values are determined as 

the concentration of biocide which exhibits 75% of control rate of 

metabolism. ( O ), glucose; ( ) ,  acetate; ( ca), pyruvate; ( •  ), proline; 

(A ), thymidine; (■  ), uracil. Error bars are calculated from and plotted 

as the Standard Error of the data set.
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Figure 60: The effect of sub-MIC levels of ZnPT upon substrate

catabolism in E. coli. ID25% values are determined as 

the concentration of biocide which exhibits 75% of control rate of 

metabolism. ( O ), glucose; ( A ), acetate; ( a  ), pyruvate; ( •  ), proline; 

( A ), thymidine; (■  ), uracil. Error bars are calculated from and plotted 

as the Standard Error of the data set.
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Figure 61: The effect of sub-MIC levels of NaPT upon substrate

catabolism in P. aeruginosa ID25% values are 

determined as the concentration of biocide which exhibits 75% of control 

rate of metabolism. ( O ), glucose; ( ), acetate; ( a  ), pyruvate;

( •  ), proline; ( A ), thymidine; ( m ), uracil. Error bars are calculated from 

and plotted as the Standard Error of the data set.
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Figure 62: The effect of sub-MIC levels of ZnPT upon substrate

catabolism in P. aeruginosa ID25% values are determined 

as the concentration of biocide which exhibits 75% of control rate of 

metabolism. ( O ), glucose; ( ^ ), acetate; ( D ), pyruvate; ( •  ), proline; 

(A ), thymidine; ( m ), uracil. Error bars are calculated from and plotted 

as the Standard Error of the data set.
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In studies which investigate the effects of a biocide upon cellular catabolic processes, ID50%

values are normally determined and calculated as a comparison of the effects of a biocide 

upon the catabolism of more than one substrate. The range of ID5o% values obtainable from 

the data presented in figures 59 to 62 (Table 14) indicates a poor range of metabolic activity 

by both NaPT and ZnPT. Therefore, IE>25% values were determined in order to give a

comparison of results (Table 13). However, a full range of ID25% values was still not

obtainable for each of the six substrates against both NaPT and ZnPT for the test organisms. 

This indicates that both NaPT and ZnPT are poor inhibitors of cellular catabolic processes 

and may also be suggestive of poor inhibition of membrane integrity. These results suggest 

that the pyrithiones do not target the metabolism of one particular group of substrates or one 

significant intracellular metabolic process (Table 11). The poor inhibition of metabolic 

processes and the observation of L-shaped curves of substrate inhibition (Figs 59 to 62) are 

indicative of some form of saturation effect regarding the activity of NaPT and ZnPT 

towards intracellular metabolism. This is also exhibited in the ID50% values and ID25% 

values (Tables 13 & 14) indicating that none of the substrates were inhibited by either NaPT 

or ZnPT to a maximal level which is equal to 0% of the control rate of reaction (100% 

inhibition).

Table 13 indicates that NaPT possesses a wider range of anti-metabolic activity than ZnPT. 

This is reflected in the fact that NaPT exhibits nine ID25% values against the two organisms;

eg, in E. coli NaPT exhibits ID25% values against the metabolism of acetate, pyruvate, 

proline, thymidine and uracil and in P. aeruginosa the same biocide exhibits ID 25% values

against all of the substrates used except pyruvate and uracil. This is in comparison with 

seven values for ZnPT against both organisms; eg, ZnPT exhibits ID25% values against all

of the substrates in E. coli except uracil and only two ID25% values against P. aeruginosa for 

acetate and pyruvate. Although a wider metabolic effect is observed with NaPT, the biocide 

concentrations at which IE>25% values occur for ZnPT are much lower than those for NaPT

and exhibit increased inhibitive capacity for ZnPT as a function of concentration. For 

example, the ID25% value for NaPT against thymidine metabolism in E. coli is 6.5 pig ml-1

which is 1181.8% greater than the ID25% value observed for ZnPT against the same
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The patterns observed in the data exhibited in figures 59 to 62 may be indicative of the 

inhibition of membrane bound transport processes such as active transport and group 

translocation. Disruption of these processes would result in the breakdown of the proton 

motive force (PMF) and the subsequent inhibition of ATP synthesis. The inhibition of ATP 

synthesis would disrupt the transport of glucose by membrane bound hexokinase, a process

which is ATP dependent. PMF inhibition would also inhibit transport of H+/Na+ ATPase

dependent substrates. However, membrane disruption by the presence of the pyrithiones at 

concentrations approaching the MIC may allow passive diffusion of substrates, which were 

previously dependent on the PMF for their transportation, into the cytosol (Table 11). This 

would still enable the continuation of the catabolism of pyruvate, proline, thymidine and 

uracil by the action of intracellular enzymes and would explain the stimulation of metabolism 

of these substrates at biocide concentrations which are approaching MIC.

Although inhibition of substrate catabolism is observed by both biocides against the 

catabolism of E. coli and P. aeruginosa, none of the substrates used in the experiment 

indicate 100% inhibition by the pyrithiones. This is indicative of no direct metabolic action 

by either NaPT or ZnPT, however, thymidine was effectively inhibited to values of about 

30% of the control for NaPT and ZnPT against E. coli. This together with the observed 

stimulation of glucose, proline, thymidine and uracil at concentrations of biocide 

approaching the MICs (Figs 59 to 62), would suggest that observed catabolic inhibition is 

brought about as a result of membrane activity. Membrane activity of the biocide would 

bring about a direct effect upon the PMF, which would be reflected by decreasing 

intracellular ATP concentrations.

substrate. T h ese  d ifferen ces re flec t  the in creased  antim icrob ia l a c tiv ity  o f  Z nPT  o v er  N aP T ,

w h ich  has b een  o b serv ed  in  p rev io u s exp er im en ts.
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THE EFFECT OF NaPT AND ZnPT UPON THE INTRACELLULAR ATP 

LEVELS OF ESCHERICHIA COLI NCIMB 10000 AND PSEUDOMONAS  

AERU G IN O SA  PAOl NCIMB 10548

The production of ATP via oxidative phosphorylation is driven by the proton motive force 

(PMF) (Harold 1972). The PMF is associated with the bacterial membrane and is driven by 

a proton gradient upon which membrane bound ATPases are dependent (Harold 1972). 

Potassium ions are brought into the bacterial cell, due to the action of the PMF and the Fl/Fo 

ATPases, with the exchange of protons or sodium ions to the extracellular environment 

during ATP production (Harold etal 1969, Harold 1972).

As a result of the cellular events related to the production of ATP, the effects of antimicrobial 

agents upon membrane bound processes may be monitored as a function of the intracellular 

levels of ATP or the intracellular accumulation of potassium ions. Studies with chlorhexidine 

have shown that the observation of intracellular potassium ion accumulation may be utilised 

as a way of elucidating disruption of the proton gradient and membrane bound ATPases by 

membrane active agents (Harold et al 1969). The effect of a biocide upon the activity of 

membrane-bound enzymes, both in their free state and as vesicle bound proteins, is another 

method by which the activity of a biocide upon membrane bound metabolic processes may 

be observed (Chopra etal 1987).

The measurement of intracellular ATP levels reflects the activity of the test biocide upon the 

bacterial membrane and the membrane bound processes which drive ATP production. In this 

study, the effect of the pyrithiones at sub-MIC levels upon intracellular ATP content was 

used to investigate their effect upon membrane processes related to membrane bound ATP 

metabolism in E. coli NCIMB 10000 and P. aeruginosa PAOl NCIMB 10548.

Five sterile Ehrlenmeyer flasks containing aliquots (24.5ml) of sterile CDM were inoculated 

with 0.25ml of overnight bacterial culture which had been grown up in an orbital incubator 

(200 osc/min at 37°C). The time of inoculation was recorded and at 1,2 ,3,4,5 and 6 hours 

an aliquot of culture (200//1) was removed and assayed for ATP content using the 

Luciferin/luciferase methodology (pil l) .  Prior to removal and assay of the second hour
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sample, an aliquot (0.25ml) of biocide was added to the flasks to give final biocide 

concentrations equivalent to 0, 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% of MIC in 25ml. This was

repeated for E. coli and P. aeruginosa using NaPT and ZnPT. Results were calculated as 10"

12mol (pmol) ATP per ml of culture and as 10"18mol (amol) ATP per cell and were plotted as 

a function of intracellular ATP levels against time (Figures 63 to 70).
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Figure 63: Effect of NaPT at various sub MIC concentrations upon

ATP metabolism of E. coli NCIMB 10000 expressed as 

ATP content per ml of cells. ( O ), 0%MIC; ( A ), 20%MIC; (CJ), 

40%MIC; ( •  ), 60%MIC; ( a  ), 80%MIC. Error bars are calculated from 

and plotted as the Standard Error of the data set.
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Figure 64: Effect of ZnPT at various sub MIC concentrations upon

ATP metabolism of E. coli NCIMB 10000 expressed as 

ATP content per ml of cells. ( O ), 0%MIC; ( ) ,  20%MIC; (a ),

40%MIC; ( •  ), 60%MIC; ( ^ ) , 80%MIC. Error bars are calculated from 

and plotted as the Standard Error of the data set.
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Figure 65: Effect of NaPT at various sub MIC concentrations upon ATP

metabolism of P.aeruginosa PAOl NCIMB 10548 expressed 

as ATP content per ml of cells. ( O ), 0%MIC; ( A ), 20%MIC; ( O ), 

40%MIC; ( •  ), 60%MIC; ( a »), 80%MIC. Error bars are calculated from and 

plotted as the Standard Error of the data set.
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Figure 66: Effect of ZnPT at various sub MIC concentrations upon

ATP metabolism of P. aeruginosa PAOl NCIMB 10548 

expressed as ATP content per ml of cells. ( O ), 0%MIC; ( A ), 20%MIC; 

(Cl), 40%MIC; ( •  ), 60%MIC; ( A ), 80%MIC. Error bars are calculated 

from and plotted as the Standard Error of the data set.
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Figure 67: Effect of NaPT at various sub MIC concentrations upon

ATP metabolism of E. coli NCIMB 10000 expressed as 

ATP content per cell. ( O ), 0%MIC; (^ ), 20%MIC; (a ), 40%MIC;

( #  ), 60%MIC; (A),  80%MIC. Error bars are calculated from and plotted 

as the Standard Error of the data set.
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Figure 68: Effect of ZnPT at various sub MIC concentrations upon

ATP metabolism of E. coli NCIMB 10000 expressed as 

ATP content per cell. ( O ), 0%MIC; (A ), 20%MIC; ( a  ), 40%MIC;

( #  ), 60%MIC; (A.), 80%MIC. Error bars are calculated from and plotted 

as the Standard Error of the data set.
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Figure 69: Effect of NaPT at various sub MIC concentrations upon

ATP metabolism of P. aeruginosa PAOl NCIMB 10548 

expressed as ATP content per cell. ( O ), 0%MIC; ( ) ,  20%MIC; (a  ), 

40%MIC; ( •  ), 60%MIC; ( ^ ), 80%MIC. Error bars are calculated from 

and plotted as the Standard Error of the data set.
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Figure 70: Effect of ZnPT at various sub MIC concentrations upon

ATP metabolism of P. aeruginosa PAOl NCIMB 10548 

expressed as ATP content per cell. ( O ), 0%MIC; (^ ), 20%MIC; ( Q ), 

40%MIC; ( •  ), 60%MIC; ( A ), 80%MIC. Error bars are calculated from 

and plotted as the Standard Error of the data set.
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Figures 63 and 64 exhibit the effects of NaPT and ZnPT, respectively, upon the intracellular 

ATP levels in E. coli. Figures 63 and 64 exhibit a dramatic decrease in the ATP content of E.

coli (dropping from lxlO-1 Imol ATP/ml cells to 5xl0“12mol ATP/ml cells) after the addition

of biocide at all four sub-MIC levels of biocide (20,40,60 and 80% MIC). This difference 

between the control group and biocide exposed cells is observable even at the lowest 

concentration of biocide (20% MIC). However, a difference between the activity of NaPT 

(Fig 63) and ZnPT (Fig 64) upon the intracellular ATP content of E. coli is observed. The 

effect of NaPT upon ATP content in E. coli is not observable until one hour after the 

addition of the biocide, even at 80% MIC. With ZnPT, the effect of biocide addition is

immediately exhibited with a decrease in intracellular ATP levels from lx l0 _11mol/ml cells 

for the control cultures to 1.5xl0'12mol/ml cells. If the ATP concentrations are expressed as

the amount of ATP per cell (Figures 65 & 68), then the same general pattern is observed. 

From these observations, the addition of ZnPT and NaPT, at sub-MIC levels and at 

comparative concentrations as a percentage of MIC, suggest that the exposure of E. coli to 

these biocides induces stasis of intracellular ATP levels in the test microorganisms.

Unlike the data for E. coli against ZnPT, a direct effect upon the intracellular levels of ATP 

was not observed upon the addition of this biocide to cells of P. aeruginosa (figs 65, 66, 69 

& 70). Both biocides exhibited the same effect upon ATP content of P. aeruginosa, that is, a 

decrease in cellular levels of ATP one hour after biocide addition was observed followed by 

stasis in intracellular ATP/ml of culture (Figs 65 & 66). Regardless of the concentration of 

biocide used, stasis of intracellular ATP levels was always exhibited. This intracellular ATP 

content in cells of P. aeruginosa exposed to all biocide concentrations was shown to become

static at between 2x10*12 and 5xl0_12mol ATP/ml cells after one hour of biocide addition 

(Figures 65 & 66). The levels of ATP per cell were not congruent with the amount of ATP 

per ml of culture. Figures 69 and 70 exhibit the intracellular ATP levels of P. aeruginosa to 

maintain a decrease in ATP expressed as ATP concentration per cell. The decrease in ATP 

levels was shown to occur even with the control cultures and exhibits a difference in the 

requirement for ATP by the test microorganisms. E. coli is a facultative anaerobe and 

produces ATP by both fermentative and anaerobic metabolism. P. aeruginosa is much 

slower growing than E. coli and therefore, it’s immediate requirement for ATP is somewhat
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The results of this experiment (Figures 63 to 70) exhibit no significant differences between 

the effects of NaPT or ZnPT against either P. aeruginosa or E. coli. However, the 

pyrithiones are shown here to have a significant effect upon the intracellular levels of ATP, 

both when ATP concentration is expressed as a function of culture volume and as ATP 

concentration per cell. The results show the pyrithiones possess an effect upon intracellular 

ATP levels of exposed cells which decreases intracellular levels of ATP. The observed 

reduction in ATP does not automatically indicate that NaPT or ZnPT target either substrate- 

level or oxidative phosphorylation as primary sites of action. However, the reduction in ATP 

does suggest that the pyrithiones effect and reduce intracellular levels and then maintain these 

low concentrations. The effects of the pyrithiones upon ATP metabolism may suggest that 

NaPT and ZnPT are acting at the level of the bacterial membrane and subsequently damage 

membrane bound ATP metabolism due to disruption of bacterial membrane integrity. Such 

damage to the membrane would explain the results from the effects of the pyrithiones upon 

metabolism and may also indicate the effects of the pyrithiones on intracellular ATP content. 

It is therefore necessary to further investigate the effects of the pyrithiones upon the 

membrane and to observe if they induce direct damage to the Gram negative bacterial cell 

envelope.

lo w er  than that o f  E . c o li.  T h ese  d ifferen ces  b e tw een  the organ ism s m a y  ex p la in  th e  le v e ls  o f

A T P /ce ll fo r  con tro l fig u res  (F ig s  6 7 , 6 8 , 6 9  & 7 0 ).
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DIRECT MEMBRANE DAMAGE TO THE 

ENVELOPES OF GRAM-NEGATIVE BACTERIA

BY NaPT AND ZnPT

There are several methods by which biocide induced damage to the bacterial cell membranes 

may be monitored. The most favoured method is probably the observation of leakage of 

intracellular material from biocide exposed cells (Denyer & Hugo 1991b). Upon exposure of 

a bacterial cell to a membrane active agent, there is a specific order in which the intracellular 

material leaks from the damaged cell (Salton 1968). Initially, there is an efflux of potassium 

ions from damaged cells into the bathing solution. This is followed by the leakage of 

intracellular material which absorbs light at 260nm (mainly purines and pyrimidines), small 

phosphate containing compounds and small sugars (Rye & Wiseman 1964, Salton 1968, 

Lambert & Hammond 1973, Denyer & Hugo 1991b). After the appearance of these smaller 

biochemicals in the bathing solution, the distribution of molecular size and the order of 

leakage from the cells becomes less defined and the appearance of proteins, ribosomes, 

RNA and small strands of DNA occurs (Denyer & Hugo 1991b). The order by which the 

compounds leave the cell has been elucidated using known membrane active agents such as 

PHMB, chlorhexidine, miconazole and various amines (diamines and aliphatic monoamines) 

(Harold etal 1969, Wiseman 1964, Broxton etal 1983a, Beggs 1992, Bemheim 1976).

Despite the known effects of membrane active agents upon bacterial cells and membrane 

bound metabolism, it has been argued that the killing effect of biocides is not a primary 

effect of membrane action (Rye & Wiseman 1964, Beggs 1992). Such considerations are 

due to the differences in concentrations at which membrane active agents (ie, PHMB and 

chlorhexidine) exhibit membrane damage on exposed cells and the concentrations at which 

they cause cell death. The concentrations at which such agents induce membrane damage 

have been shown to be much lower than those concentrations required to bring about 

bacterial cell death (Beggs 1992). However, it has been shown with the PHMB membrane 

active agents that the degree of membrane damage is related to cell death and that cell death 

does not occur as a secondary effect of membrane damage (Broxton etal 1983a, 1983b).
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and ZnPT were causing direct membrane damage to cells of E. coli and P. aeruginosa. 

Transmission electron microscopy studies were also carried out in order to visualise the 

effect of NaPT upon cells of P. aeruginosa exposed to MIC levels of the biocide.

In  th is  stu d y , th e lea k a g e  o f  tw o  in tra ce llu la r  c o m p o n e n ts  (p o ta ss iu m  io n s  and m ater ia l

w h ic h  absorbs lig h t  at E260nm) w ere  m on itored  in  order to  d eterm in e w h eth er  or n o t N aP T

Leakage of Intracellular Material from E. coli NCIMB 10000 and 

P. aeruginosa PAOl NCIMB 10548 Exposed to NaPT and ZnPT

Observation of Leakage of Potassium Ions

An aliquot of cells (48ml) grown overnight in an orbital incubator (37°C at 200 osc/min) in 

nutrient broth (Oxoid CM1) was washed twice with tris-HCl buffer (pH7.0, 0.2M) by 

centrifugation (3000 rpm for 10 minutes, IEC Centra-4R Centrifuge, International 

Equipment, Dunstable). The cells were resuspended in a clean 100ml beaker to a volume of 

48ml with trisHCl buffer (pH7.0, 0.2M). The washed cell suspension was placed on a 

magnetic stirrer and a pre-calibrated potassium ion sensitive electrode (Qualiprobe Potassium 

Ion Selective Electrode (QSE 314), EDT Instruments, Dover, UK) and it’s reference 

electrode (E8092 Double Junction Reference Electrode, EDT Instruments, Dover, UK) 

connected to a Whatman 220 pH/mV meter (Whatman, Maidstone, Kent), were placed in the 

suspension. The background potassium ion content of the suspension was monitored for 5

minutes. An aliquot (2ml) of a 3.2 mg ml'1 solution of biocide was added to the suspension 

to yield a final biocide concentration of 128 ]i% ml"1 and the fluctuation in potassium ion

content was recorded in mV at times 0, 20, 40, 60, 90 seconds, 2, 3, 4, 5,10, 15 and 20 

minutes. This procedure was carried out for both E. coli and P. aeruginosa against NaPT 

and ZnPT. Reference biocides, cetrimide, fentichlor and dichlorophen, which have known 

membrane activity (Chapman 1987, Hugo & Bloomfield 1971, Paulus 1993), the thiol- 

interactive agent benzisothiazolone (BIT) (Collier et al 1991) and a non antimicrobial 

potassium chelating agent, 18-crown-6-ether (Gokel & Durst 1976), were used as controls. 

The readings in mV obtained from the experiments were converted to moles of potassium 

ions using a previously constructed calibration curve (Figure 36). The concentration of
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Observation of Leakage of Material which Absorbs Light at 260nm

An aliquot (25ml) of cells grown overnight in an orbital incubator (37°C at 200 osc/min) in 

nutrient broth (Oxoid CM1) were washed twice by centrifugation and resuspended in tris-

HC1 buffer (pH7.0,0.2M) to a volume of 23ml. An aliquot (2ml) of a 3.2 mg ml-1 biocide

solution was added to the suspension to yield a final biocide concentration of 128 pig ml"1. 

An aliquot (2ml) of biocide exposed cell suspension were removed and centrifuged 

(13000rpm, lmin, Sanyo MSE Microcentaur, Sanyo UK). Changes in E260nm were then 

recorded at 0,5, 10, 15 and 20 minutes after biocide addition. This was carried out using a 

spectrophotometer (Cecil Series 2 UV/vis spectrophotometer, Cecil Instruments,

Cambridge) which had been previously blanked with 128 pig ml"1 test biocide in tris-HCl

buffer. This procedure was carried out for both E. coli and P. aeruginosa against NaPT and 

ZnPT. Reference biocides, cetrimide, fentichlor and dichlorophen, which have known 

membrane activity, the thiol interactive agent benzisothiazolone (BIT) and a non 

antimicrobial potassium chelating agent, 18-crown-6-ether, were used as controls. 

Fluctuations in E260nm were plotted against time for both organisms against the various 

antimicrobial agents (Figures 73 & 74).

p o ta ssiu m  io n s  (L o g  10  m o le s )  p resen t in  th e c e ll  su sp e n s io n  b ath in g  so lu tio n  w ere  th en

p lotted  a ga in st tim e  (F igu res 7 1  &  7 2 ) .
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( A  ), NaPT; ( a ), Dichlorophen; ( •  ), Fentichlor; (A), BIT;

( * ) ,  ZnPT; ( *t* ), 18-crown-6-ether. Error bars are calculated from 

and plotted as the Standard Error of the data set.

F ig u r e  7 1 :  P otassiu m  ion  lea k a g e  fro m  E . c o li  N C IM B  1 0 0 0 0  e x p o se d

to  12 8  n%  ml"1 o f  v ar iou s b io c id e s . ( O  ), C etr im id e;
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(O ), Cetrimide; ), NaPT; (□  ), Dichlorophen; ( •  ), Fentichlor; (A  ), 

BIT; (■), ZnPT; (+•), 18-crown-6-ether. Error bars are calculated from and 

plotted as the Standard Error of the data set.

F ig u r e  7 2 :  P otassiu m  ion  lea k a g e  from  P . a eru g in o sa  P A O l N C IM B

1 0 5 4 8  ex p o se d  to  12 8  pig  m l'1 o f  variou s b io c id e s .
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10000 exposed to 128 }ig ml*1 of various biocides.

( O ), Cetrimide; (£>•), NaPT; ( a  ), Dichlorophen; ( #  ), Fentichlor; ( ^ ), 

BIT; ( * ) ,  ZnPT. Error bars are calculated from and plotted as the Standard 

Error of the data set.

F ig u r e  7 3 :  L eak age o f  E260nm absorb ing  m aterial from  E. c o li  N C IM B
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PA01 NCIMB 10548 exposed to 128 pig ml"1 of various

biocides. ( O ), Cetrimide; (A ), NaPT; ( a  ), Dichlorophen; ( •  ), Fentichlor; 

(A ),BIT; (■ ), ZnPT. Error bars are calculated from and plotted as the Standard 

Error of the data set.

Figure 74: L eakage o f  E260nm absorbing m aterial from  P . a eru g in o sa
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Figures 71 and 72 represent the effects of the various biocides upon the membranes of E.coli 

(Fig 71) and P. aeruginosa (Fig 72) as indicated by potassium ion leakage. These figures 

indicate that cetrimide has observable and marked leakage effects upon both organisms and 

that the onset of this effect is rapid. The initial potassium ion concentration of the bathing 

solution for both micro-organisms in all experiments was l.lxlCHM. The maximal rate of 

Cetrimide-induced leakage was achieved within 1 minute for E. coli (1.15xlO-2M) and then 

the levels of potassium ions appeared to reduce slowly over the rest of the period of 

observation, finally reaching 6.7x10-3M at 15 min. However, for P. aeruginosa the onset of 

leakage appeared to be as rapid as that for E. coli , 3 .8 x l0 2M at 1 min, but continued to 

exhibit leakage over the rest of the period of observation, eventually reaching a level of 

4.75x10-2M at 15 min. This result indicates that the degree of leakage caused by cetrimide is 

similar for both organisms.

Of the other biocides tested, only BIT gave any observable leakage of potassium ions and 

this was at a much lower rate than that for cetrimide at the same concentration, 128 ptg m l1. 

The onset of leakage with BIT only became apparent over the 15 minutes of the experiment 

and attained levels of only 1.4xlO-4M against E. coli and 2.3xl(MM against P. aeruginosa.

Fentichlor gave no observable potassium ion leakage for either micro-organism. The closely 

related compound Dichlorophen, however, gave evidence of potassium ion uptake or 

chelation. In the case of E. coli the concentration of potassium ions in the bathing solution 

fell from l.lxlCMM to 5.0xl0 9M and for P. aeruginosa the fall was from l.lxlCMM to 

3.0xlO8M. This observation would suggest that Dichlorophen acts as an ion chelating agent 

in the presence of bacterial cells. This is an unusual result as Dichlorophen is often sited as a 

membrane active agent (Paulus, 1993).

Sodium Pyrithione exhibited effects similar to those of Dichlorophen in that it apparently 

chelated potassium ions from the bathing solutions of both E. coli and P. aeruginosa. In the 

case of E. coli this represented a loss of ions from an initial concentration of l.lxKMM to 

5.22x10-%! at 15 min. Such a reduction is equivalent to a halving of available bathing
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potassium ions. However, unlike Dichlorophen, the pyrithiones appeared to exhibit species- 

specific chelation properties. In the case of P. aeruginosa, the concentration of potassium 

ions was reduced from l.lxKMM to 3.2xlO-8M. Such a result indicates that P. aeruginosa 

cells appeared to be more susceptible to loss of potassium ions from their external 

environment by chelation. Such an implication is, however, unlikely to be the case in reality. 

It is more likely that this result was the simultaneous observation of two separate, but related 

events involving the potassium ions. The first of these events would be the straight forward 

chelation of potassium ions from the bathing medium by the sodium pyrithione. This event 

should not be species specific and should have exhibited a result similar to that for 

Dichlorophen. The second event, however, is the simultaneous membrane activity of the 

biocide upon the bacterial cell. This would result in the leakage of potassium ions from the 

cell and their subsequent chelation by excess pyrithione. This would result in an apparent 

differential potassium ion loss between the two species of micro-organism dependent upon 

the differing sensitivity of the two species towards the biocide. In effect, P. aeruginosa 

would exhibit a much greater level of potassium ion loss from the bathing solution if it were 

less sensitive to the membrane active effects of the biocide, whereas E. coli would exhibit a 

lower level of potassium ion loss due to its corresponding greater potassium ion leakage. 

However, this suggestion is not supported by the MIC data. This data shows that the MIC

values for E. coli and P. aeruginosa are very similar at 120 fig ml-1 and 100 fig ml’1 

respectively and that, if anything, the P. aeruginosa cells should be more susceptible to the 

effects of this compound. The results for zinc pyrithione against both microorganisms, 

however, exhibit no obvious signs of either potassium ion leakage or chelation. Such a 

result indicates that either this compound has no membrane effect upon either microorganism 

or that its induced potassium leakage is exactly balanced by its potassium ion chelation. In 

the light of the 260nm material leakage results (Figs 73 & 74) this latter theory is the more 

probable as these results indicate that both NaPT and ZnPT exhibit marked membrane 

activity against both E. coli and P. aeruginosa. Indeed, most of the biocides tested gave 

higher levels of leakage than the positive control compound, cetrimide. The 18-Crown-6 

ether exhibited no apparent potassium ion or 260nm material leakage in either experiment.

These results have shown the pyrithione biocides to maintain membrane action towards E. 

coli and P. aeruginosa and indicate P. aeruginosa to be less susceptible then E. coli to the
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membrane action of NaPT.

Observation of the Effect of NaPT upon P seu dom on as a eru g in osa  NCIMB 

10548 using Transmission Electron Microscopy

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) enables the visual observation of the effects of a 

biocide upon single bacterial cells. It enables direct comparisons to be made of the 

membranes of unexposed control cells with those of cells which have been treated with test 

biocide and subsequently enables the visualisation of microbial membrane damage. 

Utilisation of TEM technology has facilitated monitoring of filament formation in E. coli and 

irregular cell fusion in Staphylococcus aureus by exposing cells to biocides such as 4-(2- 

hydroxyethoxy) acetanilide, betane and 2-phenoxyethanol (Beveridge etal 1991, Lorian & 

Atkinson 1976, Gilbert etal 1980). The processes which lead to the fixation and staining of 

bacterial cells for electron microscopy involve several steps of dehydration so that the cell 

may be viewed by transmission electron microscopy under vacuum (Beveridge etal 1991). 

Subsequent to the rigours of the fixation and staining processes, much of the membrane 

integrity and resolution is lost. The fixation process involves maintaining the physical 

appearance of the bacterial cell, using gluteraldehyde as a preservative of physical integrity. 

During the fixation process, the cells are stained using either osmium tetraoxide or uranyl 

acetate. Once fixation is complete the cells are dehydrated. This involves the passaging of 

cell samples through various ethanol solutions in increasing concentration (50 to 100%) in 

order to remove any water present in the biological sample. Once the cells have undergone 

the dehydration process, they are then embedded into a support matrix which will later be 

placed in the TEM. This process involves two steps; firstly the cells are infiltrated with a 

solution of the embedding resin in order to decrease any chemical or osmotic shock by 

placing the cells into pure resin. Secondly, the cells which have been previously incubated in 

a weak resin solution are embedded into pure resin which is allowed to polymerise with the 

addition of catalytic hardeners prior to ultra thin sectioning.
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Fixation of cells for TEM observation

An overnight culture of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, which had been grown in 25.0ml of 

nutrient broth (Oxoid CM1) in an orbital incubator (37°C, 200 osc/min), was harvested by 

centrifugation (3000 rpm for lOmin, IEC Centra-4R Centrifuge, International Equipment, 

Dunstable) and resuspended in 25.0ml sterile normal saline. An aliquot (9.0ml) of the cell

suspension was removed and NaPT was added to give a final concentration of 100 pig ml'1- 

The bacteria were then incubated at 37°C for five minutes. After incubation, the cells were 

harvested by centrifugation (3000rpm for lOmin) and were resuspended in 9.0ml of 

cacodylate buffer (0.1M, pH7.0). 60pA of gluteraldehyde were then added and the cell 

suspension was mixed by shaking. The cells were then centrifuged (3000rpm for lOmin) 

and resuspended in gluteraldehyde (9.0ml of 3% v/v gluteraldehyde in 0.1M pH7.0 

cacodylate buffer). The gluteraldehyde/cell suspension was incubated for one hour at 4°C. 

After this incubation step the cells were harvested by centrifugation (3000rpm for lOmin) 

and were resuspended in cacodylate buffer (0.1M, pH7.0), this step was repeated once more 

with the resuspension of the culture in 9.0ml of osmium tetraoxide solution (1% w/v OsC>4

in cacodylate buffer, 0.1M, pH7.0). The cells were then incubated in OsC>4 for 2 hours at

4°C. After incubation, the culture was prepared for dehydration. This involved 

centrifugation of the cells (3000rpm for lOmin) and their resuspension in cacodylate buffer 

(0.1M, pH7.0). The fixing process was repeated using control cells which were not exposed 

to NaPT.

Dehydration of cells for TEM visualisation

Dehydration of the bacterial culture was carried out by centrifuging the cells prior to each 

dehydration step and resuspending them in an aliquot (9.0ml) of the appropriate 

concentration of ethanol for the allotted incubation time. Incubation times were as follows; 

lOminutes in 50% ethanol, 20minutes in 60% ethanol, lOminutes in 70% ethanol, 10 

minutes in 80% ethanol and two 15 minute incubation steps in 100% ethanol. Once the 

dehydration process was completed, the cells were ready for embedding in resin.

Embedding of cells into resin

The cells were removed from the final 100% ethanol incubation step and were resuspended 

in propylene oxide (9.0ml, 100%) for 15minutes at 20°C, after which the cells were
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centrifuged (3000rpm for lOmin) and resuspended in another 9.0ml aliquot of propylene 

oxide. The sample was removed from propylene oxide by centrifugation (3000rpm for 

lOmin) and the pellet was carefully placed, so as not to disrupt pellet structure, in propylene 

oxide:resin mixture at a ratio of 1:1. The resin was previously prepared by mixing together 

5.0ml of Araldite (CY 212), 6.0ml of Araldite hardener (HY 964) and 0.4ml of accelerator 

(2,4,6-dimethylaminomethylphenol). After incubating for 3 hours at 20°C, the pellet of cells 

was carefully removed from the propylene oxide:resin mixture and was placed into pure 

resin. This was left to incubate overnight at 20°C. After incubation, the resin was 

polymerised into the solid state by incubating for 48 hours at 60°C. After polymerisation, the 

samples were then prepared for viewing under the transmission electron microscope (CBS, 

Modified TEM, Holland) by ultra thin-sectioning using a microtome (Microm microtome, 

Mieirom, Heidelberg, Germany).
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Figure 75: Control transmission electron micrograph of Pseudomonas

aeruginosa PA01 NCIMB 10548 cells which were not 

exposed to NaPT. Extensive blebbing is observable from the outer membranes 

of the cells as a result of the embedding process. However, the outer and 

inner membranes are still observable as is the peptidoglycan layer.

(72,000 times magnification).
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Figure 76: Cells of Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA01 NCIMB 10548

which have been exposed to MIC levels of NaPT (100 fig ml'1) .

The cytosol has lost it’s electron dense uniformity and ghost cells are 

observable at the top left of the picture. (72,000 times magnification).
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Figure 75 shows the control set of cells of P. aeruginosa which were not exposed to NaPT 

biocide. However, as a result of the embedding process, some ‘blebbing’ of the outer 

membrane is observable. ‘Blebbing’ is a general term used to describe a variety of outer 

membrane effects including, bubbling, lifting and sloughing of membranous material. The 

cytosol of the cells which were not exposed to biocide exhibit some degree of electron dense 

uniformity where the same degree of shading is noticeable throughout the cytosol (Fig 75). 

When the cells which have been exposed to NaPT (Fig 76) are compared to the cells in 

figure 75, then a marked difference in their appearance is observed. Coagulation of the 

cytosol towards the bacterial cell envelope occurs in cells which have been exposed to 

NaPT. This apparent ‘movement’ of the cytosol towards the inner membrane of biocide 

exposed cells (Fig 76) exhibits a lesser degree of uniform shading of the cytosol which is 

observed in the control cells (Fig 75). The appearance of ghost cells, the empty cell 

envelopes observable at the top left of figure 76, is shown to occur with the exposure of 

NaPT to cells of P. aeruginosa. This together with increased cell debris around the central 

NaPT exposed bacterium in figure 76, may be indicative of NaPT induced membrane 

disruption in P. aeruginosa. The biocide induced cell lysis may occur in a manner which is 

similar to that exhibited by the PHMB antibacterial agents (Broxton etal 1984) (Fig 13). 

Hyde and Nelson (1984) have suggested that the pyrithione biocides possess a pseudo- 

quaternary ammonium site (Fig 26) and from this they have suggested that the pyrithione 

biocides may work in a similar manner to that of quaternary ammonium compounds and 

biguanides such as cetrimide and PHMB. However, the antimicrobial activity of such 

bactericidal agents is thought to be dependent upon the chain length of the central acyl chain 

in the biguanides and the acyl side chain of the monomeric QAC antimicrobial agents 

(Chawner & Gilbert 1989a, 1989b). The pyrithione antimicrobials do not possess a long 

organic side chain and as such may not behave in exactly the same manner as PHMB. For 

example, the chain length of PHMB facilitates the interaction of the active guanide head 

groups of PHMB with phospholipids in the bacterial membranes (Fig 14). This interaction 

precludes the breakdown of bacterial membrane ultrastructure which is the basis of the mode 

of action of PHMB and other QACs. The pyrithione antimicrobials may bind to 

phospholipid structures in the membranes (as has been shown in previous experiments, Figs 

54 to 57). However, the absence of an acyl side chain on the pyrithiones, by which the 

biocide may physically interact with two chemical sites in the bacterial membrane, disables
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the potential antimicrobial effectiveness of these biocides in membrane disruption.

The data from the leakage studies of both potassium ions and material which absorbs light at 

260nm (Fig 71 to 74) exhibited strong signs of membrane disruption by the pyrithione 

biocides. However, from the TEM data (Fig 75 & 76), an intracellular mode of action cannot 

be excluded in elucidating the effect of NaPT upon the envelope of P. aeruginosa. The 

observed effect of NaPT upon the P. aeruginosa cytosol shows that the biocide exhibits an 

intracellular effect (Fig 76). This effect upon the cytosol may be secondary to the membrane 

activity of NaPT, in which case the biocide acts at the membrane extracellularly. However, 

the effect of NaPT upon the membrane and the leakage of intracellular material shown in 

figures 71 to 74 may have been caused by the intracellular action of the pyrithiones. This 

would mean that, after entry into the cytosol, the pyrithiones disrupt membrane ultrastructure 

from intracellular sites of action (the inner leaflet of the inner membrane). This would 

suggest, that although the pyrithiones are active towards the bacterial membrane, their main 

site of activity is in the cytosol.

The data from these experiments suggest the pyrithione biocides are active towards the 

bacterial envelope. However, the observed effect on the cytosol from figure 76, which 

indicates cytosolic aggregation at the inner face of the bacterial envelope, together with the 

data from the metabolism studies would suggest that some degree of intracellular activity is 

possessed by NaPT and ZnPT.
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AN ASSAY FOR THE DETECTION OF 

PYRITHIONE BIOCIDES AND THEIR 

DISTRIBUTION IN GRAM-NEGATIVE 

BACTERIAL CELLS
The effect of an antimicrobial agent upon a target organism is only noticeable once the 

biocide has bound to the target site in or on the microbial cell (Salt & Wiseman 1991). The 

observation of the uptake and binding of an antimicrobial cell can also help determine if the 

action of a biocide is intra- or extracellular. That is, if a biocide is isolated in the bacterial cell 

envelope, then it is probably active at the envelope, likewise if it is isolated in the cytosol 

then it is most likely to be active intracellularly. Before the distribution of a biocide can be 

assessed, an assay for the biocide must be developed. Such assays are dependent upon the 

chemical properties of the respective biocides involved and the development of such assays 

is dependent upon the degree of chemical reactivity displayed by the antimicrobial agent. 

Once an appropriately sensitive assay has been characterised, the fractionation of the test 

population of bacteria into their general components (cell envelope, cytosol and bacterial 

bathing solution) may be carried out together with the assaying of subcellular fractions for 

biocide content. Utilisation of distribution studies does not only indicate where the biocidal 

agent is active, but also indicates how a biocide affects the barrier properties of the microbial 

cell provided by the envelope. Biocide entry into a cell may not be due solely to passive 

diffusion of the biocide across the bacterial membranes, but may result from the effect of the 

biocide upon the membrane itself. For example, an antimicrobial which elicits an effect 

towards the bacterial envelope, and is not observable in the envelope subcellular fractions, 

may have entered the cell as a result of membrane activity.

Biocide uptake into bacteria may also be classified using uptake isotherms which were 

originally based upon data from solute uptake of inert support material (Giles etal 1974a, 

1974b). The degree of solute uptake and the classification of uptake isotherms may be 

exhibited by plotting concentration of solute absorbed by the matrix against concentration of 

solute applied in solution (the equilibrium concentration). The uptake of solutes by inert 

supports has been well documented (Giles & Tolia 1964, Giles etal 1974a, 1974b) and is
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shown to be affected by both the support matrix used and the degree of solute concentration. 

Although solute uptake isotherms were originally classified using inert support matrixes, 

they may be applied to bacterial cells as a result of the finite volume and surface area of the 

bacterial cell. Four major classes of uptake isotherms have been characterised (Giles etal 

1974a, 1974b) and these may be defined as the S or sigmoidal isotherm, the L or 

Langmuirian isotherm, the H or high affinity isotherm and the C or constant 

compartmentalisation isotherm (Fig 77). The S and L isotherms both possess similar 

characteristics. However, with the S isotherm, the concentration of solute taken up is shown 

to increase slightly with increasing solute concentration before the onset of saturation (Giles 

etal 1974a, 1974b). The L isotherm exhibits typical Langmuirian saturation kinetics which 

indicate the reduction of solute uptake as the applied concentration increases and as 

saturation of the cell surface occurs (Giles etal 1974a, 1974b, Salt & Wiseman 1991) (Fig 

77). The H type isotherm, a variation of the S or L type isotherms, in which the affinity 

between the cell surface and applied solute are such that there appears to be an immediate 

uptake of solute at the initial concentration (Giles etal 1974a, 1974b). The C type isotherm 

exhibits a constant degree of partitioning between the absorbance matrix and the applied 

solute. This explains the observation of the abrupt plateau onset when the saturation point 

occurs (Giles etal 1974a, 1974b) (Fig 77). The utilisation of uptake isotherms can elucidate 

much information about the absorbant behaviour of an antibacterial agent. Giles and 

coworkers (1974a) have divided the four main sets of uptake isotherms into various subsets 

which are dependent upon the degree of saturation of the utilised adsorption matrix or 

absorption by bacteria. Diphasic isotherms (Types S4, L4 and H4, Fig 77) exhibiting two 

saturation kinetic patterns in one isotherm, have been shown for various antimicrobial 

agents, ie, CTAB and tetradecylbenzyldimethylammonium bromide (Salt & Wiseman 1968, 

Achaempong & Wiseman 1981). The onset of such plateaux, after saturation has been 

achieved, indicate two phenomena. Firstly, the adsorption of the antimicrobial to the outside 

of the bacterial cell and secondly, the absorption of the antimicrobial into the bacterial 

cytosol. These two events indicate how saturation kinetic patterns may be observed twice in 

the same bacterial cell. If no plateau is achieved, then saturation has not occurred and if the 

concentration of absorbed antimicrobial is shown to decrease as the applied concentration 

increases, then the disruption of the bacterial cell by the antimicrobial agent may account for 

the decrease in absorbed biocide as it is lost through the ruptured cell envelope.
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Figure 77: Examples of the patterns obtained for the S, L, H and C 

uptake isotherms as defined by Giles etal (1974a).
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Distribution studies utilising radiolabelled biocide assays can also be applied to determine the 

kinetics of the uptake of biocides by bacterial cells as a function of time. Data from the 

kinetics of biocide uptake against time can be used together with growth inhibition data in 

order to determine how quickly the effect of a biocide is elicited upon a test organism once it 

enters a bacterial cell. The preparation of radiolabelled biocide compounds and their 

application in observation of uptake isotherms and the observation of biocide uptake against 

time have enabled the onset of extremely sensitive assays which are independent of the 

chemical activity of the respective biocide. No readily available supply of radiolabelled 

pyrithiones exists. The cost of commercial preparations of such compounds is prohibitive. 

As a result it was decided to develop a chemical assay for the presence of pyrithiones, based 

upon their metal cation chelating properties. In order to observe the distribution of the 

pyrithiones in E. coli and P.aeruginosa, an assay was developed using the metal chelating 

qualities of the pyrithiones. The assay was subsequently used to observe the distribution of 

the pyrithiones in bacterial cells.

Assay development and procedure

It is known that, as a result of their ability to behave as Lewis bases in solution, the 

pyrithione group of compounds are good metal cation chelating agents (Hyde & Nelson 

1984, Davies 1985, Fenn & Alexander 1988, Seymour & Bailey 1981, Nakajima etal 1993, 

Marks etal 1985, Imokawa & Okamoto 1982, Hyde & Auerbach 1979). As discussed in the 

introduction (p85), the metal chelating properties of the pyrithiones have been used to 

facilitate their isolation and identification using HPLC and TLC techniques (Fenn & 

Alexander 1988, Imokawa & Okamoto 1982). In this study, a spectrophotometric assay was 

developed utilising the chelation of copper (II) ions by NaPT and ZnPT.

Scanning spectrophotometry in the range of 250nm to 450nm (Perkin Elmer UV/vis 

Scanning Spectrophotometer Lambda 2, Uberlingen, Germany) was carried out by reacting

an aliquot (1ml) of NaPT and ZnPT (64 pig ml"1) with 5.0ml of copper chloride dihydrate 

solution (ImM). Traces were obtained and analysed for new reaction peaks. A reaction peak 

at a wavelength of 3 18nm was observed in absorption spectra of both copper chloride 

dihydrate reacted NaPT and copper chloride dihydrate reacted ZnPT. The peak of 3 18nm 

was not observable in unreacted NaPT and ZnPT samples or ImM copper chloride dihydrate
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solution and was therefore used as the identification wavelength in a spectrophotometric 

assay of the pyrithiones in subcellular fractions.

Calibration curves of varying concentration of NaPT and ZnPT at E3i8nm were obtained 

(Figs 78 & 79) using the following assay procedure. An aliquot (5ml) of ImM copper 

chloride dihydrate was added to 1ml of biocide. For NaPT the concentration range used was

from 0 to 100 pig ml-1 in 10 pig ml'1 steps and for ZnPT the concentration range was from 0

to 21 pig ml-1 in 3.0 pig ml-1 steps. E3i8nm of the samples was recorded and biocide

concentration was plotted against absorbance at this wavelength. The assay of subcellular 

fractions followed the same procedure, replacing the biocide sample with 1ml of cellular 

fraction. For the determination of the calibration curves, the blank used was ImM copper 

chloride dihydrate. When determining the amount of NaPT present in subcellular fractions, 

the sample was diluted four-fold prior to determination of E3i8nm* This was due to the

observation of maximum absorbance at E3i8nm as a function of concentration in the form of

a concentration dependent plateau against absorbance. The onset of the plateau was 

subsequent to the observation of the Lambert-Beer law which states that absorbance of light 

is partly dependent upon the sample concentration (Lawrence & Maier 1977, Holum 1986). 

Therefore, the plateau of the L-shaped curve of NaPT concentration against E3i8nm

prevented the direct observation of greater than 25 pig ml-1 NaPT. The concentration of the

diluted sample was then calculated from the curves of pyrithione concentration against 

E3i8nm (Figs 78 & 79). The concentration of the dilute cellular fraction was multiplied by

the dilution factor and the correct concentrations of NaPT for the subcellular fraction was 

calculated. A culture containing no biocide was treated in the same way as biocide exposed 

cells, using each subcellular fraction to blank the spectrophotometer.
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Table 15: Concentrations of biocide applied to E. coli and P. aeruginosa 

during the distribution studies (80%MIC).

Microorganism [Biocide] (pig ml*1)

NaPT ZnPT

E. coli 108 4.05

P. aeruginosa 90 11.7

Distribution studies

A washed cell suspension was prepared from overnight bacterial cultures grown in 25ml of 

nutrient broth (Oxoid CM1) in an orbital incubator (200 osc/min, 37°C). The cells were 

harvested by centrifugation and washed twice in normal saline by centrifuging (3000 rpm for 

lOmin, IEC Centra-4R Centrifuge, International Equipment, Dunstable). The washed cell 

suspensions were then divided into 10ml aliquots in clean glass boiling tubes. Biocide was 

added at 80% MIC concentrations (Table 15). After five minutes of incubation of cells with 

the biocide at room temperature, 2.0ml of of the cell suspension was removed, centrifuged 

and the supernatant was assayed for biocide content. The cells were resuspended in normal 

saline (10ml) and were then homogenised (Ultra Turrax T8, S8N-5G, IKA Labortechnik, 

Staufer, Germany) at the appropriate homogenisation time (Ht, PG). An aliquot (2.0ml) of 

homogenate was centrifuged at 6500rpm for lmin (Sanyo MSE Microcentaur Microfuge, 

UK). The supernatant was retained and the pellet (cell debris) was resuspended in normal 

saline (2.0ml) and assayed for pyrithione content. The retained supernatant was centrifuged 

for a further 10 minutes at 13000rpm (Sanyo MSE Microcentaur Microfuge, UK). After 

centrifugation, the supernatant (cytosol) was removed and assayed for pyrithione content. 

The pellet (cell envelope) was resuspended in normal saline (2.0ml) and was assayed for 

pyrithione content. This procedure was repeated for ZnPT and NaPT against both E. coli 

and P. aeruginosa and results were tabulated (Table 16).
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Table 16: Distribution of NaPT and ZnPT in subcellular fractions of E. coli 

and P. aeruginosa.

Sample E. coli P. aeruginosa

[NaPT] 

(p g ml*1)

[ZnPT] 

0*g ml-1)

[NaPT] 

(p g ml'1)

[ZnPT] 

(pg ml-1)

Supernatant 89.4 1.95 87.0 10.2

Cell Debris 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Cytosol 55.8 3.15 81.0 9.1

Cell Envelope 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.2

1 9 5



concentration of NaPT (j*g ml-1). Error bars are calculated from 

and plotted as the Standard Error of the data set.

F ig u r e  7 8 :  C alibration  curve o f  the ch a n g e  in  absorbance (E 3 i 8nm) against
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concentration of ZnPT (jig ml-1). Error bars are calculated from 

and plotted as the Standard Error of the data set.

F ig u r e  7 9 :  C alibration  curve o f  the ch an ge  in absorbance (E 3 ig nm) against
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[ZnPT] (//gml-1)



The data from table 16 shows that NaPT and ZnPT enter the cytosol of both E. coli and P. 

aeruginosa. The data for P. aeruginosa exposed to ZnPT may suggest that a barrier effect is 

deterring the entry of some of the biocide into the cytosol. This may be due to the thicker 

exopolysaccharide layer possessed by Pseudomonads, which is rich in metal cations and 

would therefore lend itself to some chelation of pyrithione compounds. The isolation of 

ZnPT in the cell envelope of P. aeruginosa may help explain the observed Pseudomonas-gap 

between E. coli and P. aeruginosa which was noticeable in the growth inhibition studies 

(Table 5).

This colourimetric assay of the pyrithiones based upon copper ion chelation indicates that the 

biocide enters the bacterial cytosol and the entry of these compounds is not affected by the 

barrier properties of the bacterial cell envelope. The observation of entry of NaPT and ZnPT 

into the bacterial cytosol may also be indicative of perhaps part of the mode of action of these 

biocides. From previous experiments, it is understood that a membrane active effect is 

elicited by NaPT and ZnPT against the two test microorganisms. However, from the assay, 

envelope bound biocide is only observed with ZnPT exposed to P. aeruginosa, although 

ZnPT is still observed in the cytosol. This may be indicative that once pyrithione has acted at 

the level of the bacterial envelope it leaves that site of action and enters the cytosol. This may 

occur as a result of the chelation of pyrithione by other metal cations which are present in the 

bacterial envelope, ie, magnesium or calcium. The pyrithiones may chelate these metal ions 

as a result of membrane disruption and carry them into the cytosol due to an osmotic effect, 

metal cationic concentration gradient or passive diffusion. The observed entry of these 

biocides into the cytosol, regardless of how they get there, indicates that these biocides may 

act at more than one site in the bacterial cell and that they possess an intracellular as well as 

an extracellular mode of action.

The addition of the numerical concentration values in table 16 indicates that the remaining 

levels of pyrithione inside the test cells are greater than the applied pyrithione concentrations. 

This phenomenon may be explained by one or both of two possibilities. Firstly, there may 

be an experimental anomoly between the values of cellular material assayed. This may have 

the effect of apparently concentrating the levels of pyrithione observed. Secondly, this 

phenomenon may be the result of some form of cellular partitioning of the pyrithione
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biocides. This suggests that the cells possess some chemical structures that form chelates or 

complexes with the pyrithiones and facilitates their uptake into the cell.
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DISCUSSION

The pyrithione biocides have been shown to possess antimicrobial and antifungal properties 

(A lbertsal 1956, Cooney 1969, Khattar & Salt 1993). They exhibit low toxicological 

properties and as such have been widely utilised in the cosmetics industry as preservatives, 

antidandruff and antifungal agents (Nelson & Hyde 1981, Hyde & Nelson 1984). They are 

metal ion chelating agents and have been used in the mining industry to chelate precious and 

semiprecious metals from ore samples (Edrissi etal 1971). They have also been used in the 

fuel industry as pipeline preservatives and heating system microbicides (Cooney 1969). The 

Introduction to this thesis has discussed the work of previous investigators into the mode of 

antimicrobial action of the pyrithiones, but to date these studies have not been fully 

conclusive (Albert etal 1956, Cooney 1969, Chandler & Segel 1978, Ermolayeva etal

1995). The elucidation of their mode of action would increase the commercial application of 

these antimicrobial agents and would facilitate their environmental targeting as biocidal and 

preservative agents.

EVIDENCE OF A DIRECT CELLULAR INTERACTION BY THE

PYRITHIONE BIOCIDES

The growth inhibitory and killing effect of the pyrithione biocides is indicative of a 

detrimental effect by NaPT and ZnPT towards the target Gram-negative bacteria E. coli and 

P. aeruginosa. However, although growth inhibition and killing of the target 

microorganisms has been observed (Figs 39 & 40, Tables 5 & 6), it is not known if the 

exhibited effect was subsequent to a direct cellular action by these biocides or as a secondary 

effect of their presence in the bacterial medium.

Neutralisation of Pyrithione Antimicrobial Activity

The pyrithione group compounds are known chelators of metal cations and as such have 

been widely used in industry (Edrissi etal 1971, Fenn & Alexander 1988, Nakajima etal

1993). In this study, the chelating properties of NaPT have been observed as the deposition 

of particulate iron from solution in a chemically defined medium (pl24). The chelating
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properties of the pyrithiones proved problematic during the tube dilution neutraliser studies. 

The presence of EDTA together with NaPT resulted in the chelation and removal of free iron 

from the chemically defined medium. Subsequently, bacterial growth was inhibited. This 

was overcome in these experiments by the addition of extra iron to the medium which 

enabled bacterial growth. This chelating property of the pyrithiones suggests that these 

biocides may induce stasis of bacterial growth by starving the organisms of vital cationic 

nutrients, ie, iron, calcium or potassium. The neutralisation of pyrithione action by EDTA 

(Table 7) reflects published experimental data (Khattar et al 1988). The observed 

neutralisation of these biocides by EDTA suggests that direct chemical effect upon the 

biocides was elicited by this neutraliser. However, in solution both EDTA and NaPT are 

anionic. In the case of EDTA this is due to the carboxylic acid groupings on the molecule 

and for NaPT is as a result of the presence of the oxyanion on the pyrithiolate ring structure 

(Figs 26 & 30). The presence of such structures indicates that no chemical interaction would 

occur between EDTA and NaPT, under conditions required for bacterial growth, as a result 

of the physical repulsion of two negatively charged groups (Holum 1986). Subsequently, 

the neutralisation effect of EDTA towards NaPT must be occurring at a biochemical level. 

The neutralisation of the antimicrobial action of ZnPT by EDTA is the result of a chelation 

effect. EDTA possesses stronger electronegative properties than ZnPT and may form a 

complex with it via the chelation of the central zinc atom. This is explained by the changes in 

the UV/visible scanning spectra for ZnPT and EDTA when they are present together in 

solution (Tables 8 and 9, pl28).

It is known that EDTA causes removal of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and phospholipid 

groups from the outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria (Franklin & Snow 1991). 

Subsequently, this compound is classed as a membrane active antibacterial agent and when 

utilised in high concentrations may induce bacteristasis and even bacterial death (Franklin & 

Snow 1991). This occurs as a result of the chelation of divalent metal cations (which help to 

maintain outer membrane structure) from the outer leaflet of the membrane (Hoyle & 

Beveridge 1983a, 1983b). Removal of these ions causes the breakdown of the Gram- 

negative outer membrane with the subsequent release of the LPS and phospholipid bilayer. 

Subsequently, Gram-negative cells treated with EDTA then stain Gram-positive (Franklin & 

Snow 1991). The removal of metal cations from the bacterial outer membrane by EDTA
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would prevent their chelation by pyrithione compounds and stop bacterial membrane 

breakdown by these biocides. This may also occur in the opposite form, where pyrithione 

chelation of membrane bound divalent metal cations prevents the action of EDTA at the 

Gram-negative envelope. The observed neutralisation of NaPT and ZnPT by the presence of 

EDTA is indicative of a direct cellular interaction by these antimicrobial agents.

The neutralisation of the antimicrobial activity of ZnPT and NaPT by other important 

biomolecules (phosphatidylethanolamine and cysteine, Table 7) is also indicative of direct 

interactions between the pyrithione biocides and the bacterial cell. The thiol-containing amino 

acid cysteine was shown to neutralise the antimicrobial effect of ZnPT (Table 7). From the 

tube dilution neutraliser studies (Table 7), the scanning spectrophotometry studies (Tables 8 

& 9) and computer generated molecular modelling (Fig 53) cysteine was also shown to 

chemically bind to ZnPT. The bacterial membrane phospholipid phosphatidylethanolamine 

was shown to neutralise the effects of both NaPT and ZnPT in the tube dilution neutraliser 

studies and to chemically interact with both biocides in the computer generated molecular 

modelling data (Table 7, Figs 55, 56 & 57). This information suggests the pyrithiones are 

chemically interactive with important biomolecules and also suggests that NaPT and ZnPT 

are capable of direct biochemical interactions with bacterial cells. However, because the 

molecular modelling studies were virtual experiments (ie, there were no background ionic 

compounds, pH or concentration gradients in the computerised system) then the results from 

such experimental data must be treated only as being indicative of a true reaction. Therefore, 

although the pyrithiones may be able to bind with thiol groups and membrane phospholipid 

head groups, further experimental work is required to investigate if a direct interaction is 

occurring between NaPT, ZnPT and the component chemicals of bacterial cells.

Direct Interaction of Pyrithiones at the Bacterial Cell Envelope

Studies observing the leakage of cytosolic components (pl74, Figs 71 to 74) have shown 

that NaPT and ZnPT induce the leakage of cytoplasmic constituents (material which absorbs 

light at 260nm) from cells of E. coli and P. aeruginosa. The leakage of cytosolic components 

indicates that membrane disruption has occurred as a result of exposure of the target 

microorganisms to the test biocides (Salton 1968, Lambert & Hammond 1973, Bemheim 

1976, Beggs 1992). This has been exhibited with membrane active agents such as PHMB,
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chlorhexidine, alexidine and miconazole which induce the leakage of potassium ions, 

phosphate molecules and material which absorbs light at 260nm from biocide exposed cells 

(Hugo & Longworth 1966, Denyer & Hugo 1991b, Gilbert etal 1990b, Beggs 1992).

Although the bacterial envelope is the first physical barrier which a biocide must traverse in 

order to obtain entry to the cytosol, the deterioration of the bacterial cell envelope may be a 

secondary effect of the intracellular action of the test biocide. For example, a hydrophilic 

biocide may be taken up into the bacterial cytosol as a result of hydrophilic channelling via 

porins (Hancock & Bell 1988). Subsequently, this may induce intracellular chemical shock 

(Hancock & Bell 1988). The effect of this chemical shock (as a consequence of intracellular 

chelation or protein coagulation through thiol and amine interactions) may be the intracellular 

deterioration of the bacterial envelope, manifesting itself as the leakage of intracellular 

constituents. However, molecular modelling (Figs 52c, & 55 to 57), neutraliser studies 

(Table 7) and the assay of pyrithione in subcellular fractions (Table 16) have shown that the 

pyrithione biocides have the potential to interact with the bacterial membrane.

Computer generated interactions have been exhibited for both NaPT (in the form of the 

pyrithiolate ion) and ZnPT (both the monomer and dimer forms) with the bacterial membrane 

phospholipid phosphatidylethanolamine (Figs 52c & 55 to 57). Electrostatic interactions 

between the phospholipid head group and NaPT were observed (Fig 52c). ZnPT exhibited 

more reactive qualities with the phospholipid head group than did NaPT, indicating 

interactions with the orthophosphoric acid group and amine interactions with the 

phospholipid head group (Figs 55 to 57). Neutralisation of the antimicrobial activity of 

NaPT and ZnPT in the tube dilution neutraliser studies was elicited with the addition of 

extracellular phosphatidylethanolamine (Table 7). The MIC values for NaPT against P. 

aeruginosa and for ZnPT against both E. coli and P. aeruginosa were effectively increased, 

supporting the suggestion of interactions between NaPT and ZnPT and the membrane 

phospholipid. The MIC for P. aeruginosa exposed to NaPT was increased by 20 pig ml'1

from 100 fig ml-1 to 120 pig ml-1. The MIC for ZnPT against E. coli was more than 

doubled, and changed from 4.5 pig ml'1 to 10 pig ml'1. The MIC for ZnPT against P. 

aeruginosa was shown to have increased from 13 pig ml'1 to 24 pig ml'1. The increases in
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these MICs indicate an effect upon NaPT and ZnPT by the presence of extracellular 

phosphatidylethanolamine. If this is considered together with the molecular modelling data, 

then there is a strong indication of some direct chemical interaction between the pyrithiones 

and extracellular phosphatidylethanolamine. The assaying of distributed pyrithione in 

subcellular fractions exhibited the presence of ZnPT in the cell envelope of P. aeruginosa 

(Table 16). This indicates that, as a result of some chemical interaction, ZnPT has become 

irreversibly bound to the cell envelope of P. aeruginosa.

These results, together with the known chelating properties of the pyrithiones would suggest 

that, in bacterial cultures, these biocides can bind to the cationic bacterial cell surface and 

interact with lipid bilayer head groups before being absorbed into the bacterial cell (Edrissi et 

d  1971, Fenn & Alexander 1988, Nakajima etal 1993). This suggests that the pyrithione 

biocides interact with the bacterial cell membrane and that NaPT and ZnPT exhibit direct 

cellular interactions at the level of the bacterial cell envelope.

Direct Interactions of Pyrithiones in the Bacterial Cytosol

Inhibition of substrate catabolism was shown to occur when E. coli and P. aeruginosa were 

exposed to both NaPT and ZnPT (Figs 59 to 62). Although the degree of inhibition was in 

no case greater than 70% of the control metabolism, an intracellular anti-metabolic effect was 

observed. However, the decrease in levels of substrate catabolism by the pyrithiones may 

have been an effect secondary to some type of membrane activity. For example, the 

breakdown of transport processes in the membrane as a result of the biocide-induced 

disruption of membrane-maintained catabolic control processes, ie, disruption of pH 

gradients, concentration gradients and transport processes may have resulted in decreased 

metabolism of specific substrates (Harold 1972, Chandler & Segel 1978, Chopra etal 1987, 

Broxton etal 1983a). However, the assay of pyrithione distribution in fractionated cells has 

shown that both NaPT and ZnPT enter the bacterial cytosol (Table 16). Although, as a result 

of the assay design, it is not possible to determine the exact concentration of biocide per unit 

volume of subcellular fraction, the distribution studies exhibit the presence of the pyrithiones 

in the cytosol, regardless of the concentration. This suggests that once inside the cell, the 

pyrithiones would elicit antimicrobial action towards the cytosol. Subsequently, this has 

been reflected in decreased levels of substrate catabolism (Figs 59 to 62) and by decreased
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ATP production (Figs 63 to 70).

Coagulation of the cytosol in proximity to the inner leaflet of the cytosolic membrane has 

been exhibited in cells of P. aeruginosa which have been exposed to MIC levels (100 jig

ml'1) of NaPT. The chelating properties of the pyrithione biocides may have induced such a

phenomenon. The cationic chelating properties of the pyrithione group compounds have 

been previously discussed (p68), particularly with regards to metal cations (Edrissi et al 

1971, Hyde & Nelson 1984). Subsequent to this chemical property, when inside the 

bacterial cell, the pyrithiones may chelate intracellular metalloenzymes and free divalent 

cations as well as cause the coagulation of proteins via positively charged amino acid side 

groups. This interaction together with electrostatic and covalent interactions between the 

pyrithiones and amine and/or thiol groups possessed by proteins may be the cause of 

cytosolic coagulation. In turn, this would be detrimental to cellular substrate catabolism and 

ATP production, suggesting that the pyrithiones undertake direct chemical interactions in the 

cytosol.

METABOLIC ACTIVITY OF THE PYRITHIONE BIOCIDES 

Inhibition of Substrate Metabolism

Low levels of activity were observed when cells of E. coli and P. aeruginosa were exposed 

to sub-MIC concentrations of NaPT and ZnPT (Figs 59 to 62). Of the six substrates 

investigated (glucose, acetate, pyruvate, proline, thymidine and uracil, Table 11) only the 

catabolism of thymidine exhibited significant inhibition of approximately 70% of the control 

rate of metabolism in E. coli (Figs 59 & 60). This reflects published data which has reported

the inhibition of thymidine uptake when bacteria are exposed to NaPT (2.5 jig ml-1)

(Friedman 1981, Khattar etal 1989, Khattar & Salt 1993). Uracil catabolism was not highly 

inhibited by the presence of NaPT and ZnPT, even at concentrations approaching the MIC. 

The lack of inhibition of uracil catabolism is contradictory to the published findings of 

Khattar & Salt (1993), who reported the inhibition of uracil uptake to be greater than that 

observed for thymidine uptake in Klebsiella pneumoniae and E. coli. However, the uptake 

mechanisms for uracil and thymidine are both the same, being dependent upon the
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membrane bound H+/ATPase (the proton motive force) (Maloney 1987, Cronan etal 1987. 

Neuhard & Nygaard 1987). Therefore, it is either an intracellular catabolic effect of NaPT 

and ZnPT which is inducing the increased inhibition of thymidine catabolism reported here 

or the cells of E. coli and P. aeruginosa more readily catabolise thymidine as opposed to 

uracil as a substrate.

The growth inhibitory activity of NaPT and ZnPT may be reflected in the substrate 

catabolism data. NaPT exhibited two LT90 values and an MIC of 100 pig ml'1 against P.

aeruginosa in comparison with three LT90 values and an MIC of 13.0 pig ml-1 for ZnPT

(Tables 5 & 6). E. coli exhibited one LT90 value and an MIC of 120 pig ml-1 when exposed

to NaPT in comparison with three LT90 values and an MIC of 4.5 pig ml*1 for ZnPT (Tables

5 & 6). However, in the catabolic inhibition studies (Figs 59 to 62) both biocides were 

applied to the test organisms at concentrations ranging from 0 pig ml*1 biocide up to their

respective MICs (Table 5). This suggests that both NaPT and ZnPT exhibit a similar degree 

of inhibitory activity towards bacterial substrate catabolism at biocide concentrations which 

reflect the MICs. The degree of inhibition exhibited by NaPT towards both organisms may 

reflect the low levels of growth inhibitory activity observed with this biocide (Figs 59 & 61). 

For ZnPT, the differences between NaPT MIC data and the ZnPT MIC data were not 

reflected in the substrate catabolic studies. This suggests that, irrespective of the MIC, both 

biocides are poor inhibitors of cytosolic metabolic processes. This may be reflected in the 

killing data for both biocides (Table 6) as the difference displayed in the MIC data (Table 5)

is not proportionally observed in the killing data. NaPT MICs were 100 pig ml*1 for E. coli 

and 120 pig ml*1 for P. aeruginosa (Table 5). ZnPT MIC values were 13.0 pig ml"1 for P.

aeruginosa and 4.5 pig ml*1 for E. coli (Table 5). The difference in these values reflects a

marked difference in the growth inhibitory action of the two antimicrobial agents towards 

the target microorganisms. The killing data, however, did not proportionally reflect this 

difference and the patterns of biocide-induced bacterial death were similar for NaPT and 

ZnPT against E. coli and P. aeruginosa (Figs 43 to 46).
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Stimulation of Substrate Metabolism

Figures 59 to 62 exhibit stimulation of the rates of metabolism of some substrates as the 

biocide concentration approaches the MIC. For NaPT against E. coli, the metabolism of 

glucose, proline, thymidine and uracil are stimulated (Fig 59). For P. aeruginosa 

metabolism of the same substrates, together with acetate, was increased by the same biocide. 

ZnPT stimulated the metabolism of acetate, uracil and thymidine in E. coli and acetate and 

glucose in P. aeruginosa. The observed stimulation of metabolism in figures 59 to 62 may 

be as a result of one or both of two possibilities; (i) the loss of intracellular metabolic control 

mechanisms induced by target organism exposure to pyrithiones resulting in increased 

metabolism or (ii) the breakdown of membrane integrity and the membrane associated pH 

gradients, concentration gradients, ATPases and transportases.

If (i) above is occurring as a result of exposure of E. coli and P. aeruginosa to pyrithiones, it 

may reflect the hypothesis that the pyrithione biocides act as a result of their structural 

analogy to the pyridine nucleotide precursor nicotinic acid (Cooney 1969). Nicotinic acid is a 

vitamin involved in the electron transport chain and the metabolism and production of

NAD+, NADH, NADP and NADPH (Tritz 1987). It is also involved in pyrimidine base

metabolism and during times of intracellular pyrimidine precursor shortage, nicotinic acid 

may be used to supply the pyrimidine pool (Stryer 1988). Subsequently, the entry of a 

structural analogue of nicotinic acid into the bacterial cytosol may disrupt control

mechanisms involved in NAD+ production. Nicotinic acid is actively transported into the

cytosol by the action of nicotinate phosphoribosyl transferase and is dependent upon the 

hydrolysis of ATP (Rowe etal 1985, Tritz 1987). This may indicate that the pyrithione 

biocides are actively transported into the bacterial cytosol by the same mechanistic action of 

the chemiosmotic coupling theory (Harold 1972, Konings 1977, Maloney 1987, Stryer

1988). However, ZnPT exists in monomeric and dimeric forms which both differ greatly 

from the molecular structure of nicotinic acid (Figs 31 & 33) and probably would not be 

transported by such a mechanism. NaPT, however, possesses a greater structural similarity 

to nicotinic acid than ZnPT and may be susceptible to transportation into the bacterial cytosol

by n ico tin a te  p h o sp h o r ib o sy l tran sferase. NAD'*' is  the p recu rsor  fo r  N A D H , N A D P  a n d

N A D P H  w ith in  th e  bacterial cy to so l and is  p roduced  v ia  the u tilisa tio n  o f  n ico tin ic  a c id  fro m
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the pyridine nucleotide production cycles (Tritz 1987). This would involve the 

transmembrane NADH dehydrogenase which is driven by the proton gradient and forms part 

of the electron transport chain (Ingraham etal 1983, Tritz 1987). NADH dehydrogenase

converts NAD+ to NADH and the increase in an NADH analogue (intracellular pyrithione) 

may provoke disruption of metabolic processes which are dependent upon low levels of 

NAD+ and NADH (ie, steps within the Krebs cycle). This may result in positive feedback 

which would decrease the inhibition of substrate metabolism at higher concentrations of 

pyrithione biocides. However, in order for NaPT and ZnPT to be effective towards NAD+

metabolism and therefore the disruption of metabolic control, they must be shown to enter 

the cytosol regardless of the mode of transport. This has been exhibited during the assay for 

pyrithione in subcellular fractions (Table 16) and such results support the above hypothesis.

The breakdown of pH gradients, concentration gradients, transportases and membrane 

integrity would result in the passive diffusion of the substrate into the cytosol where it could 

be freely catabolised by intracellular enzymes (Konings 1977, Kirstensen 1994). Activation 

of substrate metabolism was exhibited for glucose, acetate, proline, thymidine and uracil and 

involves various transport processes. If NaPT or ZnPT targeted one specific membrane 

transport pathway, then the inhibition of the substrate transport mechanisms for all of the 

five substrates above would not be observed. However, the possibility of active transport of 

NaPT via the nicotinic acid transport system requires the hydrolysis of ATP with the 

consequent expenditure of protons (the proton motive force, PMF). This mechanism is also 

required for the transport of thymidine and uracil into the cytosol (Table 11). It may be that 

the transport processes which are dependent upon ATP hydrolysis and the PMF are linked 

together as a result of chemiosmotic coupling (Konings 1977, Kirstensen 1994). This would 

result in increased NaPT transport together with increased thymidine and uracil transport 

(reflected by an increase or activation of their rates of metabolism). This is shown in E. coli 

and in P. aeruginosa when exposed to NaPT at biocide concentrations approaching the MIC 

(Figs 59 & 61). Activation of thymidine and uracil metabolism is also exhibited when cells 

of E. coli are exposed to MIC levels of ZnPT. The difference in molecular structure between 

NaPT and ZnPT, and therefore the dissimilarity between ZnPT and nicotinic acid, suggests 

that the stimulation of substrate metabolism may not result in the increased uptake of ZnPT
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by the nicotinic acid transport system. However, it may be facilitated by another 

chemiosmotically linked substrate transport system such as thymidine or uracil which are 

dependent upon the PMF (Table 11).

If the activation of thymidine and uracil metabolism is considered together with the activation 

of glucose, acetate and proline metabolism, then it would seem more likely that it is the 

breakdown of membrane potentials, pH gradients, concentration gradients and membrane 

integrity which is occurring and that the substrates are passively diffusing into the cytosol, 

subsequently inducing activated substrate metabolism.

Inhibition of ATP Metabolism by NaPT and ZnPT

Concentrations of ATP in cells of E. coli and P. aeruginosa decreased upon exposure to the 

pyrithione biocides. This indicates ATP metabolism to be sensitive to the presence of the 

pyrithione biocides. The bacterial levels of ATP proved remarkably sensitive to the presence 

of the pyrithiones. This was exhibited by almost total loss of intracellular ATP in cells which 

were exposed to both low (20% MIC) and high levels of biocide (80% MIC) (Figs 63 to 

70). This decrease in intracellular ATP levels may be the result of the effect of the pyrithione 

biocides on substrate metabolism. However, only low levels of metabolic inhibition have 

been observed (Figs 59 to 62). Another possibility is that the observed decrease in ATP 

levels may be the result of an increased rate of ATP consumption by biocide exposed cells in 

order to combat and repair biocide induced cellular damage. This suggests that ATP 

production within the biocide exposed cells is almost balanced by ATP hydrolysis required 

to counteract biocide induced stress. Therefore, at any single point, the ATP assay is 

exhibiting the presence of free ATP within the bacterial cell and only minimal concentrations 

of ATP are observed. The increased turn over in cellular ATP may also account for the 

observed activation of substrate metabolism. This may result in a feedback cycle which 

causes an imbalance in intracellular ATP and cyclic AMP levels (Equation 13).
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(13)

Increased 

ATP Hydrolysis

Biocide ------------^  ATP ------------------------ cAMP + PPi

Damage k

▼
Increase in ATP _____________ Increased substrate entry

production into the cytosol

The biocide exposed cell may increase ATP metabolism in order to maintain the energy 

required to repair the biocide induced cell damage (Equation 13). This increase may be 

reflected in the increased substrate metabolism observed in earlier experiments (Figs 59 to 

62). The higher levels of ATP present would act as a signal for the cell to produce cyclic 

AMP (cAMP) (Equation 13) and pyrophosphate (PPi) (Postma 1987, Stauffer 1987). The 

utilisation of ATP to repair cellular damage and produce cAMP would result in low 

intracellular ATP levels (exhibited by the luciferin-luciferase assay, Figs 63 to 70). This 

imbalance in intracellular ATP and intracellular cAMP is the metabolic signal for increased 

substrate uptake into bacterial cells (Postma 1987, Equation 13). The final outcome of this 

scheme may therefore be stimulated entry of substrate into biocide exposed cells in order to 

produce sufficient ATP to combat biocide induced stress. The excess production of ATP 

would continue until the biocide damage is either alleviated and intracellular ATP levels 

return to normal, or until the cell dies as a result of biocide exposure.

The isolation of NaPT and ZnPT in the cytosol indicates that these biocides enter the 

bacterial cell (Table 16). The chelating properties of the pyrithiones together with their 

potential to carry out thiol and amine interactions may account for the coagulated appearance 

of the cytosol. The activation of substrate metabolism by the pyrithione biocides may be 

explained as an intracellular effect upon ATP metabolism and the balance between cellular 

levels of ATP and cAMP. This information indicates that NaPT and ZnPT possess
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intracellular modes of action towards E. coli and P. aeruginosa.

Protonophoric Activity of the Pyrithione Biocides

The inhibition of various membrane-bound processes by NaPT and ZnPT such as ATP 

production and nutrient transport have been discussed (pages 205, 206, 208 and 210). 

These biochemical processes are dependent upon transmembrane pH and proton gradients 

and are subsequently driven by these gradients. The metal cationic chelating abilities of the 

pyrithione compounds have also been discussed (page 68). The chelating abilities of these 

molecules subsequently allow the pyrithiones to chelate and sequester protons. The 

membrane depolarisation of Neurospora crassa has been shown to occur readily with the 

exposure to NaPT (Ermolayeva etal 1995). Depolarisation of the transmembrane electro

potential is due to the disruption of pH gradients across the membrane. This suggests, 

therefore, that the sequestration of protons by NaPT disrupts the transmembrane potential. A 

loss of protons from the cytosol would result in decreased ATP production, which is 

dependent upon the PMF and therefore the intracellular presence of protons (pages 209 and 

210). The chelation of hydrogen ions by NaPT may, therefore, explain the observed 

decrease of intracellular ATP content when the pyrithiones are added to cells of P. 

aeruginosa and E. coli (Figs 63 to 70). This proposed protonophoric action by the pyrithione 

biocides may also explain the observed inhibition of substrate catabolism of uracil and 

thymidine by low concentrations of biocide relative to the MIC. The uptake and transport of 

these substrates are dependent upon the PMF via the chemiosmotic coupling hypothesis 

(Figs 59 to 62, page 206).

MEMBRANE ACTIVITY OF THE PYRITHIONE BIOCIDES 

Molecular Modelling Studies

Interactions between Phosphatidylethanolamine and NaPT

Interactions between the phosphatidylethanolamine head group structures 

(phosphorylethanolamine) and NaPT or ZnPT have been exhibited in the molecular 

modelling studies (Figs 52c & 55 to 57). NaPT (the pyrithiolate anion) exhibited electrostatic
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interactions with the head group structure, hydrogen bonding between the sulphur and 

oxygen molecules of the pyrithiolate ion and the amine tail of the head group. The 

occurrence of this interaction at the bacterial outer membrane may result in the disaggregation 

of the phospholipid head structure at the outer leaflet of the membrane. It may also result in

the chelation of phosphoryl ethanolamine head groups from the core structure of the external
*

lipopolysaccharide which may contribute to outer membrane disruption. In addition, 

chelation of divalent metal cations present on the bacterial envelope would also breakdown

bacterial envelope configuration. The presence of such ions (Mg2+ and Ca2+) on the

envelope maintains membrane integrity, the loss of which results in weakened binding of the 

Gram-negative outer membrane to the peptidoglycan layer via Braun’s lipoprotein (Hoyle & 

Beveridge 1983a, 1983b, Beveridge 1989). The disrupted configuration of the bacterial cell 

envelope would then allow the passage of free pyrithione molecules across the envelope and 

into the cytosol. This in turn would result in the intracellular action of NaPT molecules and 

may allow them to interact with phospholipid head groups on the inner leaflet of the 

cytosolic membrane.

The chelation of metal cations at the bacterial envelope by NaPT in solution and the 

electrostatic interactions between NaPT and the phosphatidylethanolamine head group may 

account for the membrane disruption observed in cells of P. aeruginosa exposed to NaPT

(100 pig ml-1) (Fig 76). The appearance of ghost cells and the leakage of cytoplasmic

material from partially disrupted cells may be as a result of the interactions between NaPT 

and the bacterial cell envelope. The appearance of NaPT in the cytosol of P. aeruginosa may 

be indicative of membrane disruption from both inside the cytosol and from the bacterial 

exterior.

Interactions between Phosphatidylethanolamine and ZnPT

Membrane activity of the pyrithione biocides is further indicated by the interactions between 

ZnPT and the phosphatidylethanolamine head group. The interaction between 

phosphatidylethanolamine and the ZnPT and NaPT has been discussed previously with 

reference to a direct cellular interaction of the biocides (p204) and with reference to the 

chelative effect of the pyrithiones at the level of the Gram-negative outer membrane (p203).
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However, the exact effect of such interactions were not discussed with reference to the 

specific mode of action of these antimicrobial agents. The ZnPT dimer exhibited two 

potential interactions with the phospholipid head group (Figs 55 & 56) and one potential 

interaction was exhibited for the ZnPT monomer and the head group structure (Fig 57). 

Figure 55 exhibits bonding between the amine tail of the head group and the sulphur and 

oxygen atoms of the ZnPT dimer. Disruption of the ZnPT dimer’s configuration occurs as a 

result of this interaction. Figure 56 exhibits a potential interaction between the phosphoric 

acid group of the phospholipid head structure and the central zinc atom of one of the ZnPT 

monomers within the dimer. This has resulted in the breakdown of the original interaction 

between the two ZnPT monomers (the zinc-oxygen bridges) and may result in the release of 

a separate ZnPT monomer which would be capable of reaction with adjacent phospholipid 

head groups. The interaction between the ZnPT monomer and the phospholipid (Fig 57) is 

similar to that exhibited by the ZnPT dimer reaction in figure 56. This is suggested by the 

potential chelation of the zinc atom from the monomer by the phosphoric acid group of the 

phospholipid head structure (Fig 57). The disruption of the ZnPT monomeric and dimeric 

configuration by the phospholipid head groups may result in the release of up to four free 

pyrithiolate ions. The chelation of the zinc atom would result from the interaction of adjacent 

phospholipids upon a singular ZnPT molecule. This would occur at the Gram-negative outer 

membrane which may already be disrupted by the interactions of the 

phosphatidylethanolamine head groups and bound ZnPT molecules. Such interactions would 

allow the released pyrithiolate ions to diffuse across the disrupted membrane into the 

bacterial cell. Such a migration would subsequently allow the pyrithiolate anions to act at an 

intracellular level where they could chelate important cationic molecules (Figure 80). This 

suggested mode of action for the pyrithione biocides is not dissimilar to that of the 

quaternary ammonium compounds (QACs) which destabilise the ionic content of the 

bacterial membrane prior to disruption of the phospholipid bilayer (Broxton et al 1984, 

Woodcock 1988). It has been reported that the pyrithione ring structure is structurally 

analogous to some of the QAC group members (Hyde & Nelson 1984, Fig 26). However, 

literature survey has revealed no instances where the suggestion has been made that the 

pyrithione biocides act as pseudo-QAC antimicrobial agents. The experimental evidence 

from this study supports the above hypothesis.
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Further experimental evidence which indicates confirmation of the interactions of the 

pyrithiones and the phosphatidylethanolamine head group lies in the neutralisation of ZnPT 

and NaPT action by this phospholipid (Table 7). As discussed previously (p203), the 

chemical interactions provided by the computer generated molecular modelling data did not 

take into account the presence of other cationic molecules and the exact conditions within 

bacterial growth medium. Therefore, the interactions may only be regarded as being potential 

interactions which require further experimental evidence. Subsequently, the observed 

neutralisation of pyrithione activity by phosphatidylethanolamine (Table 7) together with the 

presence of pyrithione in the cell envelope of P. aeruginosa (Table 16) strongly supports the 

occurrence of such interactions.

Inhibition of Metabolism as an Indication of Membrane Activity 

Intracellular ATP Levels

The disintegration of membrane integrity and the metabolic controlling factors which are 

maintained by the membrane (pH gradients, PMF, concentration gradients) results in the 

decrease of intracellular ATP levels (Harold 1972). This has been shown with various 

membrane active agents such as fentichlor, PHMB antimicrobial agents, chlorhexidine and 

alexidine (Bloomfield 1974, Broxton etal 1983a, Chopra etal 1987, Chawner & Gilbert 

1989b). It has also been reported that the pyrithione biocides are agents capable of inducing 

reduction of intracellular ATP levels and ATP dependent transport processes in fungi as a 

result of depolarisation of the membrane potential (Chandler & Segel 1978, Ermolayeva etal

1995). The effect of NaPT and ZnPT upon intracellular ATP levels in both E. coli and P. 

aeruginosa has been discussed in reference to the intracellular activity of the pyrithione 

biocides (p210). However, the evidence for membrane action by these antimicrobial agents, 

which indicates disruption of Gram-negative cellular integrity, suggests that NaPT and ZnPT 

may reduce intracellular ATP levels as a direct result of membrane action (Figs 63 to 70). 

The disruption of pH gradients and concentration gradients would occur as a result of the 

disruption of membrane integrity by NaPT and ZnPT. The breakdown of such processes 

would reduce ATP production by the PMF dependent F i/Fo membrane-bound ATPase and

the chemiosmotic coupling process (Harold 1972, Konings
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Figure 80: (1) Suggested mode of action for zinc pyrithione at the level 

of the bacterial membrane. (2) The association of ZnPT with 

the the phospholipid head groups would result in the disruption of the lipid 

bilayer. (3) This would result in the chelation of the zinc atom from the

ZnPT dimer, releasing pyrithiolate ions (PT ') which may passively

diffuse across the damaged membrane and chelate intracellular cationic structures

(Mn2+, Ca2+, Mg2+, K+, proteins and metalloenzymes).
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1977, Kirstensen 1994). The Fi/Fo ATPase is also involved in the active transport of solutes

into bacterial cells and it's breakdown would decrease the level of substrates being actively 

transported into the cytosol (Konings 1977). This suggests that the reduced catabolic activity 

of substrates exhibited in figures 59 to 62 is a function of reduced ATP production by 

pyrithione exposed cells of E. coli and P. aeruginosa.

Activation of Substrate Metabolism

The stimulation of substrate metabolism at MIC levels of NaPT and ZnPT in E. coli and P. 

aeruginosa may be as a result of the membrane activity of these biocides. The disruption of 

the bacterial envelope and the leakage of cytoplasmic constituents has been observed in cells 

of P. aeruginosa exposed to MIC levels of NaPT (Fig 76). This may suggest that passive 

diffusion of substrates into the bacterial cytosol may occur at concentrations of pyrithiones 

which approach the MIC (Figs 59 to 62). If the stimulation of substrate metabolism was 

dependent or related solely to ATP production, an increase in intracellular ATP levels 

correlating to the activation of substrate metabolism at biocide concentrations of 80% of MIC 

would have been observed. However, this was not the case. Therefore stimulation of 

metabolic activity must be due to a different mechanism. Decreased intracellular ATP levels 

by NaPT and ZnPT were similar at low levels of biocide (20%) and at higher concentrations 

(80%). As biocide concentration increases, the degree of membrane disruption may also 

increase. This would allow the passive diffusion of substrates from the medium into the 

cytosol where they would be catabolised by cytosolic enzymes. However, ATP levels would 

still remain low as a result of decreased membrane integrity (Harold 1972, Konings 1977). 

The effect of such membrane activity would be high levels of substrate metabolism and low 

levels of ATP production. This hypothesis reflects the results obtained from the metabolic 

studies. This further suggests that the pyrithione biocides disrupt membrane integrity in E. 

coli and P. aeruginosa.
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Leakage of Intracellular Components as Evidence of Membrane Activity by

the Pyrithione Biocide

Known membrane active agents such as cetrimide, PHMB, chlorhexidine and alexidine 

exhibit leakage of intracellular components as an effect of the disruption of membrane 

integrity (Wiseman 1964, Salton 1968, Chopra etal 1987, Denyer & Hugo 1991b). The 

degree of membrane activity may be monitored in the order which cytoplasmic constituents 

leak from cells exposed to the membrane active agents (Salton 1968, Denyer & Hugo 

1991b, Beggs 1992). The order is normally as follows, leakage of potassium ions followed 

by purines and pyrimidines (material which absorbs light at 260nm), then phosphate 

molecules, small strands of DNA and RNA and finally, free ribosomes (Salton 1968, 

Denyer & Hugo 1991b).

Figures 71 to 74 exhibit the effects of NaPT and ZnPT respectively, upon membrane 

integrity in E. coli and P. aeruginosa as a function of the leakage of cytoplasmic material 

(potassium ions and material which absorbs light at 260nm). NaPT against E. coli and ZnPT 

against E. coli and P. aeruginosa exhibit very little change in the potassium ion levels of the 

bathing solution. This would immediately suggest that these antimicrobial agents have no 

direct effect upon potassium ion leakage from exposed bacterial cells. However, the apparent 

lack of movement in potassium ion levels may be as a result of a chelation effect exhibited by 

NaPT and ZnPT (Al-Adham etal 1995). Free pyrithiones present in the bacterial bathing 

solution would chelate free potassium ions which are also present. However, as there is no 

apparent movement in the potassium ion levels in the bathing solution, the potassium ions 

must be replenished from another source. The source of potassium ions entering the bathing 

solution must be from leaking cells of E. coli and P. aeruginosa which have been exposed to 

pyrithiones. Such an event would result in no significant increase or decrease in potassium 

ion levels in the bacterial bathing solution. Furthermore, the observation of leakage of 

material which absorbs light at 260nm from cells of E. coli and P. aeruginosa exposed to 

NaPT and ZnPT indicates that leakage of potassium ions must also be occurring. The 

leakage of material which absorbs light at 260nm from cells exposed to the pyrithiones was 

shown to occur at a greater level than that exhibited by the known membrane active agent 

cetrimide (Al-Adham etal 1995) (Figs 73 & 74). Upon exposure of E. coli to cetrimide, the
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E260nm increased from approximately 0.2 to 0.3. When exposed to NaPT the E260nm 

increased from 0.2 to 1.4 and upon exposure to ZnPT it increased to 1.9. Similar results 

were also obtained for P. aeruginosa when exposed to cetrimide and the pyrithiones (Figs 73 

& 74).

Exposure of cells of P. aeruginosa to NaPT resulted only in the chelation of potassium ions 

in the bathing solution (Fig 72). This was reflected as a decrease in bathing solution 

potassium ion content. It is known that the exopolysaccharide layer (EPS) and the outer 

membrane of Pseudomonas species possess higher divalent metal ion content than most 

other bacterial species. This may account for the presence of NaPT in assayed fractions of 

the cell envelope of P. aeruginosa and may be explained by the chelation of metal ions in the 

EPS and outer membrane of P. aeruginosa by NaPT. The NaPT would then be permanently 

bound to these components of P. aeruginosa cells. In turn, this may explain the lack of 

observed leakage of potassium ions from P. aeruginosa cells which were exposed to NaPT 

(Fig 72). NaPT in these subcellular envelope fractions may chelate some of the potassium 

ions which are leaking from cells of P. aeruginosa. This chelation effect in the cell envelope 

of P. aeruginosa would explain the observed decrease in potassium ion levels in the bathing 

solution. The observation of leakage of material which absorbs light at 260nm (which by 

definition is composed of much larger particulate and molecular structures than potassium 

ions) suggests that the observed result concerning the leakage of potassium ions from P. 

aeruginosa is due to an extracellular chelation effect. The data from the leakage studies and 

the observation of potential interactions between the pyrithione biocides and membrane 

phospholipid molecules suggests that NaPT and ZnPT induce the leakage of intracellular 

material as a result of membrane disruption.
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CONCLUSION

The growth inhibitory data suggests that ZnPT is a more effective bacteristatic agent than 

NaPT. A Pseudomonas-gap was observed between E. coli and P. aeruginosa when both 

cells were exposed to ZnPT. This was not shown for NaPT which gave similar MIC values 

for both antimicrobial agents. The increased growth inhibitory activity of ZnPT over NaPT 

exhibited no proportionality in the killing data which suggests that both biocides are poor 

bactericidal agents. The action of both pyrithiones was neutralised by the addition of EDTA 

to the test cultures. This is indicative of some type of membrane effect by EDTA, which 

decreased the inhibitory action of both biocides. Thiol interactions between ZnPT and 

cysteine were shown to occur by the neutralisation of ZnPT activity in the presence of the 

thiol-containing amino acid. This was further indicated by the occurrence of thiol interactions 

between cysteine and ZnPT in computer generated molecular modelling data. The 

antim icrobial activ ities o f both NaPT and ZnPT were neutralised by 

phosphatidylethanolamine and strong indications of the types of interactions between these 

compounds were exhibited using computer generated molecular modelling. Both biocides 

exhibited intracellular activity. This is supported by the exhibition of inhibition towards 

substrate catabolism. The observation of pyrithione biocides in the cytosol of fractionated 

cells, using a colourimetric assay, and the coagulation of the cytosol of cells of P. 

aeruginosa exposed to NaPT, exhibited by transmission electron microscopy, also suggests 

some degree of intracellular activity.

A body of evidence exists which suggests that NaPT and ZnPT are mainly membrane 

interactive. This is exhibited by the activation of substrate metabolism as biocide 

concentration increases. The increasing biocide levels were thought to allow passive 

diffusion of substrate across a partially disrupted bacterial membrane. ATP levels in biocide 

exposed cells were shown to be sensitive to the pyrithiones. The disruption o f  

transmembrane oxidative phosphorylation processes (ie; the PMF and active transport) were 

thought to be the mechanism by which the intracellular ATP levels were decreased. The 

disruption of such processes is also implicated in the decreased rates of substrate catabolism 

of pyrithione biocide exposed cells. This information, together with the observation of 

potential interactions between these biocides and phospholipid molecules and the leakage of
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intracellular material from pyrithione exposed cells suggests that the pyrithione biocides 

possess membrane active properties. However, evidence from this study indicates these 

agents to be mainly membrane active with some potential activity at an intracellular level. 

Subsequently, this suggests that the pyrithione biocides induce bacterial death as the result 

of a cumulative inhibitory effect.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

1) Investigation of the protonophoric activity of the pyrithione antimicrobial agents via the 

use of a pH probe in biocide exposed washed cell suspensions.

2) Development of an assay for the pyrithione biocides which enables the exact concentration 

of pyrithione in subcellular fractions to be determined. This would enable the elucidation of 

the uptake isotherm for the pyrithiones in microorganisms and may facilitate determination of 

the mode of absorption of these biocides into microbial cells.

3) The use of NMR spectroscopy upon pyrithione-phosphatidylethanolamine reaction 

mixtures. This would allow the observation of a direct interaction between microbial 

phospholipids and the pyrithione biocides. Such an experiment would help to prove or 

otherwise, that the suggested interactions obtained from the computer generated molecular 

modelling data are correct.

4) Observation of the effect of the pyrithiones upon the cell envelope of bacterial cells. This 

may be observed as changes in hydrophobicity and increased exoantigen production. This 

would help determine the effect of the pyrithiones upon bacterial resistance and virulence 

factors.

5) Utilisation of SDS-PAGE to observe the effect of the pyrithiones upon the cell envelope 

protein profile of bacterial cells. This may elucidate the presence of a specific carrier protein 

for the pyrithione biocides. The observation of the conditions which induce the production 

of such a protein may elucidate the observation of phenotypic or genotypic bacterial 

resistance towards these antimicrobial agents.

6) The use of radio-label techniques to investigate the potential effects of the pyrithione 

biocides as inhibitors and analogues of the nicotinic acid metabolic pathway.
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Abstract

Many antimicrobial compounds exhibit bacterial cell membrane activity as either potassium ion 

leakage and or leakage of 260nm material from the cell. In this experiment a potassium ion 

selective electrode and spectrophotometric observation of260nm leakage were used in order to 

examine cell membrane effects in a selection of common biocides upon both Escherichia coli 

NCIMB 10000 and Pseudomonas aeruginosa NCIMB 10548. The observation of potassium 

ion leakage for the pyrithione biocides yielded results which were initially difficult to interpret, 

but are thought to suggest a species dependent combination of potassium ion leakage from 

affected membranes and chelation of those leaked ions in the bathing suspension. Such a result 

is not, however, supported by the 260nm material leakage results, which indicate very similar 

levels of membrane active effects for both species of bacteria.

Introduction

The bacterial cytoplasmic membrane is a very delicate organelle and is highly active 

metabolically. It acts mainly as a selective permeability barrier between the cytosol and the cells 

external environment Any membrane active agent can induce damage to the membrane by 

action upon either the membrane potentials, bound enzymes or permeability.

Kuhn & Bielgi (1940) suggested that the cationic surface active agents might act on the 

bacterial membrane by dissociating conjugated proteins in a manner analogous to haemolysis.

It was also shown by Hotchkiss (1944) that nitrogen and phosphorous containing compounds 

leaked from staphylococci treated with quaternary ammonium compounds or polypeptide 

antibiotics. Chlorhexidine causes leakage of intracellular material from Escherichiacoli and 

Staphylococcus aureus during which a diphasic leakage / concentration pattern is observed.

The first part of the curve represents increasing leakage with increasing concentration of the 

biocide, but at high concentration the protoplasmic contents and / or cytoplasmic membrane 

become gradually coagulated so that the leakage progressively declines (Hugo & Longworth, 

1965). The interaction between the cytoplasmic membrane and Chlorhexidine was found to be 

through interaction with the acidic lipid components of the membrane (Broxton etal, 1983a,

1984). This leads to changes in membrane permeability which result in the loss of intracellular 

potassium (Elferink & Booij, 1974), 260nm absorbing materials (Hugo & Longworth, 1964) 

and phosphates (Rye & Wiseman, 1964; Hugo & Longworth, 1965, 1966). This action causes
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concomitant alterations in the function of certain membrane associated enzymes (Hugo & 

Longworth, 1966; Broxton etal, 1983b) and transport systems (Harold etal, 1969; Hugo & 

Daltrey, 1974). Although not fully elucidated, it was suggested that Chlorhexidine interacts 

with protein moieties of the membrane and perturbs the function erf the electron transport chain 

(Wiseman, 1964; Hugo & Daltrey, 1974).

Cetrimide, which is employed extensively in urology and gynaecology as an antiseptic 

in the form of aqueous and alcoholic solution is also one of the membrane active biocides. In 

this respect Lambert & Hammond (1973) concluded that cetrimide (0.2mM) causes the release

of cell constituents from E. coli in the following order; K+, P04^+ followed by material

absorbing at 260nm. The release of K+ ions was completed in 30 minutes. Using

Staphylococcus aureus, Denyer & Hugo (1977) found that cetrimide (18/ig/ml or 5.3xlO~^M)

causes the discharge of pH components of Ap. This concentration is the bacteriostatic 

concentration and the concentration which caused the maximum leakage of material absorbing 

at 260nm.

Fentichlor, which has both antibacterial and antifungal activity, has an application in the 

treatment of dermatophytic conditions. However, its application as a preservative in cosmetics 

might be limited by virtue of its photosensitization. Although little work had been done on the 

mode of action of Fentichlor, Hugo & Bloomfield (1971) found that it causes leakage of 

material absorbing at 260nm in both E. coli and S. aureus.

Pyrithione is an effective preservative for cosmetics and toiletry products. The 

membrane effect of Pyrithione is due to the disruption of proton gradient across the cell 

membrane and thus inhibition of the transport of solutes through membrane barrier 

(Ermolayeva etal, Personal Communication). Dichlorophen is a preservative for toiletries, 

textiles and cutting fluids and prevents the growth of bacteria in water cooling systems and 

humidifying plants. Due to its low toxicity, however, it is used in the treatment of tapeworm in 

man and domestic animals and for the treatment of athletes foot

Isothiazolone biocides such as Benzisothiazolone (BIT) are widely used as industrial 

biocides (Singer, 1976; Andrykovitch & Neihof, 1987). BIT (Proxel; Zeneca pic, Manchester, 

UK) isothiazolones react mainly with intracellular thiol groups (Fuller etal, 1985; Collier etal, 

1990a, b, c; 1991). Initial reaction between thiol and BIT leads to the formation of a disulphide 

conjugate. Further reaction of this conjugate with excess thiol leads to the formation of thiol
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dimers and ring-opened forms of the biocides, which can themselves serve as a further source 

of interactive thiols to give dimerised biocide (Fuller etal, 1985; Collier etal, 1990a, b, c;

1991).

This paper aims to compare and contrast the membrane active nature of these common 

biocides and the observation of their ability to cause leakage of both K+ ions and 260nm 

material.

Materials and Methods

Organisms and Chemicals

Escherichia coli NCIMB 10000 and Pseudomonas aeruginosa NCIMB 10548 (PA01) 

were obtained from the NCIMB and were maintained on Nutrient agar (Oxoid CM3) slopes at 

room temperature in a darkened cupboard. Both cultures were incubated throughout this study 

at37°C.

Benzisothiazolone (BIT), Fentichlor and Dichlorophen were the kind gift of Nipa 

Laboratories Ltd. (Pontypridd, U.K.). Cetrimide was the kind gift of Rhone-Poulenc, 

(Stockport, U.K.). Zinc pyrithione was the kind gift of Zeneca pic (Manchester, U.K.). 

Sodium pyrithione and all other reagents were purchased from Sigma, (Poole, U.K.).

Growth Inhibitory Activity

The minimal inhibitory concentrations (MIC) of Fentichlor, Dichlorophen, BIT, 

Pyrithione and Cetrimide were determined by the serial dilution (tube dilution) method as 

described by Bloomfield (1991). Both E.coli and P. aeruginosa were grown in Nutrient broth 

(Oxoid CM1) for this test.

Preparation of Washed Cell Suspensions

Overnight, liquid cultures of E. coli and P. aeruginosa were prepared in Nutrient broth 

(50ml in 100ml Erlenmayer flasks; Oxoid CM1). These were incubated in a shaking incubator 

(180 oscillations/min) at37<>C. Cells were harvested, in late exponential phase of growth, by 

centrifugation (4000xg, lOmin) at room temperature, washed twice and resuspended in sterile 

Tris/HCl buffer (pH 7.2) at an absorbance (OD47onm) of 1.5.
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beaker which was magnetically stirred. 5ml of ionic strength adjustment buffer (ISAB; 18.37g 

of tetraethylammonium chloride dissolved in deionised water and made up to 100ml, 

volumetrically) was added to the beaker. This ensured that the background ionic strength of all 

solutions was kept constant The potassium-ion sensing electrode (Qualiprobe QSE 314, EDT 

Instruments, Dover, U.K.) and its reference electrode (Qualiprobe double junction reference 

electrode E8092, EDT Instruments, Dover, U.K.) were placed into the cell suspension. The 

potential difference (mV) derived by the electrodes was measured using a Whatman PHA 220 

pH/mV meter (Whatman, Maidstone, U.K.). An aliquot (1ml) of the biocide, at a pre

determined concentration (6.4mg m l 1, in DMSO) was added to the cell suspension to give a 

final reaction concentration of 128/ig m l 1. The potassium efflux from the cells in suspension 

was measured at time intervals over 20 minutes as a potential difference in mV. These values 

were converted to concentrations of K+ ions (M) by reference to a conversion graph which had 

been constructed earlier using KC1 standard solutions. The concentration of K+ ions released 

was plotted against time and is given in figures 1 and 2.

Determination of the Leakage of260nm Absorbing Material

50ml of harvested and washed cells (OD47onm = 1.5) were placed in a clean 100ml

beaker and maintained at room temperature whilst stirred. At time t=0 min, an aliquot (1ml) of 

biocide (6.4mg m l 1, in DMSO) was added to the cell suspension to give a final concentration 

of 128/* g m l 1. Aliquots (2 x 1ml) of the treated cell suspension were removed at regular 

intervals, placed in Eppendorf tubes and centrifuged at 12000xg for 2 min in a MSE 

Microfuge. The supernatant was then decanted from the Eppendorf tubes and pooled into a 

plastic UV cuvette (1cm path length). The absorbance of the cuvette was read against a buffer 

control at 260nm and plotted against time in figures 3 and 4.

18-Crown-6 Ether

D e te rm in a tio n  o f  P o ta ss iu m  Ion  L ea k a g e

5 0 m l o f  harvested  and w a sh ed  c e lls  (O D 4 7onm =  1 .5) w ere  p la ced  in  a c lea n  1 0 0 m l

1 8 -C row n -6  eth er is  a com p ou n d  w ith  k n o w n  K + ion  ch e la tio n  properties. T h is

com p ou n d  w a s  u sed  to  repeat b oth  exp erim en ts in  an  attem pt to  dem onstrate the e ffe c ts  o f  a K +
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ion chelating compound upon the operation of a K+ ion selective electrode.

Results and Discussion

Determination of the minimal inhibitory concentration of the various biocides used 

indicated an observable Pseudomonas-gap for four of the six biocides (Table 1). This is 

expressed as a higher MIC value for the inhibition of P. aeruginosa as opposed to that for E. 

coli. Cetrimide exhibited the largest gap where approximately 8 times the MIC for E. coli was 

required to inhibit P. aeruginosa. This was followed by BIT and Fentichlor, both requiring 

between two and four times the E. coli MIC to inhibit P. aeruginosa. Dichlorophens observable 

Pseudomonas-gap was only an increase of about 50% in MIC and both Zinc and Sodium 

Pyrithiones actually proved more effective against P. aeruginosa than E. coli. The 

Pseudomonas-gap has been observed elsewhere (Russell & Chopra, 1990; Paulus, 1993) and 

may be the result of one or more physiological factors expressed by cells of Pseudomonas spp. 

This resistance to both biocides and antibiotics by the Pseudomonads is thought to be intrinsic 

and related to the nature of the cell envelope, in particular the structure and composition of the 

Gram-negative outer membrane. The cation content of the Pseudomonas spp outer membrane 

is significantly higher than that of other Gram-negative organisms. In particular, the 

concentration of Mg2+ is thought to help maintain the integrity of the outer membrane by 

ensuring strong Lipopolysaccharide-Lipopolysaccharide linkage and subsequent resistance to 

membrane active antimicrobials such as the quaternary ammonium compounds (Russell & 

Chopra, 1990).
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Table 1: Minimal inhibitory concentrations of various biocides against
E sch erich ia co li  NCIMB 10000 and P seu d o m o n a s  a eru g in o sa  NCIMB 10548.

Organism Minimal Inhibitory Concentration (jig ml-i)

NaPT ZnPT Fen Die BIT Cet

Escherichia coli 120 13 30 25 20 16
NCIMB 10000
Pseudomonas aeruginosa 100 4.5 80 35 80 128
NCIMB 10548

Where; NaPT = Sodium Pyrithione, ZnPT = Zinc Pyrithione, Fen = Fentichlor, 
Die = Dichlorophen, BIT = Benzisothiazolone and Cet = Cetrimide.

Figures 1 and 2 represent the effects of the various biocides upon the membranes of 

E.coli (Fig 1) and P. aeruginosa (Fig 2) as indicated by potassium (K+) leakage. These figures 

indicate that cetrimide has observable and marked leakage effects upon both organisms and that 

the onset of this effect is rapid. The initial K+ ion concentration of the bathing solution for both 

micro-organisms in all experiments was l.lxlCMM.The maximal rate of Cetrimide-induced 

leakage was achieved within 1 minute for E. coli (1.15xlO-2M) and then the levels of K+ ions 

appeared to reduce slowly over the rest of the period of observation, finally reaching 6.7x10-

3M at 15 min. However, for P. aeruginosa the onset of leakage appeared to be as rapid as that 

for E. co li, 3.8xl0 2M at 1 min, but continued to exhibit leakage over the rest of the period of 

observation, eventually reaching a level of 4.75xlO-2M at 15 min. This result indicates that 

whilst the MIC for cetrimide against P. aeruginosa is considerably higher than that for 

cetrimide against E. coli, the subsequent leakage it causes at the same concentration is similar 

for both organisms.

Of the other biocides tested, only BIT gave any observable leakage of K+ ions and this 

was at a much lower rate than that for cetrimide at the same concentration, 128/ig m l1. The 

onset of leakage with BIT only became apparent over the 15 minutes of the experiment and
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Fentichlor gave no observable rate of K+ ion leakage for either micro-organism. The 

closely related compound Dichlorophen, however, gave evidence of K+ ion uptake or 

chelation. In the case of E. coli the concentration of K+ ions in the bathing solution fell from

l.lxHMM to 5.0x10 9M and forP. aeruginosa the fall was from I.lxKMM to 3.0xl0-8M. 

This observation would suggest that Dichlorophen acts as an ion chelating agent in the presence 

of bacterial cells. This is an unusual result as Dichlorophen is often sited as a membrane active 

agent (Paulus, 1993).

Sodium Pyrithione exhibited effects similar to those of Dichlorophen in that it 

apparently chelated K+ ions from the bathing solutions of both E. coli and P. aeruginosa. In 

the case of E. coli this represented a loss of ions from an initial concentration of l.lxl(M M  to 

5.22x10%! at 15 min. Such a reduction is equivalent to a halving of available bathing K+ 

ions. However, unlike Dichlorophen, the pyrithiones appeared to exhibit species-specific 

chelation properties. In the case of P. aeruginosa, the concentration of K+ ions was reduced 

from l .lx l0 4M to 3 .2xl08M. Such a result indicates that P. aeruginosa cells appeared to be 

more susceptible to loss of K+ ions from their external environment by chelation. Such an 

implication is, however, unlikely to be the case in reality. It is more likely that this result was 

the simultaneous observation of two separate, but related events involving the K+ ions. The

first of these events would be the straight forward chelation of K+ ions from the bathing

medium by the sodium pyrithione. This event should not be species specific and should have 

exhibited a result similar to that for Dichlorophen. The second event, however, is the 

simultaneous membrane activity of the biocide upon the bacterial cell. This would result in the

leakage of K+ ions from the cell and their subsequent chelation by excess pyrithione. This

would result in an apparent differential K+ ion loss between the two species of micro-organism 

dependent upon the differing sensitivity of the two species towards the biocide. In effect, P. 

aeruginosa would exhibit a much greater level of K+ ion loss from the bathing solution if it 

were less sensitive to the membrane active effects of the biocide, whereas E. coli would exhibit 

a lower level of K+ ion loss due to its corresponding greater K+ ion leakage. However, this

attained levels of only 1.4xlO-4M against E . c o li  and 2.3xlCMM against P . a e ru g in o sa .
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suggestion is not supported by the MIC data. This data shows that the MIC values for E. coli 

and P. aeruginosa are very similar at 120/ig ml-1 and lOOpig ml-1 respectively and that, if 

anything, the P. aeruginosa cells should be more susceptible to the effects of this compound. 

The results for Zinc pyrithione against both microorganisms, however, exhibit no obvious 

signs of either K+ ion leakage or chelation. Such a result indicates that either this compound 

has no membrane effect upon either microorganism or that its induced potassium leakage is 

exactly balanced by its K+ ion chelation. In the light of the 260nm material leakage results this 

latter theory is the more probable as these results indicate that both NaPT and ZnPT exhibit 

marked membrane activity against both E. coli and P. aeruginosa. Indeed most of the biocides 

tested gave higher levels of leakage than the positive control compound, cetrimide. The 18- 

Crown-6 ether exhibited no apparent K+ ion or260nm material leakage in either experiment.

Conclusions

The results of these studies indicate that the pyrithione biocides are able to disrupt 

membrane function of Gram-negative bacteria. In addition to and simultaneously with this

disruption, these compounds can also chelate K+ ions from the bathing medium. A

combination of these two events may explain some of the inhibitory effects of these 

compounds upon bacterial cells.
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Fig. 1. Potassium fluxes associated with suspensions of Escherichiacoli NCIMB 10000 

exposed to 128/̂ g m l1 of (O) cetrimide, (A) sodium pyrithione, (□) dichlorophen, ( • )  

fentichlor, (A) benzisothiazolone, (m) zinc pyrithione and (4) 18-crown-6 ether.

Fig. 2. Potassium fluxes associated with suspensions of Pseudomonas aeruginosa NCIMB 

10548 exposed to 128//g ml-i of (o) cetrimide, (a ) sodium pyrithione, (□) dichlorophen, (•  ) 

fentichlor, (a ) benzisothiazolone, (■) zinc pyrithione and (+) 18-crown-6 ether.

Fig. 3. Leakage of 260nm material from cell suspensions of Escherichiacoli NCIMB 10000 

exposed to 128^g m l1 of (O) cetrimide, (a.) sodium pyrithione, (q) dichlorophen, (#) 

fentichlor, (A) benzisothiazolone, (0) zinc pyrithione and (+) 18-crown-6 ether.

Fig. 4. Leakage of 260nm material from cell suspensions of Pseudomonas aeruginosa NCIMB 

10548 exposed to 128/̂ g m l1 of (O) cetrimide, (A ) sodium pyrithione, (P ) dichlorophen, ( • )  

fentichlor, (A) benzisothiazolone, (A) zinc pyrithione and (4) 18-crown-6 ether.
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